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Murriiy High Band

SSI Bill To
Put Bite Into
U.S. Paychecks

Vying For 3rd
11
,

Memphis Honor
Murray High School Band will be
vying for its third straight Mid-South
Championship Saturday during competition in Memphis,Tenn.
The contest will be at Halle Stadium
on Mt. Moriah Road just south of
Interstate-40.
Some 31 bands from Tennessee,
Kentucky, Alabama, _Mississippi,
Missouri and Arkansas are expected to
compete. First and second place liana*
overall will perform Saturday evening
at halftime of the Memphis StateSouthern Mississippi football game in
-Liberty Bowl" Staditun.
According to Murray. High Band
Director Joe Sills, the contest will be
judged on the "olympic system," using
five judges. Each of the judges awards
points to the bands in several areas
like, music, marching, routine design,
general 'effect and performance of
extras._ juc_h as, color guard and
majorettes.

"We are concerned about keeping the
WASHINGTON (AP) — Legislation
system solvent and this bill will do it,"
that would put an unprecedented tax
Rep. Al Ullman, 14)re.,.said.after the
bite on the 104 million Americans who
House approved the bill produced by
have Social Security taxes withheld
the ways and means committee, which
from their pay checks is heading to the
he heads.
Senate after winning House approval.
Although some members complained
A Senate -vote on a similar bill could r
— about the major tax _increase. most
come early-its hext Week._
agreed that the financial crisis was
On Thursday, the House 'passed,.275
severe enough to merit the drastic "
to 146, its version of legislation increasing the -tax for every- worker- steps.
However, -- the House added two
covered by the program, wifh the
amendments' that increased the tax
heaviest impact falling On upperrate beyond what the committee called
income workers. Their ,employers
for. .
_would also pay more under the House
One amendment-would remove limits
bill.
on wages earned' by- Social Security
A decade from noW, anybne earning
recipients', phasing out the current. $42,600 would pay over three times as
Maximum of $3,000 on outside.eern,ings much S4Scial Security tax as is now
by 1982.
withheld. The tax would go from $965
Under current law, recipients lose $1
this year to $3,025 in 1987.
Bands will compete in one of three
in benefits for every - $2 they Cake in
Someone earning $20,000 would pay
classes, depending -on size. Class bands
above that amount.
$1,420, instead of $965. A worker with a
will receive trophies, as well as the top
Elderly persons could therefore
$itlary of /10,000 would pay- $710. up
band overall from all classes.
continue to receive a full salary while
from $585.
'We feel that we have an excellent
drawing full Social Security benefits.
Congress will probably enact hefty
ARE YOU IN THIS PICTURE—If you are, you should be at the big Murray State Training School reunion to• morrow
chance to win. There are several bands
The second amendment, approved
tax increases this Year to keep the
night at the West Kentucky livestock and Exposition Center on College Farm Road. Dr. John W. Carr, the first
that are going to be-very strong. Among
earlier, continues an exemption for
Social Security system from going
left
with
president
of
Murray
for
the
school
in
1926.
At
the
State,
is
shown
speaking
at
ground-breaking
ceremonies
them are Christian County, Athens,
more than 6 Million public employes
broke. The system has amassed $5.6
his back turned is Dr. Rainey T. Wells the fowder and second president. Before the building, which cost S148,000,
Ala., Greenwood, Miss., Jackson,
and congressmen, who have separate - •
billion in deficits since 1975.
--- was erected, a schooi-jor "practice teaching'-for,the college- studentspwas maintained in the city's :grade school
Taut, and 'GriSsoril 'High from Huntretirement-piens:"
" "
" Because of population age shifts and
where the Murray Middle School is now, and later in the basement of what is now Wrather Hall-and in spare rooms
sville, Ala. All have very fine bands,"
The House did not con.sider any
such other factors as high unem7
in what is crow Wilson Hall. Mrs. Rebecca Farmer. lrvan and Mrs. Marilyn Mason Forrest were among the many
Sills said.
change in the benefits Social Security
ployment, less moneyis being taken in
Murrayans who started in the first grade and completed high school in the Training School. The old building was
pays to 33 million people already
The band director said the Memphis
by Social Security than it is paying out
razed in 1974 to make room for a new elementary building.
competition marks the last contest of
receiving benefits.
in benefits.
The House-approved bill would also
the season and the last one for the
allow reci/Sients to continue receiving
current high school seniors. "The band
benefits even after marrying. Some
is aware of this and are determined to
elderly -couples now live -together
make it our best performance," Sills
without marrying because they would.
said.
otberyviseliceAbtliellk_
Under the pending Senate bill, emAdditionally, the band director
ployers would for the first time pay
pointed Out, "Originally we had
"It hadn't quite hit them yet. They've - Allan Bean, a special education- inmore than their employes.
— The school board approved a final • facilities survey report will be gived in
planned to march in the Murray State
been very diligent -through the fall. I -- - structor.-Dr. Bean will aceept peeition--- -$9-,490 liarrierit --te---Dan -Stinson --tor-- -*Nov.Itt-rneeting. —
-The- Social'Security tax--is--now.-5115---tJniverslty HornecOrnIngParade,board
Jeffrey said school officials' are
with the Center of Innovation and
per cent Of wages, with workers eardon't think they've-really had time to
renovation work on Murray Middle.
the buses, travel to Memphis, and then
also workink on an energy conservation
Development - in- the Department of ning $16,500 -paying the maximum- of think about it."
• '
Jeffrey told board members that a
The temphis and Murray
-copete.
m
Special duction at Murray Sinte
$965.
t's part of what Murray High crucial Department of Education."... .program for the winter.
State. folks all Were' extremely-University.
an Director Joe Sills told Murray_
,
-cosperative iri scheduling'as best they
-Staff"changes due to the resignation
meinbers,
in
School
àard
Independent'
could to accomodate us, but when our
include: Mrs. Ruth Ann Hook will
a session Thursday evening, about the
perform-nee time came in from
classroom
Bean's
become
Orange
trip
to
the
upcoming
band's
Memphis, we realized that we couldn't
High
Assistant
Murray
replacement,
Bowl.
march Saturday morning and still
coach
freshwill
John
Hina
Principal
adults-are
students
and
24
Some
191
niake if to Memphis in tira. We regret
will move
Fisher
Rick
basketball,
man
Dec.
27
for
leave
Tuesday,
expected
to
that we will not be in the parade as we
from assistant boys basketball coach to
the Florida trip. The band will march in
had hoped but we will definitely be here
head girls coach, Jane Fitch, under the
featured
parade
as
a
Orange
Bowl
the
for the Murray Christmas Parade on
advice
of her physician, will move from
Saturday,
evening
on
unit
during
the
eighth
and
Dec. 3. Both our seventh
basketball to assistant
girls
head
televised
parade
will
be
Dec.
31.
The
grade bands will be in the parade to
B-1, B-2, B-3 and B-4, $100; and inThe Murray Common Council han- regular November meeting; to MonMark Brady will also take an
coach,
nation.
most
of
the
throughout
System."
School
represent the Murray
day,
Nov.
14
and
dustrial
zoning,$250.
Monday,
Nov.
28
due
dled
several
to
items
of
routine
city
:The —December Orange. Bowl- trip • assistant coaching p_osition.
_
conflicts-With a PADD meeting and the., -- The -council 'also -heard comments-in
One
business
of
its
shortett
theetingS
School
Independent
Murray
other
In
marks the second time around for the
from Mayor John E.Scott who reported
Thanksgiving holiday;
in recent months last night.
Board business:
current National Champions. Murray
— accepted the resignation of Donald
At
the
meeting,
which
lasted
less
than
Murray
enrollment
in
Official
—
that the state Department, of TranHigh Band attended in 1974-'75, and
Bray 'frorri the Murray Fire Departhalf an hour,the council:
Independent School System is down
Sills told board members the cost since
sportation and the contractor
ment;
— approved the first reading of a
compared. to last year, _according to
that time has jumped by one-third.
— were advised a change in rezoning
personnel ordinance establishing rules
figures. Grand total enrollment, inEstimated expenses on the 1977 trip
making progress on reopening Chestnut
fees recommended by the Murray
and
regulations
for
city
employees;
and
start
kindergarten,
head
cluding
members
told
board
$48,451,
Sills
are
Street to through traffic.
Planning Commission. The council was
— approved a- change in a recently
adult education this year is 1,914
Thursday night. Beatrice -Foods is
The street was dosed ln-eatly Sepasked to study the fees before taking
adopted resolution that will allow the
compared to 1,998 last year. Jeffrey
expectedsto underwrite about half that
tember to allowr work to begin on the
action on the matter. Recommended
reported, howeveil that enrollmentin., SAY. to accept $34„875 in area
amount, the band director said "We
construction of a.pedestrfan overpass
fees- for rezoning are flood plain,
kindergarten through fourth is up. 654 • development-funds from the Purchase
WASHINGTON — An untested
can account for $31,607 presently," Sills
across 15th Street and the rerouting,of
-agriculture, R-1 and R-2, $25; R-3, R-4
Area Development District; ,
compared to 626 at the same time last
said. "We have our citrus sale to go."
coalition in the Senate is making a lastChestnutStreet under the overpass.
and R-5, $56; R-3a, Professional office,
— changed the meeting nights for the
year.
Other money raising projects include
ditch effort to derail a $49 billion, eightSeveral complaints, especially from
and
breaks
community contributions and family
yeaf package of energykk
merchants'along Chestnut, have been
payments.
ship it back to committee with invoiced since the street was closed,:
structions to start over.
Sills said transportation is slated to
Mayor Scott reported last night that a
The group, whose strength is unportion of the concrete on the new
cost $14,881, entertainment, $2,068,
measured, wants to end debate on the
motel expense's, $13,728, meals,$16,578,
portion of the street had already been
miscellaneous expenses,$1,196.
bill apc1 return it to the Senate Finance
poured and that the remaining portion
Conlmittee. If the Senate approves the
"It's unusual, we have quite a thg
was expected to be poured soon ( workeffort, it could doom chances of any
here," Sills said of local participation in
men began pouring the remaining
the band program. "I don't know of any
-energy tax legislation-this year.
A special fund raising project of the
citrus group consists of oranges and
large box averaging 36 to 48 grapefruit,
portion this morning
Democrats in the group oppose the
system of our size where we have that
Calloway County High School speech
grapefruit which will be hand picked, $8.50. All fruit is guaranteed for two
Mayor Scott reported- that he had met
bill. as,,it. came ,from ,the.conunittee _ much _participation..." Sills said figures - Team will be- the-sale of fresh' citrus
days
or
411hours
aftei
receipt
f•
the
Cleaned,
and
Shinned
with
direetry
DOI-Officials' iiiFfankfort.' at'Ole.
to'business
because-of its tax breaks _for
show that almost 60 percent of those
fruit that will run from October 21
oranges or grapefruit.England sap. ' ' request of the governor's office and that
Calloway County High School for
attencliag Aurray Middle and 30 per- ,
and industry. The opponents call it a
through. November 7, according to
distribution to local residents who have
they had areed to expedite'tne project
A coupon for' a one-quarter' bok of
giveaway and hope that stopping it
cent of the students at Murray High
Larry England,speech coach, who said
purchased the fruit from the team chicken from the Burger Queen will be
to get the street reopened. as'soon as
would improve the chances of
participate in band in one phase or
lite funds will be used for tournament
members.
_possible.
The mayor_said_lbat hejaad
included
in
_a_
caseof_
fruit,
F.np)anci
plan.
energy
Carter's
ejtletit
another.
expenses of the speech team.
been told that the street could be
Carter's plan, already passed in a
Costs of the various boxes and types said.
The resignation of a special education
opened approximately seven days after
Any persons interested in purchasing
watered-down version by the House, instruction in Murray Independent
of fruit will be as follows: Oranges —
The sale will be conducted with Fred
the final portion of concrete had been
oranges,
70
to
50
fruit
includes new taxes designed to force School System has resulted in a number
averaging
may
small
box_
call
753-94'59,
753-5479,
or
489Hancock, Union City, Tn., I, 1
poured,conservation by raising energy prices. of staff changes. The Murray
S5.50, and large box averaging 80 to 120 2644.
by
the
Senate
box
small
grapefruit
—
$8.50;
The taxes were rejected
oranges,
Independent School System Thursday
tS
jel
Pr,
representative of Community
committee, which substituted $40 evening okayed the resignation of Dr.
averaging 18 to 24 grapefruit,$5,54rend
for Students, Inc., of Louisville he
encourage
to
breaks
billion in tax
c,
One Section — 16 Pages
conservation and production.
Some Republicans would like to kill .
Lessons can be learned from the controversial 1 'hestnut
the finance committee bill because its
Street closing, as reopening of the Murray thoroughfare
passage by the Senate almost certainly
GHOULISH MAKE-UP — Murray,
looms near. We comment editorially on the ssue on
would lead to a final compromise with
Theater at the Old
Community
today's Opinion Page. Page 4.
the Rouse that would include- some of
Freight Depot has ,a number of treats
'
'
Carter's taxes. .
store for youngsters Monday
in
As Carter was telling a news conat 3:30 p.m. Anyone can be
beginning
the
over
fight
that
the
ference Thursday
made up to look like a favorite
energy bill is "not a contest between the
character and a special imChurch Page executive and Congress ... (but) a test
.10
provisational horror show wilL be
Classifieds
13, 14, 15
of our national will," the Senate was
Crossword presented at 4,6,8 and 11 p.m. Maketaking a series of votes on the bill, some
13
Comics
up sessions will precednlitach shOw.
of them favoring the President.
13
Becoming
mostly
sunny .and
-Dear Abby
Admission is Si for make-up and Si
The Senate:
12
warm today. High in the low to
Deaths & Funerals
—Approved a reduced version of one
16
for the show, for S150 for both. Picmid 70s. Mostly fair with patchy
Horoscope
of Garter's energy-conservation tates.. tured here at their "ghoulish best"
12
fog developine again,tonight, low
Let's StaF Well
3
, — This tax. would apply to industries and
are firom left) Erin O'Brien, Whitney
in. the. upper 40s to low 50.s.
1,ocal
Scene, power plants that use large...amounts of
Whitlow.
Taylor and Arny
( on si de ra ble , sunshine and
Opinion Page
_
oil or natural gas for boiler fuel. The
.4_ •
, Senate bill as it came from conungtee
in the lower 70s.
'TV.Page
contained no such boiler fuel tax. The .
. 11
" Muse bill pissed, earlier includet a
toughertax.

-
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$48,000 Needed

Sills Reports On Band Trip Progress

Murray Council Approves

Ordinance; Raises Zoning Fees

Senate Coalition

Attempts To Stop

Energy Package

Calloway Speech Team Selling
Fruit In Fund Raising Venture
•

inside today

sunny
and
warmer

today's index
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Murray Quota Club To
Host 23rd Conference

"MAY DAY" NEARLY 50 YEARS AGO — An early performance of May
Day festivities with Queen, attendants, and May Queen is pictured on the
campus near Wilson Hall. The date of this old picture is unknown, but it
was probably ?if the latelwenties or early Thirties. Training School rhildren
as well as College students participated.
Since its beginning, the Training School has fostered music — in its
curriculum, in all kinds of public performances,. and in_its develoement
throughout the region.
Presidents Wells and Carr were lovers of music, and it is not surprising
that on the first "Normal School" faculty was a teacher of Music, Miss Stella
Pennington, who came here Oct. 1, 1923. The first head of the Music Department was Miss Geneve Wells daughter of Dr. Wells. She joined the faculty

The Quota Club of Murray,
hostedd club for the 23rd
Annual Conference of the 23rd
District of Quota Club inaternational expects an attendance of approxiMately 125
persons at Barkley Lodge for
this conference on October 28,
'29- ahd- 30. These delegates
and
visitors
will
be
representing the Clubs from
Tennessee, Arkansas,
Mississippi and Kentucky.
Preparation to host this
conference began months ago,
when conference chairman,
Helen Spann, set Me- wheels
a..
Into motion.
Under the supervision • of
Conference-Chairman, Helen
Spann, the Quota Club of
Murray, its members, have
made most of their table
decorations for the gala affair,
planned the tour for Saturday
afternoon, planned for
registration of guests and
_
members, planned for the in 1924.
rooms and meals for the
Miss Gwendolyn Haynes has been listed "as the first musicieacher at the
conference, and all of the
Training School." She was on the faculty 1928-34. Miss Naomi .Maple, fifth other work
, that goes with
grade teacher,sponsored an,o rchestra for her pupils.
planning a conference of this
Christmas Carols, the Maypole performance, operettas, recitals,. district size.
competitive events, private lessons, special "chapel" programs — all were
The representative from
a part of the Training School activities.
Quota International is Anne
Students, faculty student leachers,.and friends of the lab scho.ol from_its Hatherly of Markdale, Onexistence until closed in 1976, known as Training School, College High, and
University School, are meeting Saturday at six p. m.for a barbecue-reunion
at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. Several individual
groups are also having special parties tonight and Saturday night following
the barbecue

Dr. Stroheeker Spedice-r At Alpha Department Luncheon'
Dr. Strohecker spoke very
The Alpha Department of to any person who wanted to
interistingly
concerning
the Murray Woman's Club purchase them.
Dr. Hatcher, in the absence "Bibliographies *and Their
held its October 22nd luncheon
meeting at the clubhouse with of the program chairman, Types." He discussed which
Dr. Edwin Strohecker, Mrs. Raymond Dixon, inDirector of Libraries at troduced the speaker for the
Murray State University, as afternoon, Dr.Strohecker. She
'said he= was. recently Installed
speaker.
Mrs. Doris Nance gave the as president of the Kentucky
invocation. After lunch was Library Association and is a
served, a short business member of the Governor's
-sesilisn salts teTd With -Dr:- -Advisory Council of Librartes.
Mildred Hatcher, chairman, He is a native of Allentown,
presiding. Mil. Nance an- Pa., and has been in ethe.
nounced she had Murray Department of Library
Woman's Club cookbooks with Science.. at MurritY State
her, and they were available University since 1972.

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

Payroll Tax
For Years
There is a big difference between publicly opposing an issue and privately pushing for it.

You Know Where
Chrisntan
Actually Stands

Per Pose In thing

Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90
sNo Limit *All Ages
*Groups Okay

Arftraft Studios
The Professionals •
118 S. 12th 753-0035
Fre. PerkinsIii Reer

Getting settled
made simple.

Kathryn Outland

i

ii ill:VIP If flyt
Mil:
410111.1-

Atkins, Mrs. Charles S. 10-22-77
Robertson, and Mrs. June W. Adults-113
Smith. The tables were Nursery-8
decorated with seasonal
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Burkeen (Mother
arrangements.
Deborah), Rt. 1, Dexter.

FREE.'

OM' GPM'
,
R.% •••

Denims _

frul

T(ps -4m4i-Pari

112

--;,"1 12. pRicp

_
Pants iqui Tops_ _
/I

1 14 (WV?

(;zi

;iris

Pantst_ToPs60
1 Jump Sriits
sizo, 2II
-

Coats

//4 nit'

10% ()I

Southside..Square
Downimen !Miran% Kr.

-

Childraes

„-f7-44111,

Sun. - 2:30,7:30
Mon.-Thur. - 7:30 Only
Fri. &Sat. - 7:20,9:10
Redford, Nicholson, Streisand, De Niro
together for the first time in the same ad

If only
they
knew
she had
the
power.

Him
31 WHAT WILL BE MY STATE FIVE MINUTES AFTER I DIE? Death
forces a decision: Is life purposeffil or accidental? Is Man immortal or simply mortal? Is eternity a reality or an ilusion? The
one who lives to live forever really finds life worth living.
^ -life may be a merry-go-round, or a journey with meaning and
destiny(hrist points us to abundant living.(John 10:10)

INN

Thru Wed.

fr

It is much easier to criticize others than it to analyze ourcalves. People who throw stones often find that they are really
boomerrangs. So, today take a walk around yourself instead of
"mopping up" someone else. After all, as Edgar Guest wrote in
his poem, MYSELF,'1 have to five with myself, so I want to be fit
for myself to know..."
1) WHAT IN THE WORLD AM I LIVING FOR? life without purpose is really meandering aimlessness. Every person has a 'life
principle 'that controls his life. It may be profane and perverted:
it may be wholesome, but transient; it may be spiritual and eter- ,
nil. The soul first makes everything else fit in place.
2) WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD? The only certain thing
about life upon this earth is that life upon this earth is uncertain
We live a breath at a time There is strength and sureness when
one knoySs Him who holds the future and commits everything to

Ba
( Doc
chair
of.. hi
be at
-Cent

753-3079

-a

Kenneth Hoover
University Church of Christ
106 North 13th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Dii
studi
194(ri
Scho
Inn

[ant (art

TO BE SURE
ELECT CHRISMAN MAYOR
Paid for by(Tinsman ('.rpaign Fund For Mayor, Forrest Priddy.. i

7 Pc
stud
and
iron
Uni‘
Mur
Rea
75-2:1

. New-town dilemma.; fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of you/ new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.. Community opparturatIas:Spactat attractions. Lots offedi
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for yoer family.
I'll be listening for your call.

1

DISMISSALS.
Miss Betty' J. Dunn,
Greenwood Hills Apt., Cadiz,
Mrs. Freya C. Rasmussen and
FALWELL BOY .
Baby Boy, 105 S. 14, Murray,
Mr. and Wrs. 'Grundy Mrs. Glenda Wilson, 1514
Falwell of Murray Route Four _
Canterbury, Murray,David S.
• are the liarents of a baby bey;- McWhertei, Rt 2 Puryear,
weighing
Justin,
Andrew
_4
0ciwtrti
Mrs Elizabeth . P.
seven Pounds seven ounces,,-405 Exchange Ave:
measuring 19'02 inches, born Apt-5, Endicott, N.Y., Glenn
on Monday, October 24, at C. Wooden, Bx. 264, Murray,
10:20 p.m. at the Murray- Mrs. Jayne B. Witham, 2018
Calloway.County Hospital.
Gatesboro, Murray; Oren
=
The father is self employed Williams, Rt. 3 Bx. 208-E,
ras a farmer.
Murray, Mrs. Agens 0.
Dr. Edwin Strohecker
Grandparents are Mr. and Cothran, Rt. 3 Bx. 326-B,
were generally best selling Mrs. M. F. Norwood of Murray, L. W. Paschall, 1421
and factors which contributed Princeton, W. Va., and Mr. Vine Murray, Mrs. Eula
to the popularity and and Mrs. Otis G. Falwell of Waters, S. Sth, Murray, Mrs.
Obera Brown, Rt. 1, Almo,
recognition of certain books. Hazel Route Two.
Geage L. Green; it '77
He named several books in
Murray, Boyd Bizzell (exeach category' and described
pired), Rt. 1, Almo.
the type of story it portrayed.
He mentioned that Christmas
was the best time for the sale
The sphinx moth has comof nearly all books.
The Lewis and Clark expound eyes, with each eye
The hostesses were: Miss composed of hundreds of pedition returned to St. Louis,
Mo., in 1806.. •
Mary Lassiter, Mrs. Syiva seeing units.

Vote For The Candidate
Who Publicly
And Privately
Has Opposed A

tart°. Canada—the Area
Canada Director.
President of the Quota Club
of Murray, Linda Carter says
'It will certainly add a mark
of distinction having Anne
with us. There will- also be in
attendance five past International Presidents who
are Vera Hall of Cheyenne,
Wyoming; Jeannette Healy of
Waterbury, Conn.; Vivien
Ingram of Flint, Michigan;
Charlotte . Shaffer from
Toledo, Ohio, and Lynette
Oliver of East Memphis,
Tenn.

for I
be a
Cent
for
rein

4th & Final Week
Sun.-2:30,7:30 1
Mon.-Thur. 7:30 Only
Fri.-Sat.-7:15,9;10 1

"

JULIE CHRISTIE
CARRIES THE

j;
/

'DEMON SEED
7:30&2:30Sun.

Firtj 9:20 & 4:15 Sun.

108 FM Midnight Movie
Saturday Night- 12:00
$1.08 Admission

Thru Thur.
Sun. -2:30,7:30
Mon.-Thur.-7:300nly
Fri.-SC- 7:25,9:15
WHO IS
THE LITTLE GIRL
WHO LIVES
DOWN THE CANE?
EVERYONE
WHO KNOWS
IS DEAD.

Fri., Sat.;Sun.

N.

Open 6:45
Start 7:15
THE SAGA OF THE lAcCIRLOCHS,
THE-LAST
OF THEIR
„‘„ LUSTY
4

KIND

114
LEE ROGER
MARVIN MOOR
scinum%
SNOUT
AT ThE DEvi. FORREST TUCKER.I lAcCutLOcpi
MAX BAER

date4

opm

fri
hi
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Saturday, Oeteber
At bedtime move clock back
one how as daylight *airing
time ends at two a.m. Sunday.

13°. COMMUNITY
CAT AENDAR
Friday, October 24
Halloween and game party
for the Golden Age -Club will
be at 6:30 p.m. at the Ellis
Center. Special treats will be
for those in costume. Light
reiresiunents will Og served-. _

Friday, October 28
Friday, October 13
Fall Festival will be held at
Ecqeorto Club of Murray
North Calloway Elementary State University will have a
School with supper to be Mr. Homecoming King der&
served starting at 5:30 p.m. 'at the UCM building at nine
and activities to start at six p.m. Admission will be fifty
p.m) The event is sponsored
by the Parent-Teacher Club.
German Club of Murray
Potluck dinner' 'tor all—
"Srare 171ufersity
Reunion
of
former
Training
students of Murray Normal
October Fiesta starting at four
and Murray Training School School-College High p.m.
from 1923 to 1939 will be at University School faculty,
their
spouses, and spouses of
University Branch of Bank of
Saturday, October 29
Murray at 6:30 p.m. Call Alice deceased faculty members,
Land Between the Lakes
will
be
at Colonial House events
Bea Rogerts Hopkins, phone
will 'include stitchery
Smorgasbord at six p.m.
75-3:1330. for information. .
workshop at Empire Farm
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Murray State Agriculture and Half-Marathon,
. Dinner and party for all
10,000
Alumni dinner tvill be at Meter
Race at Environmental
students and graduates of the Colonial
House Smorgasbord Education Area.
194('s at Murray Training
at seven p.m. '
School will be at the Holiday
Dedication
of
Inn at seven p.m.
com"A Tribute to Doc Farrell," memorative
marker for
featuring trombonist. Kai Training School
on Murray
Banquet honoring Richard
Winding, Murray State Jazz State University
campus will
(Doc) Farrell, retired
Band, Jazz Combo, and the be at eleven
a.m.
chairman of the Department Trombone Choir will begin at
of.. Music, Murray State..--willLOA- -et- --- -L-avett-_ BreakfastbonoringitidiaR
be at 'Beshear - Gym, Student • Auditorium, MSU. „No_ ad- W.
kDoe) Farrell,- retired
• Cenfer,---af-§Fx---p-Sin
mission Will be Charged.
chairman of the Department
of Music, Murray State: will
be at 7:30 a.m. at Winslow
Cafeteria, MSU.
•
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•

BIG

Murray State University
Homecoming Parade will
9:311 a.M. at the
University and move to the
downtown area.

ti!ZZES

4Cf

Alumni smorgasbord at
Murray State.University will
start at eleven a.m. at the
Student Center, North 16th
Street.
.
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'• Herndon Horn'
Scene
Circle Meeting

M.D

Exercise For
Achilles Tendon Pain

Youth Group of Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will collect for
UNICEF from one to four pin.
in areas of Murray, The youth
will be identified by special

The home of Marilyk
'Herndon was the scene of the .
meeting of the Golden Circle
Sunday School Class of the
O. Mr. J. B. writes that
he has, pain in the big enough to cause any signif- that "be, had a waitress .Memorial Baptist Church held
on Monday, October 17.
tendons that lead down to icant rupturing of the ten- recently refuse to open a
paper carton of milk- and
Homecoming dance (open)- the heel§ from Checaliel of don:
Special emphasis.:.
- -w_g;
Aspirin and local heat-serve it to him in it restau:' presented on the Mothers
-Will Ire at Murray-Cott-dry his legs. The pain is often
may
give
you
rant.
temporary
She said that ft was
Club from nine p.m. to one worse on one side than the
March of Dimes by the local
a.m. with Dr. and Mrs. Allen other. He has been told relief. However, exercise agailist the law.
chairman, Linda Knight. Ann
Mr, C. H. asks,'Is there
Moffit as chairmen. Price will that he has a tendonitis. Ile _to increase the flexibility
PoTarnio orPodueah, director
of the :Calf muscles should such a law?' If so, why was
be five dollars per person.
wonders if he should limit
of Peitnyrile Purchase Area
his walking and other ex- be practiced. Walking it passed?
for March of Dimes,.showed a
.should
be
helpful..
Some
Also,
A.
have
cities
such
Sunday, October 30
ercise and if he is in danger
film and answered questions
Music of rupturing his tendon by stand at arms'length from lawsgoverning theserving
Murray
Civicfrom the group. _
a
wall.
With
your
feet
places.
milk
public
of
flat
in
Association will present the exercise.
Plans were made for the
an effort it?
A:.Achilles tencionitis is- or the floor,.lean .f.orward_ The law_
Louisville Symphony Oryear. Al the November class
gradually, keeping your - proleCt the health of the
chestra at 3:30 p.m. in Lovett disturbing and results
meeting the members will
back, hips, and knees public.
Auditorium, Murray State from.stress on the tendon straight until your
make terrahiums for shut-in
head
idea
the
The
that
is
University. Admission is by from lack of flexibility of reaches the wall. Stay in
friends. All members are
hands of the waitress may
Civic Music Association the calf muscles.. The in- this position about five sec- be contaminated with
encouraged to bring flowers,
membership card or MSU flanunation is thought to onds_ and repeat the ex- harmful. bacteria and she
eta., to the next meeting on
be
due to small tears which ercise five
student identification card.
November 14 to make the
times.
spread
them
may
the
It
onto
occur in the tendon fibers, stretches
the calf muscles. pouring edges and into the
terraniurns.
Stitchery workshop will causing the inflammation.
If you are able to carry milli when opening the carCohostess
with
Mrs.
are rarely . severe out this .exercise.
continue -at _Empire Famii These.
thought
that-several-Herndonthe
it
is
ton,
was Gayle Adams.
.
•
.
_
L
-Between 'the Lakes,
times daily for a Feti, days, hands of the customer are Also present were June
from 9:30 &in..to 4,80-p.m.'ornen-'s Gteitti-Pla_ ns- you should try- the-same leas- •likely contaminated Cottiell, Mary Graves, Linda
procedure except .have a with germs that will be
Rogers, Connie White, Norma
God Squad of First Childish Meeting On
book or papers under the harmful to him when he
Perrin, and Sara Duncan,
Tuesday
Church will collect for
front of your feet to elevate opens his own serving of
members, and Vicki kloke,
UNICEF from 3:30 to five
St. Leo's Catholic Church them about an inch. This_ milk.
visitor.
p.m. in areas in. Murray. A Women's Guild will meet additional elevation will
Halloween party will follow at Tuesday, November 1, at one stretch the muscles adethe church.
p.m. at Gleason Hall-,--41orth- quately
_
_
-U. such mild- 'exereiseti
12lbaritit-with ValiCitbie and
betober 31
fail to bring:you relief, I
Dolores
Zinkovich
as
Adult
Great • Books hostesses.
suggest that you see an
write
Discussion'Group will meet at - Plans
will be completed for orthopedic surgeon for an
Calloway Public Library at the Fall Festival
and Pot- evaluation-and advice.
• seven p.m.
Serving Milk From
pourri for Friday, November
A Paper Carton
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
4. A Bible reading and
•
Story' Hour by Outreach memorial service will
follow
00. Mr. C. H. complains
program of Calloway Public the meeting.
Library will be at Douglas
Members will receive Ffoly
e*++++**+*+*+**+++** i.
Center at three p.m.
Communion at the eleven a.m.
mass on Sunday, November 6.
• JUdgiiiifor costume contest
Those. attending the day's
of Murray-Calloway County outing
to Belleville, Ill., on
Parks
and
Recreation October 18 were Catherine
On A New
Department will begin at four Cappock, Theresa Burke,
p.m. at the 'park- office at Matilda ....Canady.
Microwave
Vacillint
Julie
North Teht in4'"Trayiii Januslek, Elmore D'Angelo,
Hoover,
Eureka
41,
Streets.
Meme Mattingly, Florence,
Litton Microwave
Schlueter, Mary Gertzen, 46 Royal Premier
P.E.O. dinner will be at six Billie
Save $20-$110
Hall, and the Rev.
Filter Queen Rainbow
p.m. in Holiday Inn's Red
Martin Mattingly.
41 Or Other Vac
Room, followed by prograni
on Colley College by Miss Lois
Berg, guest, at seven p.m.

• Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

TRADE IN YOLIR OLD

41

Reunion
of
Murray
Training, College High, and
University School faculty,
graduates, former students.
and
student
teachers
Throughout its years of
existence Will be held at the • League of Women Voters
West-Kintuckitivestocli and will-sponsor- an- open for= The worcrcedettliniet from a
Exposition Center, College with rna)oralty candidates Ed •French term meaning "little
Chrisman and Melvin Henley head."
Farm Road, at six p.m.
on Cable TV Channel 11 from
eight to nine p.m. Ruth
Get Together of all Howard alitbe moderator.
graduates
and
former Persons may send questions to
students of College High and Mary Jane_ Littleton,.
pap
University -School !Toni 1960' .Sharp Rtrt,
_Blurzay, or
'untilit- was clo:sed will be at attend
the forum With
the Oaks Country Club
questions.
following the barbecue
reunion. Call Jeanie Morgan
Pap Smear Test Clinic will
or ViCkle Nance for in- be held at the Calloway
formation.
County Health Center starting
at one p.m. Call 753-3381 for an
Murray State Black Ad- appointment.
visory Council with Minority
Awareness Committee will
I
HOSPITAL NEWS
have a dance at Beshear gym
-from nine p.m..- to-- one plo. •
•
Admission will be one dollar
for students, two dollars for 10-21-77
non students, arid $3.51for non Adults-113
Nursery% 8
student couples.

N-Ther.104
"g

PAUL WINSLOW'S

Fri. IO-11 Sat.110-5

Olympic Plaza
12fli st.sorra, -

sly
++++++++++4)*
T59-11139

•

at

WA Thai:Amp=

.ø.'a

Any 12

Murray • State President
Constantine Curris and Mrs.
Curris will be hosts for the
traditional MSU homecoming
reception at Oakhurst immediately following. . the
.M.grAL.and.eastern football
game with, approximate time,
of 4:30 p.m.

Let's Stay Well

s,;zc

BIG it*

I

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Geraldine Chappell,
Baby Boy Feagin (mother
missionary to India, willspeak at the Murray Church of Cathy), Rt. 2, Boaz, Baby Girl
the Nazarene, Doran Road, at Harp (Mother Genola), Rt. 2,
sevsp p.m.
Murray.
• DISMISSALS
Mrs. Margaret N. griffin,
825
- N. 24 Paducah, Blaine
Donelsori,'D-8 Murray Manor,
Murray, Lee Bolen, 1507
Chaucer, Murray, Mrs.
lomegene Falwell, Rt 7, Box
124,- Murray, Mrs. H. Manon
Canter, Rt. 1 Box 194, Sedalia,
Mrs. Beverly J. -Powell and
Baby Boy, Murray, Mrs.
Debra A. Peoples, Rt. - 3.
Mayfield, Joe R. Cooper, 411
,• 4iiiiittott.,
N. 10 Murray, Mrs.-Evelyn...Lir,.
eh
.WC-• vie vBrader, 506 College Cts.
Issetikat
ai,tioasj
Murray, John Morgan, Rt. 1,_
Its4ast
Hazel, Mrs. Carolyn S. Conger
A. tVallalre
105 College Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Charlene Jones, Rt. 3, Cadiz.
•kt:I:
so _
.
*- -Mra.'Jerf1cA.Fieethsi, Rt I.
ity
.
s-wit
itte
\ ,40.
..•• ae:!.
Hardin, Mrs. Sandra S. Tynes.
'
11
li
. t
_ Ii
...ice
1
Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs. Inez An-serrisitses ii I
drus, Rt. 1 Bx. 20, Dexter,
1 a
IA el.
• „...
Mrs.Etha M. Bailey, Rt.6 Bx.
•811*.a..•illi I '
89, Murray, Dennis Lamb, Rt.
ril•t41,...
1, Hazel, Charles E
oirrimdrit a
t •4114**61
Wolverton, Rt. 5 Bx. 455-B.
itte6a62 it
Exciting winter coats..
P.446.1,1
/
2S
Murray, Dee Vinson, 5041
Youll love wrapping up in a winter long
-6thf.-Murray, Joyce FT Ken61
1
from Haroldes. . . find single or double
dall, Murray Manor, F-3.
breasted, wrap styles in stripes, plaids or
Murray, Mrs. Hattie 'E
solids... wool plushes, hooded or fur trims
Martin, Rt. 8 Bx. 1150,
in all the new colors . jr. sizes . use our
Murray, Mrs. Mary C. Borlayaway plan, bankamericard, masterdeaux, 804 W. Main, Murra
charge, shopperscharge
Loyal T. Bury, Rt. 5, Murra%
,
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

1300
Johnson
Blvd.

and

Larry Wright
Office Manager
are looking forward
to assisting you
in the near future.
Direct Toll-Free line
For Murray Custorner1

759-1234

SECURITY
EDERAL

4','•.n.t.,,,, .i,
.•

bp. I

4900 to 5500

C'7
-A
-7j
„:••

.Z;

New Hour', Mon.-Sat. 10-8Sunday

[Om

MOUSING
/OPPORTUNITY

SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION

We sometime, oaf "Vain%

coals to Newcastle" to mean
taking something where it is
-already plentiful. The Frencla_
sag -to carry water to the *4
river- to rnean'the same thirig

Linda Duncan
Marilyn 411

.•
.406 SOUTH

-

1TH ST

Soon to be at Johnson end Whitten Ave. in Murray

.

MAYFIELD'.-Kr -

PHONE Z47-2616

•••
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago
The hothe of Mrs. Olen Myers under
construction on Goodman Drive by
Rickman and,Norsworthy Contractors,
was destroyed by fire yesterday.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Puryear Stevens.
Roman Prydatkevytcti. protestor
emeritus' of musicology and vielln at
Murray State University, will present a
recital hall Of
recital tOmorrolv In
tbe Fine Arts Building at Murray State
University.
David Wall, Mickey -Johnson, Jerry
Knight, Bill Smith, Dan Terhune,
Jimmy Armbruster, Bretton William;
James Bland, Bob Stubblefield. and
Steve Geurin were recognized at
seniors playing their last home football
game last night at Murray High Scbool
beat Russellville High School.
Mrs. 'Josiah Darnall presented a
special musical program at the
meeting of the Magazine Club held at
the home of Mrs. Robert Baar with
Mrs. E. A. Lundquist as hostess.

EDITORIAL

We Can Learn
From Chestnut St.
Reporfs we're getting from be to have the rerouted portion
Frankfort, Reidland and of (:hestnut Street graveled by
locally indicate that it will be December 1. That would allow
only a matter of day-S, possibly the temporary opening of the
_ as early as Nov. 7, before street on the non-permanent
Chestnut Strht is reopened to surface.
But, after several conthrough traffic.
The closing of the street in versations between affected
early September created quite business people, local officials,
a controversy here with DOT and the contractor, the efbusiness owners on Chestnut, fect the street closing was
city officials, Department of having locally was apparently
Transportation officials and 'noticed •ins Frankfort aild the
Murray State University of- timetable has been drastically
'ficials it times toe-to-toe over stepped up.
As a matter of fact, final con'the matter.
The early reopening of Chest- crete pouring on the rerouted
nut Street was, and is, man- portion of the street began this
datory for many reasons but _morning and if all goes acone of the major reasons is to cording to Hoyle, traffic can
allaw • some of the newly begin using tbv street_in boura
established businesses in the iveek'spokesmen say.
Dixieland Shopping Center an
A concrete street near the firopportunity to survive:'
st Lof November is a far cry
One lesson that can be lear- from a gravel street by
• ned from the controversial Thanksgiving and we're
street closing and its im- grateful for the cooperation
pending reopening is that shown our citizens and merbureaucratic red tape can be chants by the Department of
• cut if enough people are in- Transportation and the conterested in pursuing a matter tractor.
At the same time, we're
with a cooperative attitude.
At a public meeting in Sep- hopeful that the problems that
tember, highway department have arisen in this situation will officials and spokes,men for the serve to further narrow the
contractor on the pedestrian communication gap between
overpass project said that the Murray and Frankfort so that
best they could hope for would future projects will not create
another issue such as this.

the

go Years Ago

RUdy Hendon-and Harvey Dixon were
honored as "Pioneers in voluntary long
'
time consistent leadership and service"
by the Calloway County Farm Bureau
at the meeting held at Kenlake Hotel on
t
r ruIujti,t,fl
• 9,
October 25.
- Deaths reported include F.0. Pettit.
Dr. it. H. Falwell, Jr.,. is the
4.:
' evangelist at the'youthrevival at.the
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
Baptist Student Center, Murray State
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
College. Roy Shelby Brigance is song
•
questions-awlsolve problems-fast. If
•
-leader.'
_
you havea question or a problem not
Willoughby hit for nineteen points for
God's will for men and his ways of
justified in concluding that, because
answered in these columns, write - the New Concord High School Redbirds
dealing with them are clearly revealed
His return has been delayed, He is not
HEARTLINE, 114 E.,Dayton St., West
as they won over the Buchanan High
in the Holy Scriptures. From His ingoing to come while they are upon the
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You -will
School team in basketball.
spired Word we learn that forgiveness
earth, so they can be slack in their
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Harold Miller of Murray is a student
of sin and salvation therefrom- are
service. Our Lord stressed the iminclude a stamped, self-addressed
at Western Kentucky State College,
made available to all- who truly repent
portance of our being prepared for-His
envelope. The most useful replies will
Bowling Green.
of their sins and receive Christ as their
return, and then since we do not know
be printed in this column.
Saviour.
when it will be, we are to wait, watch,
HEARTLINE: I am living with a
Luke 12:41-48
and work for Him until He appears, or
man, although we reside in a 'state that
In the parable which Christ spoke the
we are removed from the earthly scene.
does no recognize common-law
Senator Alben W. Barkley spoke
faithful servant -had reference to the
James 5:1-6
marriage. The resells the,fajher_fd
yesterday at the Calloway County Court
betieVertinisrael who were faithful in
James addressed these Verses t6 -the - children. Are they eligible for benefits
House to a capacity crowd. He was ministering the Word of God to those
godless and rich Jews of his day who
on his earnings record?-J.N.
introduced by Hall Hood,attorney. Carl
who needed its message, and the ununscrupulously robbed the poor and
A. They may be. In many'states a
Kingins is county chairman for the
faithful referred to those who were
persecuted the Christians. Instead of
child born of people living together may
Democrats.
absorbed in worldly pleasures and
referring to their millions, James spoke
be recognized for inheritance purposes,
John Sherman Cooper, Republican,
affairs and unconcerned about the
of the miseries which were scheduled
even if the state does not recognize the
U.
S. Senator from Kentucky, will
Word of God. The possibilities within
for them and which were approaching
common-law marriage. If the child has - speak -at the Calloway- County Court
The area of stewardship were fidelity uji
swiftly. What they called treasures
inheritance rights with respect ot his
House in the interest of the Republican
the one hand and failure on the othor:
James considered trash. He taught
father and he is living with or receiving
Jim m
hite House By FRANK CORMIER
candidates tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. °
the
faithful
and
the
them
'unfaithful. In the
that those who take any unfair , contributions from his father, he *an
Associated Press Writer
Deaths reported include Thomas C. •
East a stewird had charge of all the
advantage of People who-cannot protect
receive dependent children's benefits.
Farmer,age83.
transactions pertaining to the estate of
themselves__ are_ subject to- God's
Even if the child is-net-eligible under
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
his master and was responsible for the
judgment. The Lord, before whom the
the applicable state law, there are four
and yrs. Edgar Deivneyun,O,ctobe,r27.,
careful administration of them. Each -iserTecouriting must- be -made, takes
other alternative-s.lf your cotruniin-laiv- a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Vaughn
individual was responsible before God
note of all injustice and will certainly
husband has been declared the father
on October 23, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.,
for the things which God had given into
deal justly with all. III-gotten gains will
by a court action or ordered to pay
HaroldRepkins on,October-,A girl to
his rare.=He was not Only a steward of, :corrupt these who get them.. It riches
Support because he is the father,or if he
Mr. and Mrs. William Hurt on October
the possessions which his talents had
are gopn by underpaying employees
has acknowledged the children in
26, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
enabled him to accumulate, under God, and opVssing the.peee,_ they . Will tv
writing„the childrencazi qualify.
Cunningham on October24.
but of the very things connected with 'corrupt arid motheaten.
In addition, if you have other
Mesdames R. E. Broach, R. A.
the kingdom of God. To every enAfter accusing these men of hoarding
evidence to show that the man is,the
Johnston,
George Upchurch, W. W.
WASHINGTON AP) - President
.
During Carter's flight from Denver to
trustment is attached a responsibility.
riches, James pointed out that they had
father of your children and he is living
McElrath, and E. J. Carter pgesented
Carter no longer hops off airplanes
Los Angeles last weekend, aides canTo whomsoever much is entrusted of obtained.- their wealth by defrauding ...with or contributing
to the support. of the -program at the meeting-of
• hauling a.garment bag,-but he
the
him much is required. Proportionate to
vassed reporters aboard Air Force One
their help. They had done this in order
the children, they can qualify for
Magazine Club held at the home of Mrs.
demonstrated during his recent for jokes or one-liners the President
the reward of faithfulness is the
that they themselves might fare
benefits on his earnings record.
E. J. Beale.
Western swing that campaign habits might consider using in addressing an
recompense of unfaithfulness. If one is sumptuously and live riotously. These
HEARTLINE: I'll be 62 years old in
die hard.
unfaithful to the light which he has
evening fundraising dinner for the
wages which they had withheld from
January. of 1978. I'm a common-law
When Carter's limousine pulled up at Democratic National Committee.
received, the judgment will be those who had earned them cried out
Wife. I've lived with this man for over 27
the Century Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles,
proportionately more severe. The into the ears of the Lord.
One suggestion was adopted. Couryears. He will be 65 in February of 1978.
where he was to spend the night, the tesy of a newsman, Carter was able to
servant who lives in reckless abanJames also accused them of using
When he retires and starts drawing
• President headed straight for_ the .telltis.audience abouteffortsto involve
donment instead of being faithful in their.ricties wrongfully on themselves,
his
Social Security, will Ibe-able-to
vehicle's trunk 'arid removed not only a brother Billy in the affairs of goverhandling the affairs which have been living in luxury, wantonness, and selfdraw any benefits on his work record? I
garment -bag- but also a small black nment.
entrusted to him will certainly be indulgence. The made the mistake of
have never worked to'whereI paid any
suitcase.
punished for his lack of faithfulness and _thinkingthey could do these things and
"I had it all arranged," the President
Social Security.
into
The White House naval aide made a reported. "I was going to reorganize
trustworthiness.
get away with them because they were
By The Associated Press
I've been told that I can't drew
serious attempt to unburden his boss, and put the CIA and the FBI together.
Nothing is any More certain than the rith and influential. James reminded
Today is Friday.,-Dee 28, the 301st day
anything
because
we're
not
legally
but Carter was adamant about serving But Billy said he wouldn't head up any
return of our Lord, but the time of it is them that God resented such conduct
of _477:- There are 64 days left in the
married. This doesn't seem right,
as his ewe bellman.
uncertain. In view of the uncertainty of and would certainly bring judgment
agency that he couldn't spell...."
year.
simply because we didn't go...through.
During last year's campaign, Carter
'the time of our Lora's-second coming, upon them. tinder no circumstances
" Today's highlight in history:
the 'wedding ceremony. -We need the
In his Los Angeles talk, Carter said
and his garment bag sometimes
the servants of Christ are enjoined to be would God let them get by with the
On this date in 1962, a confrontation
extra _money just as much as married
seemed inseparable, to the point where he was hopeful the dinner would "raise
in a state of watchfulness lest they be things they were doing. In verse
between
the United States and the
qpijs.
touples.-LS.
'
brother
My
Billy
a Washington society columnist enough money to have
taken unawates. Those who are in- the fourth 'charge against theselvicked
Soviet Union ended ,as Moscow.
A.
Whether
or
not
you
.
,
After
year."
are
next
speak
eligible
come
and
out
for
suggested that if the American people
structed in the-will and Word of God are men. They had not only obtained riches
announced that Soviet missiles were
wife's benefits as a common-law wife
wanted a bellhop in the Oval Office, the laughter .subsided, the President
also to be engaged in working for Him by fraud, hoardeli them, and used them
being withdrawn from Cuba.
af
iends
on
the
state
brings
"Billy
of
added,
a
good
in
lot
me
which
you
they would elect one.
with understanding . and- with per- wrongfully, but they had ruthlessly
On this date:
reside.
If
your
state
know."
publicity,
well
recognizes
you
as
comCarter subsequently laid down the
severance. None - of them are ever slain the nonresisting righteous.
In 1492, Christopher Colunibus
mon-law
marriages,
California
you
fun
poked
also
Carter
at
are
entitled
burdens of baggage for the larger ones
discovered Cuba on his first voyage to
the same benefits as a wife with a
of his new office. Now he customarily Gov. Edmund G. (Jerry) Brown, Jr.,
the New World.
marriage certificate of a ceremonial
chrries nothing larger than a thin seen by some at the White House as his
In 1636, Harvard College was founded
marriage. You can contact your Social
most formidable potential Democratic
briefcase, if that.
in Massachusetts.
Security office for information about
. Departing for a recent_ weekend visit 'challenger in 1980.
In 1866, the Statue of Liberty was
the state you live in to confirm your
The President said he had received
77
to Camp David, Md., however, Amy
dedicated- on Bedloe's Island in New
eligiblity.
Garter put her father back in the "a personal handwritten letter" from'
York Harbor.
For people who are interested in
Brown inviting him to the $1,000-a-plate
'baggage handling business. Emerging
By Fred Morton
In 1919,, Congress overrode a veto by
Only recently have appropriate Sunday learning more about the Social Security
dinner.
_ from the White House with _a hatbox.in
United Campus Ministry,
.
School materials been prepared for 'program, Headline has developed
President
WbodroW Wilson and enacted
decided
to'
'here'
Out
Collie
hand, Amy intercepted her father near
Jesus taught an arresting lessen
national prohibition.
retarded persons. There is also a "Hea-rtline's Guide to Social Security."
anyway," Carter concluded.
the ,ramp_pf.a waiting helicopter and
when he told _ his disciples kat
In 1929, the bottern"was falling-out-of
growing-awareness of the special needs This- book covers retirement benefits,
whenever they served any of Cod's
thrust the luggage at him.
the New York Stock market.
the
widow's
families
exceptional
of,
of
benefits,
children
children's
benefits,
While the President stood on the
children in need-Lespecially the outIn 1958, the Roman Catholic patriarch
and the many ways in which the church disability benefits, and many rribre
lawn, looking bemused, Amy raced off
cast, downtrodden,- the least-they in
of Venice was selected _pope.___He took.
community
-interesting
can
significant
be
facts
help.
concerning
of
the
various
toward-,some-White -House sedans
-feet--were -serving -the-Lordthe name John XXIII.
concern for exceptional persons- aspects of Social Security.
Matthew 25). It is a lesson we can take' The
parked 50 yards away. Her Secret
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Ten years ago: • U.S. jets were
a
To
vital
be
order
concern
to
ought
your
copy,
for
each
and
send
1$2
to
Service bodyguards gave pursuit.
to heart today. For there is a group a
Editorials, columns and other
striking near Hanoi as North Vietnalh's
every believer. In God.'s eyes even the "Heartling's Guide to Social Security,"
In a couple of minutes, Amy returned
person among us whose needs we all too
opinionated articles on this page.are
leader, Ho Chi Minh, charged that the
Box 4994, Des Moines,Iowa 50306.
least are precious. So should they be in
from one of the cars Carrying her violin.
easily overlook.
presented for the purpose of
HEARTLINE: I am 57 years old and
United States planned to destroy
our eyes.Practice sessions obviously are a part
The persons I am referring to ate our
providing a forum for the free
get a non-service-connected disability. everything and everybody in the
Next week an event will take place in
of her Camp David routine.
mentally retarded citizens, many of
exchange of differing opinions.
country.
pension
from
our community focusing on the needs of
the
Veterans
whom both children and adults are
We at The Murray Ledger &
Five years ago: Communist forces
Administration. My wife has not been
retarded
citizens.
our
Persons
within
churches
members of our
in the
Times strongly believe that to limit
occupied
community
working
own
for
as
about
12 villages and cut three
our
well
as
three
outside
years
now,
but
community. One estimate of the extent
opinionated articles to only those
Mifrray Ledger & Times
major highways near Saigon.
region will be in Murray for a two- has a chance to start a job in January.
the
retardation
3
is
percent
of
mental
of
the
which parrallel the editorial
One year ago: President Ford
Publisher
day conference to explore ways in She does not collect Social Security or
Waiter!. Apperson
population. Statistics for our Own
philosophy of this newspaper would
Editor
Ft Gene McCutcheon
approved a sale to China of a computer
Which our churches may more ef- any other pension. Will this affect my
The Murray ledger & Times is published
available.
community
not
are
But
the
be a disservice to our readers. system with both industrial and
fectively minister to retarded persons. VA pensions-K.T.
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ.
presence of these persons of exTherefore,. we encourage readers
mas Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
military capability.
A. The income earned from working
This will be a unique opportunity for
Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St,
evident
is
needs
through
the
ceptional
editorial
an
who do not agree with
Today's birthdays: Scientist Jonas
Christian
people
by
a
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
wife
to
share
who
is
their
not
condrawing
Social
services offered by our public school
stand or the ideas presented by an
Murray, Ky 42071
cerns, to ettend their resources, and to Security or any other benefit will be Salk is 63 years old.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
systems and the Comprehensive Care
individual writer in a column or
Thought for today: You cannot build
out in behalf of helping all per- excluded in determining a non-servicerarriers. $250 per month, payable in advance
Center. Our community has been bless - reach
other article, to respond with their
Hy mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hara reputation on what you are going to do
the
in
grow
connected
knowledge
disability
sons
and
from
love
of
the
VA.
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky and
with these public services as well as the
feelings , on the particular issues
- Henry Ford, American industrialist,
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, T'n $17.50 per
special resources and owortunities God.
being discussed with a letter to the
' year By mail to other destinations, $3250 per
1863-R47.
program,
will
be
held
The
at
First
year
provided through the Special Education
editor. Methodist Church. Friday afUnited
'Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Department
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State
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UniverBy the same token, if an issue•has
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.Association
sity. Because of these prograrns.our
Watch therefore: for ye know
not been discussed on this page and
morning November 5 and is sponsored
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
with
citizens
children
exceptional
are
a reader feels that the issue merits
not
what hour-your Lord. doth
republish local news origmated by The Murray
by the Murray Calloway County
I edger & Times al well as all other AP news
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and symmetry the assets of yesterday.
retarded-persons and their families.
ceptable. He ig coming.
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Sunday SchOol
Lesson

!MARTINE

Giving Your Best

30 Years Ago

Habits Die Hard

Today In History

Contemporary Religious Thought

"Even The Least Of These

Bil)le Thought

Isn't It The Truth
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OCTOBER IS NATIONAL COOPERATIVE MONTH
THE IMPORTANCE OF COOPERATIVES FOR RURALPEOPLE
fliftwortItalpiration in North America dates -back to--coloniat dais. Farmers helped
cad.otho_fo Clear land, erect buildings, and construct roads. tarty cooperatives were formed to import purebred cattle. and agricultural history often refers to husking bees, threshing rings, bull and stallion rings, cheese rings, and
other forms of group activity.
As farmers began to produce more products than they could consume, they lookedto
cooperatives to find a market for them. They also used cooperatives to purchase supplies needed for production.
The development of agricultural cooperation is a story of the farmer's never-ending
efforts to better his lot. For over 150 years he has been learning to cooperate with his
neighbors to their mutual advantage in obtaining services related to farming and farm
living.
' The history of cooperative activities by U.S. farmers is said to divide itself logically into Six periods. The first period, beginning shortly after 1800 and ending about 1870,
was ohe of experimentation; the second, from 1870-to about 1890, resulted from early
encouragement by general farm organization; the third, from 1890 to 1920, saw the
rapid organization of business cooperatives; the fourth, from 1920 to 1933, was characterized as orderly commodity marketing; the fifth, from 1933 to 1945, may be
described as one emphasizing sound business principles; and the sixth, from 1945 to
the present, is characterized by adjustments to profound national and international
events affecting agriculture. This last period *marked by growth, diversification, integration, consolidation, and modernization.

Certaingorinciples underlie the .c.poixerativaisig. of business.. The three basicz-_
denying principles that distinguish cooperatives_ from other typeS'ilif'private enterPiTie
businesses are:
• 1. Operations at cost. Savings are distributed.or_allocated_in direct proportion to the
patronage of each member;
2.-Glemocratic control by members.
- 3. Limited returns on capital.
Essential to the operating succasp end effectiveness of any cooperative is the use of
sound business practices.
- 1flneraI practice, farmer cooperatives save been classified into three types on the
basis of primary functions performed. These primary functions are set up as marketing,
production supply, and business services.
Cooperatives benefit farmers in many ways. The degree or extent of the benefits,
however, varies widely among cooperatives handling the same or different commodities.
It is also difficult to measure or evaluate. exactly the intangible benefits farmers
denve from operation of cooperatives such as those resulting from their competitive effect on price levels or margins, service, quality, and business performance. These
benefit all farmers whether or not they are members of cooperatives.
The main benefits derived from cooperatives are economic in that they improve the
net income of farmers. Estimates by Farmer Cooperative Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, indicate that muieting, production supply, and related business service
cooperatives realize net Fnargins or savings of about $350 million to $400 million a
year.
Cooperatives increase the net income of farmers in the following ways:

Expertly selling farm products and buying farm supplies, exerting bargaining and
purchaiing power, diStributint-quality production Supplies:providing-needed seiiices,
encouraging prOduction ariainainfenance Of quality Products, impriving farm ef_ficiency, and veratincriast - after distributing net proceeds above operating expensertirnember-pitrons. Cooperatives also provide by-product benefits of a none economic Of social nature. By
helping fafirers - especially-family-type operators do a tter and more profitable job
of farming,cooperatives aid in developing stronger rural communities.
Cooperatives often have the largest payrolls and are the biggest taxpayers in town.
Moreover, their business activities help maintain and support various service and finan•
cial institutions in local communities.
The benefits of cooperation, however, extend to groups other than those in
agriculture. Cooperatives have encouraged the use of democratic principles in political,
social, and economic activities.
Emphasis on business honesty, truthful advertising, maintaining grades and standards, handling quality products, antetiminating market abuses are among-the P'acesetting accomplishments of cooperatives.
Cooperatives restrain monopolistic practices and thus contribute to overall marketing
efficiency.
Finally, cooperatives provide leadership for agriculture and business in strengthening
our relationships with foreign countries. They do this by .sharing information on the
organization and operation of the cooperative form of butiness enterprise with leaders
in developing countries. In this way, they help to establish and maintain free and
democratic institutions in these countries.

This salute to National and State Cooperative Month is sponsoredby these progressive cooperatives

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit
Association

West Ky. Rural
Telephone
Cooperative Corporation

305 N. 4th - Murray, Ky. - 753-5602

237 North 8th St. - Mayfield, Ky. - 247-4350

West Ky.
Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation

Federal Land
Bank Association
302 North 7th - Mayfield, Ky. - 247-3650

Murray Mayfield

_
46,0

Calloway County Soil
Improvement,Associationi_inc.
Industrial Rd

MwrriM:7557i4)24
vo-

7535012

t

4
..
..4.:•4IA•••••••••••411/0
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Homecoming Game 1:30 Saturday, Eastern Rugged Opponent

MSU
Homecoming game between
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger& Tests Sports Editor -Murray State -and Eastern
It was 40 years ago when Kentucky is held in Roy
Clatide McRaven_riached this .Stewart Stadium.
Bill Furgerson is hoping
spot in the history of Murray
there will be someone who will
State University football.
'- In a game against Ten- show McRaven what his 102nessee Tech in 1937, McRaven yarder looked like 40 years
took a kickoff two yards deep ago.'Quite frankly, Furgerson
In his own endzone and would settle for a kickoff
returned 102 yards for a touch- return of even half that
distance or a punt return for a
down.
McRaven and that 1,93,7 touchdown.
been
hoping
"We've
Racer team will be honored
Saturday when the 1077 somebody will break one for

Moses Malone Scores 31
As Rockets Whip Bucks
By The Associated Press
- • You can't score in the.
Basketball
National
Association without a little
help from your friends_
And Moses Malone had it
Thursday night.
Malone was the open man
. the nighr and
miist 81
benefited from 4 by getting,
passes from his teammates.
The result was a 31-point
performance that helped the
Rockets to a 133-110 victory
over the Milwaukee Bucks.
"Moses was getting open a
lot," said Rudy Tomjanovich,
"and we were feeding him."
Tomjanovich didn't do too
badly himself. He scored 32.
"Basketball is an emotional
game," he said. "When I'm on
a hat streak I know I can put
the ball in."

k\Xi Cue.
POOL TAIDUta
COIN-OPIERATEO

souiermitor
ccovitome sawvics
cot.t.es• 4liallo1iv444s
• o son 'set
•• C 14TH
OW

It
•11101

•
us. That might be just the
thing we need to really get us
rolling," Furgerson said. •,
Though the -Racers have
been winning, it's still been
quite frustrating.
_ - The Racers opened the
season with a 13-6 win at
Southeast Missouri then the
next week, were murdered 380 by Delta State.
- Since that time, the
Racers lost 31-20 to UTM. To
show how things can be
frustrating, Southeast
Missouri won 24-21 over Delta
State and UTM manhandled
Delta State 46-7 last week. r
Get the point?
You can't go back and
replay the schedule. You can't
do anything but keep on
trying- The_ 21.19 loss athorne
to powerful Tennessee Tech
followed by a 17-3 loss to
Morehead in a downpour were
about enough to sink any other
team for the season.
But the Racers are not any
other team. They hAve a lot of
pride in themselves and they
have some talent, which for
some reason, hasn't surfaced
tIlat - much on offense ,this
season.
After the 1-4 start, the
Racers won 13-9 at Middle
Tennessee and 13-10 at East
Tennessee. The wins were
many.
Starting quarterback -Mike

with most of the care and
_feeding -of his teammates.-liecollected 18 assists.
"You don't get a lot of
Assists unless you are a good
player," said Tomjanovich,
"but your'teammates have to
be openfirst-and we were."
In- the night's only other
Nti.A game; the. Kansas City
Kings whipped the Cleveland
Cavaliers 119-104.
• Along with -14.31. Point,s,
Malone pulled down 15 firsthalf rebounds and 22 in the
game. He tallied 13 points" in
the second quarter when the
Rockets pulled away from a
2545 tie andtoOka16-56lead
at halftime.
Kings 119, Cavaliers 104
Rookie guard Otis Bird..s,ong poured in 18 points, 17 VI the
second- half, to spark Kansas
_City, .over. .Clevelnnel The, 4,
Kings, who grabbed the lead
early in the first period, had
seven players in double
figures, offsetting a sparkling
32-point performance by
Cleveland forward Campy
Russell. _
The Kings scored seven
straight points in the waning
mnments _ai the RPPMId-quarter, moving into a 60-49
lead. They led 60-51 at the half
and made the margin as great
as 12 points early in the third
period.

Dickens Was lost after the first"--.ffirrh The flnliMEI defense in the rushing department this coming off its best per- Wanda.Eastern. has not wan
quarter of the Middle Ten- ranks third in the league, Year. Johnson now tiA 404 formance of the season as Om here since 1969.
nessee game. The game last permitting 253 yards, 18 more total net yards.
Racers graded 70 per cent or _ Eastern is3-3 overall-and 2-2
week in Johnson City found his' than the league-leading Racer far as the test of 114 better in the win iast-Saturday -in -the league. But;..the
replacement, David Ruzich, defense.
Colonels are still hoping for a
offense, the receiving corps. at East Tennessee.
passing for 171 yards on 16 of
So it's not going to be a haalts share of bruises too.
Eastern Kentucky will be a miracle. If they can get by
26 but he was carried off the cakewalk for -the Racer -of. - Buteveryone will be ready to solidfavorite,according to
-the Murray, ttehnicelly they are
field three ,times and even fensive unit. And as anyone play. The offensive line is oddsmakers. But, as Eastern still in the league race, since
knocked out once.
has found out in the past few _ they will be hosting unbeaten
can see, the Racer tdefense
'We'e got a bun-ch_ oL will have its work cut out.years,the Racersalways play and league-leading Tennessee
walking wounded," Furgerson
• well at home' against the Tech a week from Saturday.
Individually, Eastern
said of his club. quarterlack• Ernie Route
Ivaloi
"If we can get a few people ranks second in the league in
Alt
Net Yards
87
404
well before the game, we total offense with a 155.7 Johnson
(MURRAY LEDGER I'd TIMES)
Dickens '
72
188
58
might be okay. But we're in average and the Colonels have Perine
125
26
88
the worst shape we've ever the leading rusher and scorer Jones
Franklin
22
80
been this year. Dickens is in the person 'of tailback Stan Brown
13
30
Robbins
1
13
pradicing with us again but Mitchell.
McConnell
4
15
his ankle injury is preventing
1
7
Mitchell has rushed for 626 Hudspeth
Natal
1
4
him -tor going full speed," yards in six games for a 104.3 Lee
1
4
1
Furgerson added.
-1
average and seems a safe bet Thomas
Rishing4
The Racers Will CE4cry.ajtk 10 -crack De 1..000.:YarA mark, Brom t4
game Homecoming winning
305
918
While everyone notices Total
streak into the It30 p.m. offensive -statistics, there is
Paola
contest.
80-1124
621
,
one department which should Dickens
Murray
Eastern
2745-2
30t
Not since October 24, 1971, he noted. Eastern Kentucky Rushing
0-1-0
0
First
112
Downs
- 114
have the Racers Jost in punter Joel ,Scraftan has a 33.9 Total
17-1587
929
Rushing
Plays
305
325
Homecoming. That season, average per punt .and that
locepitsas
Rushing
6- 918
Yards
Murray fell 14-6 in old Cutchin ranks last in the league. The
No.
Yards
Thomas
22
261
Stadium to East Tennessee. kiciting game could be more Brum
'
ik-, 16
Att.
"--99"
158
Passes
198
The Racers won 24-20 last important than usual in this Robbins
9'1St
-50-99-5
87-158-7—
Braaten.,
,
10
135
year over Middle Tennessee in contest. • •
Johnsen
9
w 929
Passing
""
Yards
789
the Homecoming' game.
7
so
Defensively, the Racers Franklin
2295
Furgerson
'11347
Total
Offense
3
Murray fumbled 13 times and should be in good shape.
Penn.
3 ....
10
4 . 463
Total Plays
424
the Racers recovered nine of - Offensively, thew -ere - Aims -.--4'
„-_13rtuwi2
them. It's not likely Eastern bumps and bruises as usoal. Hudspeth
3
4.0
Avg.
Per
Play
5.4
1
7
Kentucky will be that Ruzich will. start ar quar- McConnell
1
263.9
382.5
Avg.
Per
Game
rearingen
2
16
charitable.
terback; -regardless
of
87
sn 37.0
Punting Avg.
34.2
-The high-powered colonels--whether Dickens is able to go.
10
Fumbles Lost 6
Peat Satoss
are averaging 382 yards per, Freshman tailback Danny Lee
No,
Yards 374
Penalty Yards,
253
_gernie, foils'in the Ohio Valley Johnson gained 85 yards last Lewis
7
21
2
Conference. There's one week and that's the top figure McFarland
Johnson
1
12

Racer -Stats

PORTS

MSU:Eastern -Cum illative- kits
GN

rasses--Comp.

.

—
__-_,14
.
rr
'
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laollaa TWO."

McFarland
Wilson
Reagan
Martin
Foster

3.1Priendie'
Boone
Hackley
Shannon
Craig
Whitfield
Maxwell
Boyd
Mquess
IK ey
Parks

Z

4

Hear Evangelist Travis Smith
McFarland
Reagan
Foster
id
lnenyn

—TOPIC—

t
Craig

Oct. 30 -Sunday Night - 7:15
WIN PRESIDENTIAL AWARDS - The winners of Presidential Phosicol Fitness Awards at Murray
Middle are top raw, left to right, lanette Thompson, Harriet Hood, Mark Hussung, Velvet Jones,
Joy Nina and Melanie Kelly. Middle row, Kim Tharp*, Kathy' Clark, Glenda Fox, Shannon Bean and
Lori Sdianbacher. Front row, Jon Billington, John Strieter and Mike Daniel.

"REALITY of GOD"

(Pilot= by Kay Peebles)

Yards
11
7
17
81
11
, 17.

-.17

10..
35
138

Opponent
6
- .38
21
17
31
9
10
122

Opponent
7
17
34
20
19 10
107

NIA& bowed.

McFarlandMartin
Foster
Franklin
Boone
Hackle)
,
Boyd

2
1
1

1

18
12
6
6
17
6
6
2

No,
Wilson
fteagan
Martin
Foster
S.Franklin
Boone
Shannon
Craig
Parks
Gardner

BEST IN SEVENTH - The seventh graders who ItorPthe best performances in the Presidential
Physical Fitness Awards test are top row, left to right, Lunette Thompson, Tracey Beyer, Harriet
Hood and Velvet Jones. Front tow, Kim Thorpe, Kathy Clark and Glenda Fox.
-

If you're a tough customer, this month you can
drive a tough deal on a tough garden tractor
for your place. Special factory rebates enable us
to-really Wheel 'N Deal on a new Case. Winter's
nearly here and a .high-clearance, big wheel.
Case with its super-traction witt do a great job
of moving snow around for you.
Model 444
14 HP - Hydraulic Drive
$2464.00
Factory List Ft-ice •
2264.00
.
Our Price.
• ........
-15!).00
Less Factory Rebate .
Your Pricp This Oonth
$2114.00
(Freight & Preparation not included',

5
5
1
3
10
3
4
1
2
2

Yards
-17
-18
-7

Irma G. La Follette
Republican Candidate For

-68
-12
-21
-10

CITY ,COUNCIL
Paid
Political Adv

4

For By Irma G. I,a Follette

-14

Barbecue-dipped German style Sausage and delicious,
tender Steak. Your choice of baked potato or French fries.
Melt-in-your-mouth Stockade toast, plus salad and
beverage. $319

Try our

Cone

Sntliat S81111°
?yry Friday After Five
All Day Saturday and Sunday

7/

ok 40,k

SAVE '350.00

McKee! Equipment
Co,Inc,
f '
-

5
5
2

laeldas Per
Moe Yardage

/Cc
e:i
t
7
A

•V
'

753-3062

CoioieJ Results
_
Delaware
Wittenberg
E. Tennessee
- • Austin peay
Middle Tn.
Western Ky.
Vital Points

Eastern
9 24
8
24 -14
11
38
11

Dickens
Franklin

Aft,O,

503 Walnut

2
3

SEMO
- -Delta Stiite
Tennessee Tech
Morehead
UT-Martin
Middle Tn.
E. Tennessee
Total Points

12
6

Johnson
Robbins
Jones
Thomas
Brum
Lagorce

SAVE BIG BUCKS
ON A C

cem

wow.ssow
No.
2

Murray
13
-019
3
20
13
13
81

McGeeHutchison

15th S. Sycamore St. -- Murray, Ky.

'P:10

A
1815
10
11

59
31
29
22
21
98
21
26
24
24
23
23
16
15
15 •
11

r.

Seventh-day Adventist Church

APir

Yards
175
61
41
31
22
11
0

Hudspeth
JohnsonShelton
Penne
MAW
Franklin
Rushing
Shields "

Racer Results

7
-2

}la
urel:

:.\•1'
••:4Nzios
‘t e

Bel-Air
Center
BEST EVENT PERFORMANCES - The top Performers in events held injohyskal fitness sword
competition at Murray Middle ore taii row, leffiii right, John !rye,
Mike Daniel and Ken Murphy. Second raw, John Stricter, Ricky Santagado, Stefan Reed and David
McCuiston, Front row, Ray Ferguson, Scotty Vaughn and Robert Stout.
(Pirates by Kay Peebles)

/
Hours;11 aAn.a101);4n. Weekdays
.41

ain.-10:30 p.m.Sat & Sun.
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To Assume Post Tuesday

Hillman Lyons Named As
GM For 3-A Evansville
"After I talked with Jim
Campbell, I went
and met with the board
of directors about three times.
I felt then Evansville would be
the ideal job because it would
give me a chance to keep my
TENNIS WINN4RS — From left to right are the winners in lost
weekend's Mixed Doubles Tennis _
home in_Murray," Lyons said.
Tournamentwonsored by the Murray Tennis Association: Joey West and Ellen Harrell,
runnervps
"I'd always wondered what
in the consolation bracket; Gene landolt
and Gay Crass, runnerups in the championship bracket;
it would be like to go back and
Sally Crass, who was the winner in the consolation bracket
along with doubles partner Merrill
manage where I first played
Brick who is not in the photo; and Eddie Hunt and Carol Julian, the
winners of the championship
ball," Lyons added.
bracket,
Wuhnaat
will Lyons do?
You name it.
(Stuff Pilot. by Gene McCinctition
He'll be in charge of all
promotions, he'll be keeping
Xs eye o-ii the roster of the
part team and .of course,
will be following the other
Tiger farms clubs in the system for blossoming, young
players.
"I really feel like a new
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
the Second District, Second game winning streak end last
person," Lyons said.
Rankings are nice, but Region with a win over cellar- week, attempts to rebound
"A general manager job is
Kentucky high school football dwelling Madison Central. A Saturday
...Pugh. They are good jobs but
night- against
-teams will be looking for a Danville win would knock No. Waggener,- while No.
"they are extremely lough. But
5 Doss
more tangible reward this 4 Montgomery County out of hosts Pleasure Ridge
this is what I've been trained
Park.
weekend — berths in next the chase for that title.
for.
—State AAAA: No. 2
month',s playoffs..
No. 3 Mayfield of State AA Bowling Green tries to keep its
„
'Bosse Field seats about
No less than seven teams meets Caldwell County with playoff hopes alive
HILLMAN LYONS
8,000 and it's a beautiful place
at
ranked
in
the
latest the First District, First Hopkipsyille, No. 3 Lexington professional sports and moved to play ball. It's old but cerAssociated Press polls can Region title up for grabs, Tates Creek -visits No.
.2 back to Murray and entered
clinch playoff berths with while top-ranked Harrodsburg Corbin of State AA, No.
Bowling
4 the restaurant business.
victories this weekend.
and No. 3 Tompkinsville can Greenup County hosts HunToday,. Hillman Lyons is
Standing
Top-ranked Louisville make the playoff field with tington,- 'W.Va.,
East on back iii'Evinsvfile.•
Magic Tri
Bishop David of Jefferson victories. Harrodsburg meets Saturday and No. 5 Lexington
WLyons - signed a two-year Team •
.....
9xi
County AAAA can make the Berea for the championship of Lafayette visits Owensboro contract to be the general Dixieland Center
Dennison Hunt
19
10
playoffs with a win over First District, Second Region Catholic.
Hawaiian
Tropics
17
41
manager and vice president of
Kennels
17 11
Valley — and in the process and Tompkinsville opposes
—State AAA: No. 3 Russell the Evansville Triplets, a 3-A Paradise
Beauty Box
144 13kt
eliminate No. 5 Doss from the Carnpbellsville
for
the hosts Portsmouth, Ohio, No. 4 farm club of the Detroit Murray Ins
1ks
4
:14
4
title .hunt
while No. 2 championship of Second Montgomery Ccurnty en- Tigers. Lyons inked the. Bank Murray
Thurman Furniture
13. ,
Southern Meets No. 4 DeSales District, First Region.
-11- 'It
tertains Scott County and No. agreement this afternoon and Peoples Bank
12
16
to settle another of the four Two other top-ranked teams 5 Ft. Thomas Highlands, will begin his duties in Jerry's Restaurant
Personality Beatty Shop
12
16
Jefferson County district go into the weekend with the already assured a playoff Evansville Tuesday.
Roses
6
22
High Team Game(SC)
titles.
pressure off after having spot, is at home against
"About a month ago, I sent a Beauty Box
752
Second-ranked
Franklin= clinched playoff spots last Covington Holmes.
note to each major league club Peoples Bank
739
735
Simpson of State AAA can win week. No. 1 Henderson County
—State AA: No. 4 Somerset and told them I wanted back in Beauty Box
High Team Game(HC)
the title in the Seeeod District. of State AAAA hosts Clinton, is at PrestOnsburg and.No. 5 baseball," Lyons said. - Buses...1016
Tropics
991
of the Third Region with a win Ind., and Bardstown of State Middlesboro hosts Pineville.
"More than anything, I Hawaiian
Murray•Ins
High Teem series(x)
us
over Warren Central. Both AA hosts East Hardin.
Middlesboro
has
been wanted to get back in as a
teams are unbeaten in district In other games involving eliminated froit— playoff --general manager on the AAA Beauty
Peoples Bank -- - 21V
play.
ranked teams:
consideration due to finishing level. Not many people really Murray Ina.
Danville, the top-rated State
—Jefferson County AAAA: second to Corbin in Second know'how big 3-A baseball is.
Her4efletjW)-7- V&
Ha wanan
AAA club, can earn the title of No. 3 Trinity, which saw a 22- District, Third Region.
•
Of course, just about everyone Rose's
21105
Murray
Ina.
—State A: No. 2 Paintsville knows it's the closest step to
High
Sandy Emerson
visits Elkhorn City, No. 4 the major leagues.
211
Wanda Brown- •
192
"Nicholas County is lit, "But for instance, Mark Lots
ilia_
'
Smith
nigh, in,Lamle
184
Maysville and No. 5 Bellevue Ficirych played'at Evansville
PAS
entertains Ludlow. and I'd say of the 25 players on Sandy Emerson - • - 234
the Detroit roster next swing, lis
Bet
t
l
ibie
yDi
C
n
yle:.
•
_
• Bests
probably 20 came up th?ough LoisSmithHigh Ind.&rim (ffef
Pastorini
534
Evansville," Lyons said.
Sandy Emerson
505
HOUSTON (AP) — Starting
(HC)
Ethelene HMic(gh'athllond.
491
Lyons heard from Detroit
Setles
dHouston Oilers quarterback
general
manager Jim Camp- Sandy Emerson..
657
Specializing in all types of Auto Body Repair on
Dan Pastorini continues to
Dixon
Bet;
446
bell that the post at Evansville Lois Smith
645
rest his bruised back and
cars and trucks of all makes, models and sizes.
Was
High Averages
open.
sprained ankle.
Wanda Brown
161
"When I heard that, I Lois
Smith
157
Pastorini did not practice
Mike Barnett,
Marge Hinman
efforts
concentrated
on
my
all
155
much Thursday and John
Hodge
150
the Evansville job," Lyons Mildred
Body Shop Foreman
Betty Parrish
146
Hadl remains a possible
Pat Willett
146
starter against the Cincinnati said.
Elaine Pittenger
146
from
Lyons
up
offers
passed
Linda Johnson
146
Bengals Sunday.
Nancy
Weber
145
Meanwhile, the Oilers six other major league teams Barbara Hendon
145
145
picked up a defensive end and to take the post at Evansville. Debbie Hopper
dropped another. They signed
Steve Baumgaitner; recently
waived by New Orleans, and
released Al Burton.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It was 37 years ago when a
young man who had high
ambitions for a baseball
career came to Evansville.
Because of war wounds,
Hillman Lyons.clidn make it
in baseball, at least as a
player. But because of his
mind, a drive for success and
a relentless will to make it big
as a public relations man,
Hillman Lyons reached the
top. He retired in 1974 from

VI)

Seven Playoff Be s Up For
Grabs On Tonight's Grid Card

-.PARKER FORD
BODY SHOP

24 HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE
Call 753-5273
Nights & Weekends
492-8154
753-1833

FIGURE SKATING
MONCTON,New Brunswick
— Charles Tickner of Littleton, Colo., and women's
world
champion
Linda
Fratianne of Northridge,
Calif., led the first phase of
competition in compulsory
figures at Skate Canada 77.
Tickner had 14 ordinals and
40.96 points...Miss Fratianne
held a comfortable lead with
10 ordinals 43.28 points.
Tickner was only slightly
ahead of Robin Cousins of
Britain who has 16 ordinals
and 41 points.

NOTICE
10% PENALTY
will be added to City of Murray
Property Taxes If Not Paid

BEFORE NOV. 1, 1977
Taxes May Be Paid At The
City Nall Building at 5th and Poplar Streets
Monday thru Friday 8 AM - 5 PM
and on
Saturday, Oct. 29, 1977
11 AM - 4 PM
Jo Crass
City Clerk
•

1

Laker Freshman Team
Closes Out First Year

Stan Outland feels his Calloway County freshman football
team learned many things Thursday evening at McWright
Field in Paducah.
"I told my kids at halftime they were playing with a lot of
pride. We had a long talk. I think the kids unified and realized
that the coahce_s really care about them as people and we just
aren't out there to run around and yell at them. Our kids
gained a lot of respect for each other," Outland said.
That's good. Because game-wise, it wasn't good as the
Lakers ended their season at 3-6 with a 56-0 loss to talented
Brazelton.
"Our kids never did quit. They didn't get their heads down
or give up. They didn't get down on each other. They grew up
quite a bit. Brazelton had about 60 kids on their team and
they only played about 15. I don't see why they couldn't have,
......
called the dogs off for a while.
"We only had 13 kids who made the trip and of course, that
meant everyone was having to play the whole game both
ways," Outland said.
Four regular starters for the Lakers were out with injuries
and several more Lakers were playing with injuries.
Sidelined from action were fullback Tim McAlister, quarterback Tim Holsapple, defensive and offensive end Mike
Pearson and runningback Shane Morton. In addition, quarterback Brad Bryan played with an injury.
"He did an outstanding job of throwing Lhe ball but he
wasn't able to run Very much. He just had to handoff and let
someone else do the running. Larry Sanders also had a super
game. He had four receptions for about 10 yards.
"He also did a fine job in returning kickoffs and of course,
as the game went on, he gained some experience. They just
had too much talent and too many people. We did have some
gobd play from several people. I felt Richard Young did a
tremendous job playing at fullback and that's quite a change
from playing at offensive tackle. Mark Roberts also had a
very good game on defense." Outland added.
At the end of the first period, Brazelton led 22-0, at the half
they led 36-0 and after three periods, 44-0.
Calloway once penetrated to the Brazelton 12-yard line but
could get no further. The !Akers picked up seven or eight first downs in the contest, according to Outland.
"I'm kind of looking at the game more or less like it was the
Paducah Invitational Track Meet," Outland added.
Football in the county comes to a close Monday.
The Laker jayvee team. which did not play this week
because Trigg County cancelled out, has managed to pick up
one more'game. _
*
Lakers will go against Caiiidenahd it will be quite a
thrill for both teams as the 6 p. m.contest will be held in Roy
.Stewart Stadium.
•

tainly it's immaculate. My job Association. In 1958, his team Flyers. Lyons still knows all of
-won a pennant.
Will be to try and pi•ixluce the
For three years, Lyons the Flyers on a first-name
best team I can possibly
exited
baseball and went into basis. Besides that, Julius
field," he added
the restaurant business in Erving was then playing for
Last yeir; Evansville
Jamestown. He made his the Virginia Squires of the old
finished fifth in the-eight-team
Basketball
return to baseball in 1962-when American
American Asso2iation. Other
he was named as the assistant Association and Lyons and Dr.
teams include Denver, In1-became very close friends.
of
dianapolis, Des Moines, New GM the Milwaukee Braves. In addition to sports, Lyons
While in Milwaukee, Lyons
Orleans, Oklahoma City,
became a close friend of also promoted concerts and
Wichita and Omaha.
Homerun King Hank Aaron once, even booked Elvis
"I'll be constantly watching
;..
and the two still keep in Presley in Richmond.
the AA farm club down at
arr-5anuary of 19'74, Lyons
contact. Lyons has one of
Montgomery. Then of course,
Aaron's bats, which in- came to Murray and went into
I'll be in charge of all sales, all
cidentally,
was the one he hit the restaurant business. On
working
promotions and I'll be
,number
with back in 1962. July 25 of this year, he sold his
300
close zetiti_t_the field-manager
business, took a little time off
and trying to supply his needs. . When the Braves moved to
Atlanta, Lyons moved to Rich- to relax and then began
."I'll also be traveling quite
,.
mond and took Over the Pandering over re-entry MM.
a bit with the club. They play a
general manager post with the -.the baseball business;
140-game schedule and I'll see
Lyons signed in 1975 to tin*
3-A farm club. He was named
quite a few games. As far as
as the International Leaguers the manager for Doug Cross, a
goals, I knew they drew only
Man of the Year in 1966. Then motorcycle daredevil who at.
120,000 last year. I'm shooting
following year, Richmond the time, was gaining worldthe
for 200,000 for the first year."
won the pennant and Lyons wide publicity for his daring
Lyons first baseball job
again -was earned as the and often crazy stunts. Craig'
came, in 1949 when he
league's Man of the Year in was nearly killed in an acmanaged the Paducah team in
addition to being the Sporting cident and since then, because
the old Kitty League. From
of his father's illness, has
News Man of the Year.
there, he went to Paris,
. In 1968, 11 of the players off given up daredeviling and
Illinois, for two, years and on
the Richmond roster made the gone into business.
to Danville, Illinois, for two
"I was glad he did that. He
jump to Atlanta. The team
more years.
was too nice of a kid for me to
finished
dead-last.
end
At
the
Lyons left Danville in 1953
promote into killing himself,"
after being named as the of the season, Lyons fired an
Lyons
employee
said of Cross, who lives
who
happened
to
be
Sporting News Man of the
Year in minor league a close friend of the Braves' in New Burnside, Ill., and still
general manager. Lyons got fancies getting back into the
baseball.
business someday.
the
ax.
Lyons moved in with the
As for Lyons, it won't be all For two years, he scouted
organization
Tiger
at
work and no play. His first.
Montreal
for
the
Expos
and
Jamestown, New York, in 1954
business trip, which.will be in
then-the following year moved the Tigers before becoming
November, Will be a real
Richmond
manager
general
of
to Buffalo. From 1956 through
"tuffie" for he and his wife,
1959, he was the general Sports International in 1971.
Wilmuth.complex,
While
at
the
Lyons
• •••
manager of the AAA
The Lyons family will atCharleston, West Virginia, worked with the hockey team
in Richmond, the 3-A farm tend a winter baseball
team in the American
club of the Philadelphia meeting in Hawaii.

Channel 6 News
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Celebrate
Homecoming
With Us
This Weekend
HOURS
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4-9 Tues thru Thurs
4-9 30 Fri thru Sun
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Open
4 p.m. daily
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UK In Second Of Three
Phases, Claims Curci
favorite last week in its game
- By CHARLES WOLFE
against the hOmestanding
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP i — Georgia Bulldogs, problibly
, Kentucky Coach Fran. Curci the only time the Wildcats
professes. not to know ho*., ever had been favored
good his football Wildcats "berweea (We. hedges" of
reaNy are — just that they're Sanford Stadium, Kentucky
won 441.
not good enough;.
The victory boosted the
You can't just look at a
couple of games," Curci,said Wildcats to 6-1 overall, 3-0 in.
Thurgday .111 an interview. the Southeast Conference and
_ -_'.1.uulave.lo.pass_the test of. seventh .in the Associated
Press college poll. It also
- time."
In Curei's view, there are made them a heavy favorite
Right's
threes Oases to a football fur - Saturday
program. Phase I is what he homecoming game against
inherited here five years ago Virginia Tech, -which is
:a team that was the un- struggling at 14-1• derdng in nearly every game. - - But Curet insisted Kentucky
In phase II, Curci said,''you still is in phase H and will not
go out there and you're not reach phase III unless the
Wildcats put together two or
sure who will win."
In phase III, he continued, three more seasons as suc- your team takes the field -as cessful AS -the .current camthe favorite and -proceeds to paign"It depends on what we do in
clobber the opposition, as
teciutting-,"
he said. "The.
--expected.
Kentucky was a slight teams that you see in.the top
10 are the same teams y,cmsee
every year — Oklahoma,.
Ohio
State,
Alabama,
Southern Cal, Notre Dame. -Texas slipped out a couple of
years, but they're back at No.
I now. That's what phase III is
all about.
"Teams like thaw might -be
down two or three years, but
they don't stay down. We've
been down for 25 years," he
said.
Kentucky's success this
most exhaust pipes too
season can be attributed-to an
unexpectedly potent offense,
keyed by quarterback Derrick
Ramsey,- and a stone wall
defense that has allowed
fewer "points per game — 11.6
— than any other SEC team.
Opposing teams have been
held to, a paltry 121 yards per
Sayer -- -game on the ground and have
only four,
-rushed. for
money;.
touchdowns.
pipe benders;
The Wildcats have allowed
to your specs
five touchdowns on passes, but
TAILPIPES
DUALS
have given up only 120 passing
EXHAUST PIPES
yards per contest and lead the
SEC in fotal defen,se.
FORMINr;
-;
-,
"This year,- we-have as good
,
EXPANDING•
a defense as any team in the
country,"Curti said.•

Saturday Evening
Join Us
For Lots
Of Fun

."WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY

Discount Mufflers
from

10% to 20%
Off
On Exhaust
Ports
-

*Free
Inspection*
"TM
Authorizer NIA Istrior Center

BARRET'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
-F'hone 753:9868

-GOLF.
-PENSACOIA, F1i7
Mcl...endon .scrambled to. -a.five-under-par 66 and- a onesttolte lead in the first rouruicif
the ;125,000 Pensacola Open
golf TournimiTit.
. McLendon one-putted 12
times, needed only 10_strokes
on the greens on the back nine
at the tree-lined, 6,549-yard
Pensacola Countty Club and
took the lead with his longest
putt of the day, a 20-footer for
birdie, on the 18th hole.
Pat
Fitzsimons
and
determined rookie Jim
Chancey -are one stroke back
at 67. Chancey, who has won
Only one check, joined the tour
in June after- gaining his
playing rights in his sixth try
at the PGA Tour school.

LADIES

VISIT BIG K AND VOTE
YOUR FAVORITE GOBLIN.
EMPLOYEES WILL BE
DRESSED ;N COSTUMES
DAY AND NIGHT.

GIRLS

GENERAL

KNIT
TOP

DRIP
COFFEEMAKER

88

1.22.

COATS

8
This
stylish
singlebreasted long PVC coat,
has button out lining,
corduroy.,, collar, butslon
1.1.911/. tie boil._
has'
2 -front po-ckrtS; 3 tutk back. Other styles avail—
able. S4-zes,- .8 to 18 -in
Camel: Mahogany and
Luggage.

Sweet and petite—
striped shdrt sleeve
,knit;top wit.ti -tie b_ttit.
Sizes.Z to 14,

ELECTRIC,./

RE
37.88
Has brew, control to select strength of coffee.
Stores, measures, dispenses ground coffee. 2.
SEE REBATE DETAILS IN
STORE

LADIES

PULLOVER
SWEATER

LADIES

KNIT
TOP

66

A33.
Tiny ribi of
solid
acrylic
form the basic long sleeve
top with deep
cowl neck. In
Royal, Jade,.
Off-White, Red,
Blue or Camel;
sizes S,M,L.

The new fashion look! Jacquard trim pullover of 1000,0
Acrylic. Sizes
S,M,L.

LEATHER-LOOK
FASHION

BOOT
88

LADIES

REG. 17.99
Imitation leather uppers; tricot Fining, stack heel, full
length zipper. Sizes to 10.

GIRLS
PEASANT

BLOUSE
66

CALLO WAY COUNTY DESERVES
QUALITY LAW ENFORCEMENT
AND WITH
TED. ALEXANDER, SHERIFF
TED ALEXANDER your candidate for Sheriff has developed a comprehensive
trainin rogram for alf deputies, in spite of their years of experience He
wi
rtart an exchange program. with other counties with each county
gaining from the ideas of the other This work exchange has been hailed as
highly beneficial In addition TED AlEXANDER Will have his deputies
enrolled in the taw Enforcement College at Eastern as money and time per
'oils

VOTE FOR

TED ALEXANDER
For Sheriff
The only candidate with experience and a

PROGRAM
(Independent)
Paid Pglitiear1d Paul For fix Ted Alexander •

Short sleeve Nylon gown with the
"nautical-look".
Sizes. S,M,L, in
Navy-White.

Tops
Prifet
with
Sizes

with jeans!
peas-airt -top
lace trirt.
7 to 14.

FINAL NET
HAIR NET
Fk‘i

WORK BOOT

Nieftsec) tft‘c0
at4

157

1300

CARDIGAN
SWEATER

33
Wrap.,and..button cardigan sweaters with,
Jacquard 10m in the latest Fall colors.
1.p0% Acrylic. Sizes S,M,L.
'
-

BOYS
LONG-SLEEVE

KNIT SHIRT Air7
333

FROST KING
INSULATED

1

GIRLS
7-14 DENIM

Assorted
shirts
of 50/50 Polyester/Cotton:. with
contrast
trims,
pouch pockets or
band bottoms. In
sizes 8 to 18.

JEAN
.744

fEG. 15,55
Indigo., blue denim
jeans with tie front,
lace trimmed pockets
and elastic waist.
Assorted Styles

' 12.00
REG 14.44
Scuff-proof uppers with gadded collar, subzero-insulation, non--.!ip sole. Sizes 7-11.
BOY'S SIZES 32-6

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 San.

Bel-Air Shopping Ceider
_Equal Opportunity Employer
Reserve The Right To limit Quistities

*4
'

7534777
-

iaNt Or

VALUES

011
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Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.

RACER CHEERLEADERS this season are from left-to right, Glenn Osborne of Louisville, Dana LaRue of Salem
fno fongerarrsquadtjohnny teriNVe- drBetittfittinda MfriCk of LOU, LaDonn-a- Diggi-Of -Cadiz, Lea Anne
Meade of Louisville, Bill Katzman of Louisville, Bonnie Lancaster of Cadiz and Larry Denham of Tayldr,
Michigan.

150A22-IC Two 20 arrip NEMA
ts les are prov/ded for
120 volt APC'tools and I, ltots
• rteselops 225.2 watts ot pontasuous
/50 0-4z /20 volts "e
se
• no,,, cycic
,
,,, cooled engine
toptosed rnecrsanrcalvoseraor

easy

•:r tanTro4trie rite:.•Solna/masa."
• • b..
-,saisno.:0 Grosanckins
irk arrestor muffler

208E. Main

-

.
.
.
COMPLETE PANTS DEPARTMENT tor Gars, Tracks & Tractors
— RADIATORS REPAIRED — .
COMPLETE MACEIRE WNW

Large Stock el Foreign Car Parts

41IAPA

VW • DATSUII • TOYOTA
-

I 7534424

The Nation's No. 1 creditor
in Agriculture

INApA)

304 No. 4th

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp.

Murray;Ky.

78's Will Be Arriving Soon!
CJ-7, CJ-5, Pacer & Pacer Wagon,
AMX,Gremlin, Concord &'Matador

753-6448

806 Coldwater Road

Hours:
Direct Service to Louisville,
Ky.; St. Louis, Mo.; Nashville,
Tn.; Memphis,

Lowest Shelf
Prices Around

10th 8 Chestnut
Telephone 753-1474

6 a.m. Iii 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m. til Midnight fri. & Sat.

THE NEW

illiV
-N FAMILY RESTAURANT
t
k
Open 24 hours 4,day, Every Day!

Heating, Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal
—Since 1937-

HAND DIPP ED ICE CREAM SUNDAES & SHAKES
Farrtgys. For Charbroiled Steaks and Seafood Dinners
Sandwiches d Platters

802 Chestnut

5 Points - Murray. Ky.
SERVED I 1 00 P M -11 00 A M
UNTIL 12 NOON ON SUNDAYS

753-4832

PRIVATE
DINING ROOM
PHONE 502-753-7992

Call the

Prescription Specialists
237 No. 8th, Mayfield
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall,
'Carlisle and Henry County, Tenn
Glen Sears, Mgr.
- ...s3T817

e
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SCOTTS GROVE
NEW PROVIDINCE
11 00a m
Worship Service
17 gin
6 30 p. rn
Evening Worship
Sunday School
11• m
Service
Preaching
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY
b p in
'
Service
Nightly
11 00a.m
Morning Worship
.
6 30p m
ENV entrtg Worship
MST BAPTIST
.
10.45 a. m
Morning Worship
7 00 p.m
FN. -ening WorsMp
WEST FORS .
•
11-00a rn Morning Worship
6 00p m
Sunday Evening
7 -009 m
Wednesday tvening SIMON SPMNG
4
.1111311„m.
-Mar.u.sa w-o-s4-p- ...._1.00P-JP.......,.... _
,f,vening_WitrallID NORTH-SIDE
11.00a.m.
Morning Worship
7 00 p
Evening Worship
m.'
*AIM BAPTIST
il-06 a m ,
MURRAY CHURCH
Morning Worship
----7-30'm
Sunday School
9. 45 a m
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
1,,I .1 a. III
POPLAR SPRINGS
N Y. P.S. Worship
5 15 p m
11.00a -m
Morning Worship
6 at) p m
Evening Worship
6.30p.m.
Evening Worship - .
Wednesday Worship
; 00 p m
:
'
_
-GRACE BAPTIST
-...
9,45-a.m Sunday School ‘. LOCUST GROVE CNUROI
10:43am,
. Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship : ,
5:30.6.00 D.M. .:._ Sunday sen001 10:130a.na.
- &Agin* Evening Wurs.
'5:30 p.m.
Worship
'
Evening
'
RIVER
BLOOD
5:00 p.m.
N.Y . P.S. Worship
11.00 a in
Morning Worsh,p
6130p.m.
Wednesday Evening
6.30p. ny
Evening Worship
IIIRILSET BAPTIST
,
Morning Worship
.
11 .00 a m.
..
.
7 30 p m.
Evening Worship

•

.

•

•

•

•' •

6' :.6,7,0,,W, ••

'•

•

••

•

•• •

•

41'

jilt -C11,11S. t.

'Alen.Christ first hegin his ministry, many people
were paneled. They ware-nwere-dial ile wan maraordls-. .
nary, for He said things that no rinin had said before ,
. Him. He questioned else established laws of religion: He
even Said that there were conditions under which His
laws transcended the laws of the Church., .
••
One person, Peter, knew who He was. When Christ
asked him, "But whom gay ye that I am?" Peter answer.--etlftl'hou art-the Geist, the .son of the living God."
For this Christ rewarded Peter saying, "thou art Peter
.. awl_ epos! *is rock l_ will build my. church" (Matthew
riser traveled
micifiaion,
16:15-19)- After Christ's
...
. ..
everywhere, preach's-1i the ge.pel 'and entablisfiing" the
•
-early church.
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INDEPENDENa UNTIfD
10:00 a. m.
Sunday,School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
•
Morning
IURKSET UNITED
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
1II:,311a.m.
13:00/.. Pa.
Morning Worship
"
6 )r, al i
•
1
-4rit.in
--r.'
• - - Earning Win-shin
WOO a. m.
6:30p.at

•

WEST MUMMY
10:50a. m.
Morning Worship
600 p. m.
Evening Worship
UNION GROVE
10:50
a. m.
Morning Worship
6,109. in.
Evening Worship'SEVENTH & POPLAR
10:40 a. M.
Worship Service
6:00 p. m.
Evening Worship .
NEW CONCORD
10:50 a• m.
Morning Service
Evening Worship _ _
"
-WmPLEASANT VALIST
.
-11:00 a. m.
Mortlinejerghtp - .-,r •
Evening.Worship
6:00It gm
SECOND STREET
10:45 a. m.
Morning Worship
6:00p.
M.:
Venffig Worihin '
FRIENDSHIP
1000a.m.
Sunday School
11:00g. m.
Morning Worship
NAZE" CHURCH ••
' •
BitOf CHRIST
10:00
le Study
.!'
.
' . W50,
A.P.t. Wetship,.,
6:00
P.M. Worship
' .7:00
fifid-Week COLDWATER
Morning Worship
I°:3°a.m.
,:
,.
Evening Worship
,6._:.00 P..111:
. .. KIRKSET CHURCN

I

l I

I
I

1
..--ii .ti •

THOLE MU UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
11:00a. m.
Sunday School
Worship

------

RUSSEILS OEM UNITED
10:00 a. m.
Sunday school
. ..
- 1-1410a..-rw--mMorrsingitiorship. ..
' -LYNN 01101/1
Morning WoraltipService .
Sunday School

coLrs airmen 4. .

alulecN

._

,

_

,...

..

. .,

-

_

Following -Supporting Firms.

-

Keel Purchase Tire .

Yaw Complete Twe Service Center
"We Service Them All-Lerge or Smell"
" Max Keel . ..

'

,

.

111111 Coldwater Rea

Beauty
Salon

,
TIVINI,
,
,
'

1 Q.tUe

SUNDAY SPECIAL

,04-rnuite,
s AteD,,,c,
,,iiingrd,

11 m61ri1-4

God Is Love

Bibles & Church SuppRes
Reference & Inspinstionol Books
s... I. c......tsew.
-wwwi.

We Special Order Prwatty

753.nn

COMPLIMENTS

Paschall TnrckLines Rt.
.4

7534717

Wells Electric .

Thy Shalt Not Steal

-

Murray, Ky.

Call in Orders 753-7101

..
1534111

..,

/IC
V e00

753-7992

75i-7598

Sycamore at 12th

io:45 a. m.

_

'

Iry Ossr Dehtioes Beef end Hari Sandwiches

11:00a. m.
10:00 a. m.

GOWEN METHODIST
9:30a.m.
Morning worship Services
10:40 a. m.
Swiday School
services:
1st.,
3rd.
&
5th
Evening
Sundays
•
SO m.,
Preaching Servide ir.p.

Morning Services
MAI

- This Page Made Possible By The*

-

.

HIST-SRETN0061
- 8:45& 10:50 a.m.

Lim

1
A'
.'t

I1 I

...

COLDWATER 1111111110 Worship Service 1100 a wa-Est-lk and Sunday., 1000 a.m. 3rd & 4th, Sunday School
10:00 a. m. Lst & Snd Sunday. 11:00 a. m.Ird
& 4th Sunday

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITTD
9:30 a. m.
1st Ei 3rd Sunday
11111pin- 1100a.m.
2nd & 4thSunday
No Evening Wordep
REUEL GRIM
11:00a. in.
lat & 3rd SundaY
930a.in.
,
.
2nd & 4th Sunday
6:00 p. m.
Evening
SOUTN PLEASANT GROVE
10401.M.
Sunday
School
MOUNT PLEASANT
11:00 a. in
. .
Morning Worship .
Morning Worship
II 00a m.
- - - • - Tien.tn.
EVenmg Worship
•
-7-:11Efp. m. 'Evening-- - - STOREY'S CHAPEL
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN '
Morning Worship
9:45a.m..
ChurchSchool. .
- 9,30 a. in.
10:45 a. m.
Worship Service • :.
10:45 a. rn.
SurldaY
School
- - , 7 -.,: ..

e
.

"WS Finger Lickin'Ctood"
753-1751

•"--

sci.
lio
rTI CUMBERUIND
10:00 a.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
•9-:45a.m.
.: Sunday SchoOl
L1:00ar in,.
Worship S
* ervict
OAK GROVE
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
it g, m,,7p. in
Worship Services

!;

,..

Dixieland Center

-Freon

filfirEllriplAPEL IIIIITED
11:00 a.m. .
WorsidpService
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School,
SNOMIIIID MUD
-'
9:30 am.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.

•

.
10:00.1. in,
WorollipServiee- ..
4111116IN UNITED
DIKTER
10:00 a. m.
Worship Service
11:00a. m.
1st & 2nd Sundays '
1st o3rd & 4th Sunda3
..
-;
MT.111111011nr.
Worship Service 10:00 a. m. lit Sunday &
10:004. nt
01111"._
Sunday School "
11:00 a. m.3rd Sunday: Sunday School 11:10
10:50 a. in.
Morning Worship
a. m. 1st Sunday-10:00 a. m.--2nd,3rd,&4th
Eveningleorship 7:00 p. m. 1 Sunday & Wed-_Sunday
nesdays i
MT. CALOR
ALMO
Se,r_vice
ith sillnOd:(10
ay sunda
e. tn.y2nd
scho
Setilialltiy
1006
i.
orship.
a. tn.
iWi:00
t:
t.i
10
1,:00a
. . Bible.Study
. _
Worship.
-Morning
a. m. 1st, 3rd,& 4th Sunday: 11:60 a. in. 2nd
8:00p. m.
, A
Evening Worithp
Sunday
-.'"' .
.
WAYMEN ClIAPH

,

.
'
i

Ktntmeky fried ChieicsA

Radiator -& Auto Gloss Service

. - -.

n''

•

Fve Points

Gerad Loyd-Owner
-Campine Aetertie
a Troassmissise Service
tad A6grosesent
Castles Twa-Up I. Repel Service-

--

11.00

-

Presbyterian

as ..
- B.
its
.7

I,

"For The Complete Look"

Boyd's Auto Repair

MP S. 7141

is
k

t ''

•
3utons
,

&.

•

.

Hwy 941,(3 oats eon of Mann)7S347277

_

.
'

,

Septic Tanks - Driveway. Culvets Stock Watt-r Tanks
• .knyt.hing in Pre-Cast Concrete"

'
--"'

-,- „, . .

:

-.r.

ST. IONNeAPTIST -CHURCH
IMMANUEL LUTNERAN Morning Worship
• 10• 43 a'"SundaySch4ok - .. - - 9'1:ra ni.
SwItia41 40061
"
-.°'30
'
4. m
Morning Worship '40:30 a _ m
"
MUFTI( DAT ADVENTIST
DEXTER BAPTIST DURO
-S.ML,10:30a, m.
.
- - - . 7:00p.m. • -. Sabbath S^15‘.,1
Wednesday Service
Worship Service
Sat 9:15 a -rn
n:.
1000 a.m
School
Suday
.
.
.
11061.m.
We-raisin Strvice
.
7,00p.m.
%May Ntte

.
! i"TT EJ
•'--1
e_____,
•

• - ,•. ....

s 4-

moo,

• r•R I

....

,-

41
. it ,I .

Christian •

CT77 threo

_.

...,..-

i

.LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
- 2.00.p. rri.. :
-1st Sunday
10.30 a. m.
3rd Sunda)
- OLD SALEM BAPTiST
FIRST CHRISTIAN
10:00 a. m
Sunday School
Worship Ser.ices
10 45a m .7 00p.m.
11 00 a in
Worship Service
MURIAT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
5.00p. m.
Vesper Service
Worship
10 30a. m.
COLDWATER
Bible School
9.30 a. m,
_
al
.
Mornidg Services
11.00a. nt'Evening Service
.6.:-.-00 p ny .
6:00 p. m.
Evening Services
_
CHURCH Of JESUS CHRIST _
FAITH BAPTIST
- •- .
-""'" " Of IATTIMDArplINTS -- --" " - "
,
'_. "-..- Morntng-Worship
- 11:00 ar M. : Similay School
-'
10.45a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p. m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
•
LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH 1 1,00 a . m
Sunday Mass 8 a in., 11 a m , 430(1. M.
Morning Worship
7
:
pop.
m.
Saturday
Mass
6.30
p
m
Evening worship
CHRISTIAN SCHNCE
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL
SERVICES
Sunday School
.•'
- 4
'
°12-'4
"
1°- -Fanner Ave. arid 17th St.: Murray, Ey . ,-SunMorning Worship
11 Cii) a. in.
days 11.00 trim, Testimony: meeting second
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST ,
... Wednesday 8 p m
Sunday &gaol
10:00a. M. t
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
.PlIpchina--- - ti-tenvirilittitrnm.- M. waid.o.,, .
- 11P30S-7in
Wednesday night
7 . 00 p• in
Bible Lecture
9.30a. in.
SPRING CREEK
WYMAN'S CNAPEL A.M.E. _ Bum
.-.... luershipServtees - -- , • 1.1 ,00 It M.;;-09p.m, .
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Morrung Worship
1 1:00a. m
,945
: am_
.
_.
Evening Worship
7.00p. Ili
N°r4hIP ki iur _
---c

Bags
Beads

•

'
GREEN PLAIN
- EtteleStedy •
10 a.m.
Worship Serviee
10:45 a.m.&6 p.m.
Wed. Worship
700P.m.

•

,

Paul Welch . Concrete Products

•

- NEW PROV
Morning Worship
. ',, EveffingiVerthip
UNIVERSITY
!Awningor
Wship
_
.. .
Eve
,.:nog Woiship

-g/Wil:

MOUNT NOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
9,30 a m.
Sunday School
11,00 a m.
Worship

A-

•

Imola

-*-47'''''
f "9fr-tt-malegsiameiP--otwaittis cm-Api
- i.- - -4444"":
'I '
- .' -i. -'''.--Sunday School
10-00 a m
11 -00 a rn7
Worship Service
11 00 a.. m
Evening Worship
7.30p. FR
.• - " _
FIRST UNITED .
Sunday Worship
111.161.a.m. & 7:00 p m
Tues. & Thurs.
7.00 p. m

.•

Wand*

Church of Christ ---amda''

Immo,

7 15 P • in
,
11 . 00 a in
530 p m.

•

0000000

meat
siesows CRAM

10:00
PALESTINE WIRID
Worship Service 11 a.m., 1st Sunday , 10.00 a.
rri. 3rd Sundey, Sunday School 10:00 a m ,
2nd & Ith

•

•

Pentecostal

SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
13WINS CHAPEL
'
Morrung Worship '
•
.
Evening Worship .

HAZEL METHODIST
Worship

.

,

0. • •

Methodist

•
.

...Attend Chrch
u

!,
iii, o •• • o • •• •• •• • • o
,•
'
• -

-

•. .• , •..

,

*

•
.

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10:50a. m.
Morning Worship
ALMO BUNTS'
Evening Worship
6'00 p.m
Morning Worship
11.60.4. m
_ . - . Evening Wors. hip
7 30p.m.
- - NEWMI. CARMEL IA'SUOMI!--.
Morning Worship
.
11-00a. rri.
. -4/NITEk 111*(0fICORD
.
-;AO p.,in.--Bundet &Not ..
10.00 a. in.
Ert.ning:Worship .,
,Wprdup
$ervices
11
00
a.m
,
7
009
n•.,
CALVARY TEMPLE
11.00a m
Morning Worship
Sunday School
.
10.00a. m.
6 45p m.
Evening Worship
.16'orship_Services . ... 11..Cno..m.,7.1
.
0p.m.
tilElliT CORNER
. .
FIRST
11 00a m. '
Morning Worship
AS EMBLYOF GOD
Evening Worship
.
7 • °° P m.
Sunday School
10 00 a . m.
,
morning Worship . •
11:00 a. rn
ELM GROVE
11
:00a.
in.
Sunday
Evening
7 00 p. m.
Morning Worship
Thurs. rule
7:00 p.m
7.00 p. m.
Evening Worship
310 IRVAN AVE.
SALEM
Susulg Setl°°1
.
4
,
..1° : °° a - m.
• • - e 11 lea.rry.
'-hiorriin_g Worshi
-

1 -ill'r - "

•

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

.
•

Nazarene

BAPTIST

.

.
••••••••
.
,,,,•,..,...L..... 000000000

-

.

Baptist

402 N.i 2th753-41145

-

•

.„

Cain-AMC
Jeep

PHILLIPS

Nereet-Mateder-Greadis-Jeep-Pseer Werra
Tee aredity Used Cars
Phone 7534448- .
806 Caldwater Rd.

•

-

66

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Rudy Lovett
iDistributing Co. Inc.
South 2nd
753-2752 or 7S3-3571

Corvette Lanes

-Bowling

Member FDIC
500 Main

So. 12th

753-3231

& Story

Chestnut St.
753-1215

-753-6655

Honor Thy
Father and Mother

At Its Best"

Ph. 753-2202

1415-Main St.

.

Carroll Tire Service

Murray Auto Parts

Your Urn-Royal Tire Dealer

Rebuih fiigines-Redieton Repaired

1 2 Block E. of S. 12th
1/
.

1105 Pogue

Phone 753-1489

A St_
COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
_
605 Maple .
753-4424

Stokes Tractor It
Dunn Furniture
• ••
Implement Co.
T.V. & Appliance
...-0.--,.
hirlpool
W
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Sales 8, Service Quasar
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319 Uncle lefts Shopping Cen
753-0ter

_ -.

'
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
Stir& Otestnut

.• .

7S34832 ..

Creative Printers, Inc.

•

401 Olive - 753-5312

LI 1 LIS POW Mk YOU

Let us,Entertain You

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

M urray
Theatres

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
We use plastic &

wood treatment
en for

•

mold fungus

753-3914

Worship Regularly

„
"Go To Church Sunday

"Home of Quality. Economy
a Selections
Open 7 DOTS'

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Fri. I Sat.
6 e r. Miderart

Jerry D.tents, Devoid de leas wed Larry Setter, maim

•Ward-Elkins

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
Phone 753-1713

1.031AaPle - 7534933

"

Central
Shopping

TOSES

753-7175

Center
.

Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store
-

The Little

•

Toys & Gifts
for Everyone
Dixieland Center
153-9696

.

7 a.m. to 12 Midnight

If God is your partner,
make your plans large

Lynhurst Resort
Cot. and Mrs. Thomas Brown - owners
phone 436.3345 sod 434-5376

641 North - 753-2654

Shirley's Florist L
Garden Center
FTD

West Kentucky Rural Electric

Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

Flowers for All Occasions
SOO N. 4th 753251 - 753-8944

_

Try Jesus

.

.„„,..,....,,,
. ,f \

Love is Love's Reward
'

•
„
Glen
Seas,r 6en. Manager
Served_
,
Breeklest
,Serving
Grates,
Callow.
)
,Amami,Carlisle Carities in 14,qrid
.
--- driessi.•
Neer( Cs., Irsi.71
.-.
-'
753-4351 Or 247-4350

North 12th Street

BURGER
°VEEN

Phone 753-8181

Murray Memorial Gardens

•

...„,

•:-

Air Conditioning - Neming-Coormercial Refrigeration

'Neese Plants Landscaping

Son Mori
go m 11 ym

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"

Infants To 5 Years •-•
Kentucky Licensed
6:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m
53-1994 .
407 N 12th

Big John's

403 Maple

liutson.Chemical Co.' Inc.

1-6 Sun.
75340.77-

Randy Thornton Service Co.
802 Chestnut

..

Mon.-Sat,.

Tiny Tot
Day Care

Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.

Murray Electric System

On Hwy. 61 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

sh9p,For The.
Entire farnihr

Restaurant

Famous Fish Dinners

Open 9-9

Acres of
Free Parking

Bel-Air Shopping Center •

•

Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-2285

100 So. 13th St.

Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12thSt:--Murray • '

C .
-4

Bel-Air Center

Storey's
Food Giant

Murray Cablevision

Freed Cotham Co., Inc..

gue 4
fvCkit.4;

.
-

.

'West Ky. Rural Telephone
a

Calloway County Soil"'
Improvement Association
_ . ..._ ,..

Kenlake Marina
•
•

J.W. WILHAM -MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS •

Ky. Lake StatelPark

Ph 474-2245

,

;

,;,411;i4.

Serving forwilorwilais Sines 1036
.
,. -i-

753-2934

4
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Schedules For The Week Of Oct. 29 - Nov. 4
..
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2

WSIL-3

WSM-4

WTVF-S

WPSD-6

.. . WS11.-3.

I

FOR SUNDAY
WTVF -5

,

WPSD-6.

7:00-Rh. Ridge &arta ig:sg_para Died
5:30-Semmer boaster
7:30-04Y 45 0144•T•rt '7:00-Dennis the Menace 6:3111-Carillree
II:00-Jena Reidere
7:30_ Jere cage
7:00-111d Time Despot
0:30-Did Reherts
1:00-teapot View
11:1111- haw gamma
9:00- OW Tian Gesell
11:30-Dey of Discovery
g:30-Amos gamma
I:30- Three Stooges
10MO-Grope Ape
HO-Dimeesisms la Faith Cill-Ord Roberts
i:30- Rex Numbers)
10:30-Aalwihr All.is gat-Nereid pf Truth
•I. 045-111•111verslarar
0:30- WeealleptIst 1/:00-heels i Answers 10:00- Nepalese Cassidy"1030-Tour
Chord
1:30- Taman* Monthly 11:30-0oe Tali
I 1:00- Neet the Press
11:00- nu Falba
2:00- Issas a lawyers
12:00-Direction
11:30-Remy Spectrum
11:30-IR Feethell
2:30-T1A
12830-Jebtarirw
• 12:001 Doubleheader ;:00-Itiolsort Mitcham
1:30-Calor hisebell
12:55-1cheelhoese Rea 6:110-Dbeey
now*,
I:00-CIffweed Ave. Kids 1:00-See Double Feature 7:00-111, Evart
5:00-News
1:30- Lawrence Wells
4:31-lbrilheeker Sports 1:30-"Psydrk Phest"
5:30-News
1:30-Aword Nevis
5:00-Caller Mull Who 10:00- News
6:00-60 Winetes
1:30-Wild Kingdom
5:30-TM"bade=
10:30-Soassid thy
7:00-bet
1:00-Hwy Drew
6:00-Nancy Drew
VI:00- Reale
7:31-OE Our Orim
1:00-9: Miran Dater Mee 7:00-Six M. Dollar Mai
1:00-Al him.Feelly
I:00-ABC Movie
8:00-Movie
• 11:30-Digest '77

10:00- Newswire
10:30- Nashville
11:00- Nash rilfiens
11:30-Dir
.sctions
12:00-New Lite How

10:15-News
10:30-700 Civil

1:00- kepi
1000- News

ICU-News
I

4sa

r-

4:45-wfolber
7:00-aloampe
7:30-‘011111 %Ong
l:311-Pedremb Devotion
1:1S -.16mellitue Orethers
1:311-Chldrees Gospel
144111,41mitgoil Uwe
10:30-Accent
11:00-Mat the Coss
11:30-1.11.'77
12:00-NFL habil
3:00-Nit NOW
6:00-Disney
7:00-Rig beet
11:30-Rig Event pert 2
10:00-News
10:30- Mavis

KFVS-12
5:00- Christopher Meow
C311- News
7:00-Mums Illesamiee
'
7 35-"glid ei /iv*
5:"-GI".Iligten
1:361-Ark II
9416.11/40.1** Ch."
1111:116- Cason Three
10
'30-F1
"
the Niel
"
11:00,0This is the Lifo
11:30- NFL fortiral
3:00-lash Taggares
4:00-Leek Dp and Live
4:30-film

3:00- Nun
5:30-News
6:00-Sixty Mimeos
7:00-beds
7:30- On Ow Owe
11:00- All in the Feinfly

1:30- Ake
0:00- KOMI

10:30-Site Na No
11:00-The Riflemen
11:30-P.c. The Nation
MOO-News
1230-Despot Geller

10:00-News
10:15-News
10:311
‘
-Gireserela
, H.:30,rPO* Affars
.1 12
:
11-New.

•

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

WNGE-2
WSIL-3
WTVF-5
WSM-4
I
WPSD-6
5:45-Weather
4:110-Gaol Mensieg A , "Pi-Jumric•
6:15 -111eatter Infs.
5:00-Ceentry bumf
5:53- Mends% Devistien 530 _ cad Tip?..
1:00-700 Che
744-1146.Sew
4:25-*arm Smilis
6:00-11elph beery Show 6;00_ mem
10:30-Fmely Feed
0:30-Green Acres
4:54-Pester Speaks
7:00- Today Show
11:00- letter Sex
cgs_ eleadereeee•
7:00-Old flees Illegiii
7:00- Teary Slaw
7:2S-Soma Teary
11:30-Ryan Nips
7:30-P610GS SS l
11k00-Nopery Das
,SilliS--4•WierK A Sea
7:30-Wry
Show
Okra
My
-Al
12:00
Coacapeabilismeors• 0:30-itempor Rees
11:30-fen* Feed
146_020As• pereaaj II:TS-Scene Te411
1:011-11ere's Lacy
11:00-letter Six
, 1:55-Cohmeder
Teeny
1:30Slaw
Grea
Life
l
:30
a
Live
1411-Patreblirght
-±-1040-Vbeeleffernier11411-•-illyar's Her
ISM-Al My Wage
bias
2
,,,',_
15-.,_
66
"
_....,.
.1"
""
°1 "FiDisillb"
°Ws
4it _
10111-11/lieut of* hieteesr 14312.-1°"
- ermifflialoss
1:00-;20,0110 Fyreisid- :3:
"
-""WI''."'
16:30-1•14441s Goals .411:111--Ssardi fir Titmeagyr11:30-1010.111bialle._
-lisa-eioe Ohre the
3a1-1.1841°
•
11:00-3bost for the Sten 12400-Toll The Talk
• 12:00- NMI
2:15-limmerel Marta - 440-MGM Thesere
'
'*--12:30-Wide Turns
4:00-Nabs eforliskep 11:30-NOON Sew
12:30- Deiyeebiserlftes
3:00-fdp of Illglit
12:3111-11eys.4w Lbw Tr 30-Ouldleg OgIrt
4:30-Seel Truk
1:30-tater%
3:30-Indy back
I:30-- OsesDecters
24•110-All la The Ten*
3:410-Amseher Nora
4411-11emese
2:00-Arathor Wide
2:30- Alma Game
3,00_ Gee,slow
PIN=.IIK
3:01-IMdby Meow
3:01-The Illeasters 3,30_Gggiano Woad
5.
-IS-Abet
3:11-Ilemitched
4:00-Putrid,. Family
3:38-Califfell Wald
6100-Nowswetcb
4:00- beerrecy
•'t 4:00- Creaser Pyle
4:30 -Rudy leak
SA-lay lbee•Sees ., Is31I-Detis Dey • • 4.4:pp_ Moen
5:25-Weather
5:00-Mary Tyler Moore 5,30 _ News
5:311-11111C Nigh* News 5830- Wafter CreekIte
6:gp._ Amy
6:INI-liews
5:00-News

KFVS-1 2
6:111111-Suremer Seerester
C.31-lresidestSlew
7:1111.-111ereieg News
11t011-Ceptule Kangaroo
0:1314--Mere4 Lay
1:30-Prior Ls Right
10:30-Lea of Life
-111:511-111adey lbws •
II:Oh-Tamil li Restless
IfsW•Seursh fer i
12:111..fures PM's,.
1210S-.-ileisedey News
12410-As thplhorial Term
1:30- Glebbe Light
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Chicago performs in Atlanta
Most rock groups tend to
It was a throughly enjoyabli
eight.
early part of the performance
lose their original members of
concert and it proves that.
Chicago gave us a sample of
pankow
remarked that they
the group over the_ yea.i's but
their tektite at their concert
were surprised when "Baby Chicago .will remain on the
tick
not the fabulous Jan Atlanta. The concert lasted What a Big Surprise" made a music scene for a vitry long
group, Chicago who has not
three hours and con- big success. Another great time spanning the realm of not
nearly
only kept their seven original
sisted of most if not all of their potential hit they performed only teenagers but adults as
members over the last eight
'greatest hits both past and which is on their latest I,p is well.
years but added another
New Releases
present. Also included were -Take Me Back To Chicago".
memberbringing their total to
There are new releases
some songs and hits from their This one, in my opinion,
latest Lp entitled "Chicago should be even bigger than coming or are here by the
FROMM Mi0.6113101
droves- for Christmas such as
XI."
their present hit.
a double album by Santana,
Chicago was so impressed
Other fantastic hits perElton Johns Secong Greatest
by
Omni
the
with Atlanta's audience at the formed at the
Friday, Oct. 23
Onini that they gave two world's greatest jazz rock Hits album, Diana Ross, and
7 p.m.Dation* "Ballads0
- ---t encores which IffelUCIftti-tht
group_wepe "-Color my World" Black flak.
Black. Americans" The - famed Pete Cetera Weal,"IF-Lfeaturini. the fantastic- Reverend Frederick Kirk- You Leave Me Now."
keyboards of Robert Lamm,
patrick
sent his life . In the eight years of their “Begbmings", -Just ..You 'N
singing and collecting ballads formation, Chicago has had
tiny favorite), "I've
of Black America. You might ten ebnius_au,
which havesearching So Long''- and
have seen him in a coffee gone platinum (they sotd over
‘.'llississippi Delta City
house in N.Y., on TV's Sesame one million copies.) Their Blues., which comes from
Street, or many Places in latest, Chicago XIis destined their latoot.14). Oh, let us not
•
lie,tween.During this program
--forget. another perrenial
fitte- -beings hissongs,and tells us -‘€151eitter°Pet
nuhditra- oilittlittlYttariff
about the Black experience at the Omni were "Does
Park."
which gave rise to these Anybody Know What Time It
There was also great perballads.
On My cussions and tough drumming
Were
-Yen
Is?"
,
to pan.Nightflight Heard lytinct,..featuring the fabulous
Laudir De Oliviera and
Monday-Friday this four-hour hip wiggling James Pankow by'
Danny Seraphine. Terry Kath
program of album rock also and his trombone and finally
was great on "25 Or 6 to 4" as
features "Cosmic Con- their latest smash "Baby
well as the guitar and Pete
nections" at 12:30. This weeks What A
Surprise." These Cetera was fantastic on his
guest is Donovan.
were great standouts in the vocals.
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DAYTON'S

Saturday, Oct. 21
1 p.m. Racer Football &
MSU Homecoming Join WKMS sports voice Keith Ferrell
forjhe play--by gAsy coverage
of the Murrair State-Eastern.
Ki--foOtball game. Also full
color descriptions of the
Homecoming activities. (Preempts the San Francisco
Opera.)
Sunday, Oct. 30 5 p.m. Voices In The'Wind
An exclusive -interview with 85-year old author Henry
Miller is featured4da -week,
The great, novelist, whose
--slicieltUtg hooka,--Mae- Cancer - and Tropic of
-Capricorn - were banded in.America during the 19304,
spent several hours with NPR
arts reporter Connie Goldman. Miller attacks -the
American way of life and
explains how his obsession
with Writing often caused tdili
to "Plead with God to- make
my brain stop."
8:30 p.m. JAZZ The lineup
consists of Jazz 'Revisited,
Jazz Alive, Jazz Horizons and
Jazz Unlimited.

KFVS-1 2
5:30-News
4:00- Newt

imo
=NM

Monday, Oct. 31 .
....
7 p•nl• Options In Education
Part five of a five-part series
entitled "Portrait. of An
American Adolescence."
10 p.m. Soulfllght Join host
Ted Weaver for news and
music from the Black world.

Asaieo

re

itYGRO U fi
t4ext time you get the ul.site to
pray -around is Markle
. .
--r.0.010 to IleytOnei -Cititamtatthe state's most complete play
!
-alike. Check these -features
O 650 ft. on. Beach & Ocean
300 Rooms. Efficiencies.
Suites_ & Ap.artments
_
O Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment
Pool &

-0-RdilaurAht

2P
P,azlos,uKndiddie

•

o

Chicago in concert

Volleyball & Shuffleboard
Basketball, Game Room
Sauna. Exercise Rooms
Gift Shop & Beauty' Salon
Color TV & Refrigerator
Tennis & Golf .Privileges ,
65 mliesio Disney World
Daily door-tor-door Bus
available
ls
S
vot
Freere
vlccoh_aa
ng

Pete l'etera,- olle of ate *MI Oralisist-of-4ltirago singing-Wha t .% Big Surprise.," isi C-40.144.11 hi Atlanta rettenti .

.Am'ple self parking
. • Elit'sOme
play in our playground;
Daytona's most
complete
year 'round fun resort!
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Daytona's
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Top Ten

Tuesday, Nov. 1
7 p.m. National Town
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
Meeting "Galbraith
At
i WPSD-6
Large" The only guest for this
WNGE-2
WSIL-3
WSM-4 '
I
WTVF-5
KNS-1 2
By The Associated Pressil
6:30- Trutt or Comae. 5:30-Cecile Pete
evening's program is John
7:00-Nen Free Atlantis 6:30-Cross 1Vih
Here are the top 10 singles
6:30-'128,000 Ileestiee 5:TO-lbws
Pitspetridis
7:00-The
7:00- Nappy Deys
CU-News
Kenneth Galbraith. The and albums as compiled by
11:00-Millipmes bow
IANAtlantis 6:00-Newt
Men
from
APIPPII
5:007:30-Leann I. Shirley cm-News
0:00-Poke Women
moderator will be Anthony Billboard magazine.
6:30-Newt That Tyne
130- One Dry At A Tina 3:00- Magma Stew
111:00-Three's Company 7:0g_ guppy Dell
10:00-News
Fitzpatrick'
Tbe
Lewis
9:00
7:00-Pelee
of the N.Y. Times.
Women
1:00- Loy Grant
TOP 10 SINGLES
0:30- Fandly
7:30-lavers. IL *Arley l 10:30- Tonight Show
10:05-News
8:00-111* A *S*11
10 p.m. Nightflight 91 Album
10:00- News
4:30-Seep
1. YOU LIGHT UP MY
11:00- Throe's Compaq 12:00- Tomorrow Show
Time
At
A
10:30Day
1:30
-Oa
Ten*,
Shoo
10:30- Ironside
Oriented Rock until 2 a.m. , LIFE - Debby
10:00- Newswetch
11:30-'may
Boone(WarnerGreat
12:00Lov
4:00Show
Tomorrow
11:00- Morita
10:30- MIMI 12
Tuesday through Saturday Curb)
0:30-Seep
10:00-News
as
•
or
A
Druid
11:00-ABC Aerie
10:00-Hews
with free albums given away
10:30- Movie
2. NOBODY DOES IT BET12:00- News
12:30- Fit CM
10:31- Tors. Movie
every night.
12:30-News
TER-Carly Simon(Elektra)
12:30Movie
2:30-*mimed'
12:00- News
I
3. BOOGIE NIGHTSWednesday, Nov. 2
Heatwave_lEptcl
_
..
TV GUIDEIOR WEDNESDAY
• 7 p.m:- Options-- -"Mystety
4.11114T'S•ROCK 'N'
Novels; You & The,Night & Shauptassidy(Warner-Curb)
•
WSIL-3
WTVF-5
WSM-4
- --,
KFVS-12
WPSD-6
The Terror" NPR's David-- 6.
WNGE-2 i
5,30 _ cedes pees
BRIt4K
HOUSE6:30-Cress
Nits '
6:30-New That Tare
6:30-Pleshvile Mink
5:30 _. News
Selvin Takes us on a Commodores(Motown)
.7:00- lomplain
5:15-News
7:00- GOIli Times
7:00-Eight Is beer
630_ News
7:00- Grizzly
I:00-°arm Ina
6:00-News
fascinating trip through the
7:30-Bertha loose
coo_ woo INAdam
6.. IT'S ECSTASY WHEN
COO-Cherile's Angeb
7:ix-sot is besot
eaw- Big Newel
6:30•44.Price Is Right
world of mystery novels.
1:00-00Mini*
-Berate1:
1:00
LAY DOWN- Barry
YOU
Ilig Neve/
10:00-News
8:007:00
Aeries Angels
-Geed
Times
1111:00- News
8 p.m. New York Philar- White (20th
10:00- Nesirswatdi
10:00-News
Century
10:30- Tonight-Sew
0:00-lure??.
7:30-lest* Loose
10:20
-:Irani&
12
10
monic This week you can hear
10:30-Adam
:3
0Tsai* Shoe
-Tyls_ waned:
flew
12:00- Teaserrew
FEEL LOVE- Donna
7.
I
1:00Movie
10:00News
-41:00-Sterksy A Mach
12:0111,Temarrew Show
Hailstork's Celebration, Summer(Casablanca)
10:00-Hews
10:30-Sturdy a Hach
Deed er Al,.
-1:45-ITT CM
Cordero's Violin Concerto,
10:30
-Movie
12:00-News
12:10-News
,
8. -DON'T IT MAKE MY
3:45-Nowswetch
and Walker's Lyric For
12:30- News
12:30-Movie
BROWN
EYES BLUEStrings & Piano Concerto.
Gayle
Crystal
(United Artists)
THURSDAY
FOR
GUIDE
TV
Performers will be Sanford
/
9. BABY, WHAT A BIG.
Allen, violinist, Natalie SUR:PRISEChicago
KFVS-1 2
WTVF-5
WPSD-6
WS11-3
WNGE-2
' WSM-4
Rinderas, pianist and Paul
(Columbia)
5:30-News
-Chips
'
7:00
pose
cagy,.
s;
30
_
Anything
Almost
6:3116:30Morey Rabies
Freeman, conductor.
6:XI-Goss Wits
6:09-News
l:00-'mesa 15
10. HEAVEN ON THE '7TH
6:15 -News
7 00-titter
gm _ Rowel mid Ryar - 7
,-.
1•
1
1.
::
etm
iresbl
630jaws
World
of
Animals
.1
74111lemes
7:30-Wisers fluppordoll 6:30- News
alliiii et 15
FLOOR- Paul Nicholas(RSO)
Thursday, Nov. 3
7:00- Welton
IC*-lbws
1:0l- ResentI Rya
7:Oil-letter
100-Sereey Miler
TOp 10-ALBUMS
1C00-lbws
1:011-lberweby leas
fige_lnists ueppeeki TO:30-%eight Show
7 p.m. Pauline Frederick &
8:30-Crertor's Corrary
le:MI-News
10:30-Gueseseke
---1. FLEETWOOD MAC1040-Now.
10:3111- Tear,Shall
10:00- bewailed,
Colleagues Former NBC news
Rumours(Warner Bros.)
11:30- Wanted:
12:00- Temerrow Shim
10:30- Adam 12
"
1 -"
correspondent now with the
la .
Deed sr Allve
2. LINDA RONSTADT12:30-News
124.-Twain"Sbe.
lted Iir
11:00-Pace Start
i 81111700
terCligler
3°=
risatil
-111"11Cle
NPR foreign affairs depart1141- News
Simple Dreams(Asylum
12:00-la Cowed
10:00-News
•
12:30-30
ment.
pertaining
to
Interviews
'
I0:00-In Cleh
S.T.EELY DAN-.Aja
es 10:30- Pace Story
today's world events.
12:00-Hews
3:00-Iftwrwatch .,
ABC)
TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
710 p.m. SAI Musicale
... _
* 4. FOREIGNER- Foreigner
Music Fraternity students at
(
Atlantic)
WTVF-5
WPSD-6
WSM -4
WNGE-2
WSIL-3
Murray State perform.
KFVS-1 2
5. ROLLING STONES- Love
Sherkey
7:00
CPO
Moppets
Pete
The
Cache
6:305:306:30-Cress Wits
630- Trirti or Cerium.
- News
5:30
You
Live (Rolling Stone)
7:30dire
6:15-News
745-Dom?I morl•
7:05- Incredible Nei
6:11-News
7:01-- CPO ShorlifT
COOLIDGE--t•-• 6. RITA
1:00-Rockterd Riot
4:09-AatIft 051045w°4 5:20-News
Th;
Cirt.us
Maximus,
ancient
11:00 -Switch
7:30-Chic. ° • •,
6:30-Mitch Goose
1:00-thiamy
..
Anywhere
i
me
Stars
.
Anyt
7:110-Dish IL Norio
,
(A&M)
Rome's
principal place of
10:00- News
II:00- Rockford
7:00- IncrediWe Hun
MOO- News
5:00-lefts..45t.5
111:40- Newswetdi
7: ,CHICAGO- Chkago XI'
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II:37-1110a
121111-Sea Train
)1:110-1111dreight Special
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12:10-News
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141-PTI, aeb
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3:0t
Irs
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I
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BEACH MOTEL
Atlantic Ave
•
P.O Box 7437
I Daytona Beach. Fla 32016
Ph (904) 255-6461
• Please send nek• color
f brochure & rate sheet - -

. 2075 S

•

10. BARRY WHITE- Songs
'Nametreet
For Someone You Love (20th
Century)

State_

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD, Inc.
I

753-5273
.
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'

••••.,

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR -

Special
on

Tapes & Albums
AN The Newest Release,: First:
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Large Selection of Count
Topes, Alberni and 43':141

Robin Trower
-In City Dreams
Nazareth •
-Eixpect No Mercy

Oflvia Newton John
- Greatest

Doc Seven nsen
-Brand New Thing

The Largest Selection of lopes pad Albums in thrs.oreo

rOeriketellter
Central Shopping.C/inter
75k5865

_

•-•

PACri 12 THE AMWAY,Ky.,LEDGER & TIMES, Friday, October 28. 1977

''No Beeping Signe

•

Bell Ponders Carroll Call

lDeco

ti

Auxier said the tall came Dickson talked with- James
The call cemented a
LOUISVILLEi, Ky. I AP).a desk-top speaker and Gray, the secretary of the
over
The South Ventral Bell statement by Carter's that he
_
•on a small. Portable _governor's cabinet. _
'taped
the
of
members
-"afraid"
not,
lias
it
was
says
Co.
Telephone
that
Gru
Mr.
"We
advised
r2
0v
g
the
.ailtieh
recordet
ware
decided if-secret taping of a Carroll
,snpnel. nor's- attorneys said does not -we received the complaint
,
trip
r
r
telePhOK,,INEF.ersation
violate Mettler-That IS* our that a recording of If two--waypermits.,
for
pay
to
Carroll
operators
Kentucky Gov. Julianhe said.
telephone conversation had
interpretation,"
broke rules concerning an allegation Carroll has
%at_
— _.
Braswellstressed thatSouth taken plate. -We ,told him
denied.
l'ecordings.
could
a
issued
recordings
not
certain
had
Bell
Central
The Murray-Calloway CounQUIET
CROSS-STITCH
Carter said he wasn't told he
"We are continuing to look
violate tariffs. That was it,"- ty senioratIzens will sett tickets on a cross-stitch quilt
tothe4governor•
warning
added
and
'spokeSMan;
recorded
being
Bell
was
,a
it it."
"Like we would do any other he said..
-pictured apove,from nine &in. to four p.m:'on Monday
Cruse Braswell, said Thur- there was no beeping signal on
Braswell said,the telephone
WedirsdaN,
time we receive a- complaint,
.
•
Carroll's
•
to
the
.referring
October 31 at the Bank of Murray, on
sday.
the
still studying
contact
to
attemptedWednesday
we
.thif
on
tokthical.Carroll).
List
7•We
taping- of a conversation
Luomentbesi,it tile Peoples Bank, and
WaS
c°111PallY
the
matter to see if-a v101.0011--FainedCounty
Public
tihraTY:
Calloway
the
-at
week with -Rep. Tim Lee certain- recordings could be.- person
9,
November
complaint, he said. "Mr. was involved.
Carter, Ft.KPnlucky, from _contrary to_ tariffs filecL.with
•penrcago Fr.twre N NewS STrC
r.,
the Federal CommunicatiOns
Washington.
Both the phone company Commission. We gave him the
office said applicable tariff," Dickson
DEAR ABBY: We've been married for 14 months 'and and the governor's
'already I've got big problems.•My wife swears she loves Carroll had not been accused said.
Tariffs are rules the,-FCC
me as much as Ate ever did, but what am I supposed to of anyvinlation.
"We're surPrised to read requires The -telephone
think when she tells me she- wants twin beds?
We're moving from a furnished apartment to a recent media reports that we company to impose.
The tariffs are `.'merely a
bungalow and have started shopping for furniture. That's have warned the governor he
when she said -she wanted twin beds.
federal part of the contract, not
violated
has
aft
---Bolose-writwesoeiestied.w.o.agsaad-ostatadomlajel)edransi_mgentneffs., ---regtila
-alwaysMiry Attlier, the governor's .
asSislait
•
Dick
wi,
1444i$
"
PePiee441
-ni"t
*
"
1 IV% e argued all I can She insists we will bntti- sleep
president for South Centi•ar deputy preis.secretacybetter in twin 5eds. Maybe 81-IE will, but I won't.
Further' he said, "They-said in a stitement. -- -Bell,
ifuirr
•
•
._
Dickson said_ the com_parly_hayg not suggested that _we_
DEAR HURT:If she swears she still loves you, what do had only advised anaide to the violated.their_lariff rules: All.
you want, an affidavit? Remember, you agreed on a double governor that it had received they told us was that they had
bed BEFORE you were married, so you can't blame her for the complaint, which Carter received a complaint and then
not knowing your sleeping habits. Maybe you snore, kick lodged after Carroll disclosed they cited thessections of.the
in your sleep or hog tile blankets. Quit arguing. AbseAe raoliday he tad tato_a Long.. tariff dialingwithieccirdinc ••
-goVerriciPilegaT on.-16---Ire sa
-ldThe
-a-li—
' -:1- - cristance'' • -etinV`er-S
'
tr-"funtleir
e t *-helt
"
two. discussed staff reviewed the tariffs and
the
which
DEAR ABBY: IA'hen being introduced to a person, is it
charges by the Fifth District concluded the recording was
proper to., say. "I've heard a lot about you"?
GENE . congressman - against legal because equipment Was
not attached to the telephone.
- - 'Carroll's administration,
'
..• 4
DEAR GENE: It all depends on what you've heard.

Loving Wife Decides"
They Need Twins-Beds
By Abigail Van Buren

I

•••-

4
"

Come and Join Your Friends at the

-...

/

ksti

'Utkt

M

COSTUME
PARTY
HEY KIDS

G

DEAR ABBY: My husband and .I.were in our 30ssand
very much in love when we were married. Six years later,
I am a nervous wreck. He says I,am the woman he has been
looking for alibis life and he isn't going to lose me. He has

reenhouse Expert
o Tour Purchase

seven times a day. If I go out during the day, he
Bill Yanda, nationally shall; and Calloway counties..
cross-examines me about where I went and who I so.W.
,
- Nov. 1, fro77,.t.o.9
He is a. local truck driver, so he is home every night and known expert on solar
et/thou/el; win be
ihg. Jackson Purchase Rural
all clay Sunday. He won't _go_ to church (he is "afraid': of
:owe icztog
became ...earials..cetaraunities_hi the ..E_Iecuic cower
let me_ttne,-"When
•
ar- TITTOVe-the babvre-gorfarjelitous o
during the Irvin Cobb Drive in Paducah
re than him, so-prayed-that the-baby-would dia,-and.- Jackson'Purchase
'
_ _
1_1
more
_for peop1e in-McCracken-and
Cendiictlfee
31To
o Oct:
it did.
Ballard- counties.
of
benefits
the
on
workshops
After that, when I threatened to leave him,-he hit me. I
- Nov. 3 from 7 to 9 p.m. at
greenhouse.
solar
the
sin a prisoner in my own house, Abby. He says if I ever
In addition to three evening the Hickman County High
leave him, he will kill me. Is there anything I can do? I can't
workshops,- -he prill also School.cafeteria on train-s
- - -77171
A PRISONER coordinite
laud con- Street bi Unton for peotde in
struction of. sat 8-4-16-foot Hickman, Carlislekand Fulton
._ DEAR PRISON_X-R: YOU/ hunand seqnds like a very_sick - Mdar -greenhouse acldition-M=--counties.
man. For your Own safety, report his past actions and- the home of Mrs. Helen Hodge
The workshops have been
. threats on.your lifeto the local police. And for your sanity, on U.-S. Highway 641 about 4/
2 scheduled for the convenience,
1
-___ask the help Of your doctor.
_ --miles •"south_ of _Murex. In- of horneoivners utility groups
_
_ _ _
llding material
'
-teretred iiidividualS May visit -contractors, bu
the construction site between suppliers, and any other in-.teres!ted groups or individuals,
'
-Oct: 31 and Nov'.
'
' EV'eryiriseliii7a*prolle6: WhirilytiarirYoe
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif.-90069.
Evening workshops spon-i(accordin(. -to- Ray Dunn,
Sjafe - director of the Center for
Enelose suing-red, self-addressed envelope, please.
sored jointl&hy_Murray,
University, Western Kentucky "Regionargervices at Murray
Allied services, and the U. S. State. s„
Department of AgricUiftire:,--lie said anyone wishing to
have information about
are scheduled as follows:
- Oct.31 froth 7 to9 p. m.at details for locating building
the West Kentucky Rural sites or the subject matter of
Frances Drake
Electric. Copperative at 1220 the workshops may call the
FOR SATURDAY,OCTOBER 29,1977
West Broadway in Mayfield Center for Regional Services
people in Graves, Mar- on the campus at 762-6464.
for
cherished
attaining
for
plans
What kind of day will
the
expect
don't
but
objectives,
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast unreasonable.
AQUARIUS
given for your birth Sign.
r r •
.1.141,A4
r.'"••••
. (Jan. 2,1 to Feb. 19)
•
jrceAvoid present tendencies toward recklessness and -exARI__
It
travagance. You could regret.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
such actions later. ....
-Don't let- blind..-loyalty -to a
PISCES
friend or associate involve you
XQ'
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
in a bizarre situation. It's a day
dwelling
been
have
You may
for being strictly conventional.
too much and too long on job '
•
TAURUS
and business affairs. Seek out
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
your gayest and most frivolous
An unexpected invitation to
companions-and indulge in a bit
holds
an evening get-together
of escapism.
some interesting surprises. Just
,,what yon need!
- YOU BORN TODAY are
'endowed with a gregarious
. GEMINI
May 22 to June21) 8.9"---Pers0na11tY, exceptionally 6000
judgment and a great sense of
You may have to make some
responsibility. You have a
quick moves. Answer is to have
magnetic personality and this,
alternative methods in mind.
coupled with your gift of
Some of your philosophical
leadership, will bring You many
c'oncepts are now subject to
- followers in life - whether for
sudden change. good oi ill. Choose your path
• CANCER
wisely, therefore, so that you
eat)
(June 22 to July 23) ``'•
and others may make the very
Self-control. and a deterteal contribution to life that is
OPRYLAND TRIP-Among the DECA mernbe-rs going
mination to ai(Oid arguments
within your power. Despite the
with the youth
Opryland, at Nashville, Tn
_to
-r-equired---notv-- Persons born • • Fact met- you -are extremely
organizations of the Murray Area Voc'ational filucatiOn
- under some Signs may be a bit
practical„ there is something.of
recently seeres, let t,o righ_k_Sindra _MorOiekl,
•'edgr-.50-00 ilulhing to -stir up.. the mystie_ and the, poet about
- differences.
often bewilders
you Renee McDougal, Donna WaAker, Debbie Blakely, and
others. Fields in Which you
Kim Bogard. V1CA, DECA, and FBIA members, and
LEO
notably:
succeed
could
nurses made the trip in three school buses fur(July 24 to Aug. 231
student
• law,
the
medicine,
Extravagance in general not
nished bYVICA.
statesmanship and the theater.
recommended, but spending on
-business entertainment now
PROGRAM SCHEDULE CHANNEL. 11
justified if good will results.

7)?
-(tvls\lo

Your individual
Horoscope

alb

11.

1111111111111Plr'

.

•

•

BIG K
IS LOOKING
FOR WITCHES
AND GOBLINS
DRESS UP AND
COME TO BIG K
SATURDAY NIGHT 8:00 P.M.
YOU MAY WIN A PRIZE

a

1st Prize
$1500
2nd Prize

-.cente-i--

viaqo

-

GIFT CERTIFICATE

.0ctobek31-November 4

r10-L

I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
If you take minor annoyances
in stride, as Virgoans usually
do, you should enjoy your day.
Chosen goals are nearer. Increased favors -indicated.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to (jct. 23)
Tr'avel accented here. A short
trip jimde on the spur of the
moment could produce most
interesting results.

$1000 GIFT CERTIFICATE
TIME
4:23
4:25
4:30
5:00'
5:10
6:00
6:30

7:00
SCORPIO
Oct 24 to Nov. 221 fil•'PV 7
YOU may now be the recipi#nt
-of some "inside information"
regarding a businEss deal. Act
on Monday.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to" Dec. 21)
.Greatioron the home front!
Some important paperii you
thought you had'lost or sr
cidighttllf destrtiyed suddenly
come to light.
•
.•-•CAPRI€4,41,14(-Dec 22.This cuuJ a day ofgreat
personal aëblevement. Make

TUESDAY
Nov. 1
Sign-on
Afternoon ,
Devotional
The Human
Dimension
FOCUS
News; Sports
Weather
Washington
Debates: U.S.
Farm PolicyProbAmerica
less 4 ehallenges What Directions
Sign-off
Sian-off

MONDAY
Oct. 31
S4gn -on
Afternoon
Devotional
A Better
Way
FOCUS
,
News Sports
Weather
Ladies Day

Focus on

THURSDAY
Nov. 3
Sign-on
Afternoon
Devotional
Milestones dT
Progress
FOCUS
News, Sports
Weather
Murray
Outdoors
Sportscope

Energy
Sian-off

Sign-off

WEDNESDAY
Nov. 2
Sign-on
AfternoOn
Devotional
Societies in
Transition
FOCUS
News, Sports
Weether
Travelmre

FRIDAY
Nov. '4
Sign-on
Afternoon
Devotional
Quest for
Adventure
FOCUS
News, Sports
Weather
B111 Furgerson
Show
Sign-off

3rd Prize
$500

pap,

FOCUS
Monday
• Oct. 31

1.
2.

MSU Art Department
M.SU Economist

Tuesday
Nov. l'

1.
2.
3.

MSU Political Scientist
Cooking Lessons with Ann Uddberg
Jerry Risley, Principal, Calloway ComIty High Schoof

I.
2.

Book Beat: Anita Lawson; MS-6 English Department
Higt,ory in Parapectlye with *Joe

4,

Culture through Foreign Language

etkl;

Wednesday
.kov. 2
.*
Thuredsy

•
...amon•

Bel-Air Shopping Center

.
Friday.
Nov. 4
*

,I. Libesr7 sCorner with Margaret Trevathan
2. Calloway Couity Hip School Sport.
• 17 Wet'. Jerry'llendlei, Piisi-Aisembly of aniC Murray

••

•

'

9-9 Mon.-Set.
Equal Opportunity Employer
1-6 Sun.
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking

753-1777
Murray

r

GIFT CERTIFICATE
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2

Notice

2 Notice

FOR - WATkiN-S - '
P-roduets. Conte-et
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

2 Notice

AMIE MOM*
COMMON COUNCIL
Nov 8, 1977
Oast bY maidOdste

CroSsword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Fragrant
oseoresm.
6 Look fixedly
1 1 Blazed
,
12 Tags
14 SuC`COr---

.

BELTONE
HEARING
Aid Sales. Free Service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
- Phone 627-8463,

ftECT

Answer

alsom

Check
Your
Ad

42 Diminished gradually
45 Symbol for
nickel
37
46 Time gone
41
by
48 Commemor.
ative,
disk
49 Dine
30
50 Sailors
52 Inclines
54 Stupefies
55Domicile

NUM
mi

JESUS says in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye
_ _therefore— and teachal

in

mi2s2° NEI
2811
Agil

fa 34

a
a .7 vg..

38

Do 42 .43
vim

:in

36 §§§

40
39Ill

III

UI
3045
AAA:

EU
51
53 III
:
a11
1111
Mill1
IlEg
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

S

Need Them:
Fire
Peke
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital

. 753-1441
753-1671
7534951
153-9331

/1114119enrf
Ulan Societi

...•

-

/53-5131

.1511515

Comprehensive

Cat
Potion Control
Sem Citizens
Ntittline
learn In Read

-

153-ban
153-75111
753-0929
153-NEED
753-220

cial Concern
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

La the name of • the —COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
Father, and of the Son,
copies. Made from aay
and of the Holy Ghost:
size into any size.
Teaching them to obWallets low as 24 cents,8
serve all things whatx 10 $2.40. Fast service.
soever I have cornArtcraft, 118 South 12th,
.manded you: And, lo I
753-9035. Free. parking
am with you always,
- use -our- rear _en---eveN-untotheend of the
trance.
world." This directive
was to the disciples but
is also binding upon all
WESTERN DARK FIRED
Christians today. Are
TOBACCO GROWERS'
you observing all things
ASSC.
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Newly decorated
532 sq. ft.
Word? If not you have no
promise of--eternel life.
• office space for rent.
Utilities furnished
For assistance call 753plenty of
0984.
parking space.

-

:
er
r
er:_tf

Notice
You .

-News; Society ond
753-19I8
Sports
Retail- -Display ad
iiertising 753-1919
Classified Display
-Clossif
Circulats on and the Business
Offices. may be
reached on 753
1916and 753-1917

YOUR NEED IS our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753333-

1.211111111111"a1117 illillir

on
0111111f1" lUU45

• Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger 81 Times
Departments
Are As Follows

All display ads,
-damnified - displays
and regular display,
muSt b
ubnuttedby 12. noon, the day
before pahlivation
All
reader
slassifieds- -must be
submitted by 12 noon
the " gay
before,
publication.
ir"

DOWN
1 Draw out
• 2 Young boy
3.Printer's _
__measure'
4 Fracas
-5-Sacred

ma a":

2

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

Thursda s Ft.zzle

11 Hundu
6 CI:
- T Story
cymbals
---Centimeter-8 871,8*"
Month
- iabbr 1
9 Soak
19 Dear to the
10 Pass into
heart
disuse
21 River in Italy
11 Datum
29-Near
39 Greeting
• 22 Name
13 Wild plum
31 Initials of .40 Insect eggs
24 Compass
16
Restraingsof
26th
• , 43 So be it;
point
-25 ActuatiseIng 48--C•
-1 1110*0 - - -Prim:mar • 44-Ro-c-k-ress
20 Struck out
32 Prefix with
47 Grain
27 Beverage
23 Plague
49 Abstract
33 Colors
28 Pronoun
25 Hebrew
slightly
being
29 Toward
festival,
36 Give
51 Greek letter
helter
25
Negative
37
Meadows
53 Symbol for
40 Lured
-nrefrir
-*-3-13-iird0CifS--n'FI5Yrrier
_—
-Wdeiiisit ruler'
208
34 Maiden
loved by
IL III MIEEME11111- . "
Zeus14
'017
16 111
':::::: 15
35 Man's
.
III•
N
nickname
2921
37 Hold on
pros5erty
3/1 Preposition
22123
39 Longlegged bird
41 Printer's
le27 111

30-

are

to-cher* one
first inser1,60 of ads for
correchun
T h ,s
newspaper well be
responsible for only
one incorrect ,nserbon
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
A.ND.NQT7FY S PROM P TL Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

PEANUT/

Phone 753-3341 Of

IF YOU WERE A
REAL OWL,`fOU KNOW
WHAT liOU.0 DO ?'

THAT'S t.1.1HAT
'!OU, i.UERE A
REAL Oi.OL

DO IF

753-3342

THAT'S WHAT It'
DO IF I ARE OUT
Mq MIND!

4101111WWMit

2 Notice
6 Help Wanted
HORNBUCKLE Barber STUFFERS and Mailers
Shop, shaves . and
haircuts. -209 W.dthuir. URGENTLY NEEDED! $25.00 per hundred
GUARANTEED. Send
self-addressed..stamped
you Me to di envelope,
1K
.4sur Ctsuron Oa to SunENTIERPRISE,
Boxmorand
day School
21679, Denver, CO.
ning worship servisses
80221.
Sink* Spin] Baptist Cliodi
EARN MONEY NOW.
Bus Driver for _ OcTake orders for Lisa
tober, Mike Ikvins,
Jewelry. Call for free
753-9277•
• catalogs on toll free M0631-1258.
5 Lost And fonci
LOST A RIFLE, 22
caliber Remington. Bolt
HELP
action. Call 753-7661.

WANTED

6. Help Wanted
_ WANTED BABYSITrERin my home to etre for
infant. Call 753-4023
after 5 p.m.
EXPERIENCED---DIAN
for buffing and detail
work. Also assistant
body man in clean-up
shop. Call 753-608-

who are interested in
becoming licensed as a
salespersson. Replies
held in strictest confidence. Call 759-1707 or
come by THE NELSON
SHROAT
CO.,
REALTORS in the
- Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center.-

N°- POULTRY
I WONDER IF SLUGGO
'15 0.1c4ALG- \ts/1-4AT THE
TEACHER TOLD US

P.O. Box 537
Evansville, Ind. 41704
Attn: Personel Department

nikEN7c„
,
-

post\ous
poe rsAs
a ir
BEETLE BAILEY

STRIPES ON THE
ARM DO NOT MAKE
GENERAL
A SERGEANT!
GAVE JULIUS
A
PROMOTt
LOOK/ THE

A SERGEANT IS MADE OF DuST
AND SWEAT, HIS BLOOD IS
COLORED KHAKI, HIS HEART

THATS JUST ANOTHER
CASE OF DECEPTIVE

PACKAGING

1977 Cadillac Demonstrator,loaded.
1977,Pontiac Aster, 7,000 miles, local car.
1977 Pontiac Bonneville Brougham, demonstrator, all the extras.
1973 Mazda, air,4 speed, new car trade in
1976 Pontiac Grand Prix, 22,000 miles.
1973 Pontiac Catalina
1975 Chrysler New Port, local car, new car trade
in.

•
PURD01

HAS US ARMY STAMPED
ON IT

OM • hornet -

" leir.*1to.

'Satisfied Cesocenehr Are Ow
Conci.ne
:

1P1

EXbrick
layers. Apply new
Kroger store, Central
ShoppingCenter.
Monday through Friday.

rryttENCED

FULL TIME HELP
wanted, person with
high school or college
education. Call 2474775
after 6 p. m.
$2 0 0
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped _
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises,Bea-127,
Eureka, South- Dakota
0437.
- - • '-- .

tI too oos your or basins IN met room to flood. Mit voll 5 NMI
barking mer
har Hod. IF 1 MT *ay of parkin swe ea 161
gre Id for ladle( inlonealaa cat 153-1111.

, 753-1492
1200 Sycamore
_

After Hours -

1406 Woof Maim • 753-5315

__ •

Bill Payne-753-9794
Brenda Jones-753-86611

Loretta lobs-753-6079
Helen Spann-753-8579

SAVE-RITE INC.

_

WANTED

•

BRICK LAYERS wanted,
location Murray Ky.
$9.30 scale plus benefits.
Call 7S3-24 -

Opening available for experienced, and/or
'Trainee, Drug store or - Grocery store
background required. We are interested in per,sons Who want to advance in our *growing
operations. Most-relocate. Working conditions,
fringe benefits and wages above average. Send
confidential resume to:

.q,- Ljr,osa ge•tw• Si
C14.111*, inc
,

Murray,Kentucky'

BABYSITTER .in my
home 5 day week. 7 to 4.
required.
References
Must provide own
transportation. Call 7.
0907 after 4:30 p.m.

THE NELSON SHROAT
Co., -Realtors needs
licensed salespeople_ or

Retail Supervisor
Opportunity
NANCY

Must be 18 /ears of
age or over. Personal
interviews only. Apply
in person.
Pagliai's Pizza
sioasoastrait,

6 Help Wanted

Once again its time to buy your
tracks- and .cakscttee`
_recorders for your love ones for
Christmas.
Its easy to buy.from the so -called
discount and variety stores and wen
drug stores, but are you sure they are
discount? Have you checked the
quality and prices with your local mer'chants? And are you sure pf fetting.%
semi& on the merchandise you purchase at the discount stores? If you
think so,call your local merchants and
see if they will service it.
So, folks a friendly word of advise,
shop your home owned stores, and
be assured of quality a,nd service.
"Lay-Away Now for Christmas"
T.V.'s, stereos, 8

T.V. Service
Center
Central Shopping Center

THE PHANTOM
HAPPY LANDING.
GENERAL. ADU CAN
CALL 'A TAXI— OR
HI TCH A RIDE..

•no

'THAT
WAG

1

, BRUTAL.

TRUE.„ BUT 175
THE ONLY WAY I
COULD SAVE ALL
OF US FRCM THAT
BLoorytHIRSTY,
MONSTER.

1

Iopperud Realty
Welcomes

-

TE

Murray State University
ALUMNI

BLONDIE
WHEN I GO,

EvERYTHING

To
Homecoming Weekend

I HAVE WILL
BE YOURS

ITE

Kopperud Realty is proud to serve the people of Murray.and Calloway County
by providing Courteous and Competent Real Estate Service We appreciate
the excellent response and cooperation we have received which has made
us the fastest growing Real Estate Firm in Murray We look forward to ser
ving you in the future
"THE KEY TO YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS::

'E
LI'L ABNER

._5hE///7 /1/41--43/E..V77-0/0 LM/LL 411..OW Ar))
FOREIIVENg-titi*f
EAWY SOME
,
DAY)00 WILL LWERSTANOT
BLIT

8/T5"
—

711 MAIN

KOPPERUD
REALTY

ni

BUci4

71150Dal

MEMBERS MULTIPLE LISTING

George Gallagher 753-8129
Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 491-8301
Bill Kopperud 153-1222
Bill Rayburn 753:4474
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atto
6. Help Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

Notionally knownlid
vertising firm desires
person familiar with
Murray to serge, as
welcoming hostess to
replace
"retiring
hostess. You will be
coifing on new families
moving intO 'Murray
and
re-presenting
leading merchants of
the tow-n Ideal opportunity. for person
desiring
interesting
part-time
employment. Semi-retired . persons
are
welcome to apply: Call
5021842-5556 or write
Community Greeting
Service, P. 0.. aBox
1092, Bowling Greeri,
Ky. 4210L"

15. Articles For Salt'.
FIREWOOD, cut to
length. Call 759-1219
local number. .

SALF
ALUMINUM
ladder 5' 812.88, 6'- $14.88.
16' $18.88, 20' $24.88; 24'
FLEXIN- G
332,88. Wallin Hard- ONE
.ware, Paris,
- _EXERCISER, like new.
Two twin size bedspreads, bright . green,
SALE ELECTRIC heater,
yellow and white ripple
att, fan forced air,
-pattern: Excellent
71U tam atic
condition. Call 753-4012.
Hard‘% are Paris.

19. Farm Equipment
SALE BALER twine, 9000
feet premium quality,
guarantees& $10.99 per
bale. Wallin Hardware,

1111==11

29. Mobile Home Rentals

SALE Will IL "MMODES. $34 95 each.
Colors $42.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

TRAILER SPACE in
Hazel. Call 492-8746.

38. Pets Supplies
GERMAN
AKC
SHEPHERD puppies.
Call
white.
- Solid
Padueah, 554-2153.

41. Public Saies
YARD SALE, Saturdai
29. 8 a.m. 703 Payne St.
Murray. Lots of winter
clothes.

1

"Tour Key To eon
MOBILE HOMES and
House Hunting"
CUSTOM MATTRESS
mobile home spaces-for REGISTERED American- .CUTE. ALINGALOWill Nein 753-1222
made any size for anrent, at Riviera Courts.
located only 1/2 block
Eskimo Spitz puppies..
20. Sports Equipment
tique beds or campers.
Call 753-3280.
from the university on
Call -554-2153, Paducah.
CAN't find a home you
Buy direct and save on
tree-lined
lovely
30. Business Rentals
like? Then buy this lot in
32 CALIBER hi powered
all •mattresser,
Home
has
boulevard.REGISTERED
ARC
Canterbury and build rifle. Winchester '94.
ilealthopedic or foam. 20' x 30' BUIL
been
recently
Retriever
Labrador
your own. Beautiful
J.E. Vinson, Benton, Ky.
excellent
concrete floor,
Also see their elegant
redecorated
and
puppies_
8
weeks
old.
lot les x 120,
corner
Route 5, Box 210.
SALE LAWN MOWER
1
2 miles 94
gallery of furniture, 'condition. 2/
SiV_VilBOARDS
backyard has large
_
Reduced prices. Call.
earner of Oxford
S.W.
;
75343216,,
12"
cii3it
B-and S
East. $50. Call
'Barilboo, Wicker and
heavylined,* 24" x 42!`.
garden area. This is an
759-1208 after .5 p.m.
Drive and Tabard
engine. $88.88-. Wallin BROWNING
trap:VISES _WEST' 31. Want To Rent
iL99. 32" x 427_112.19
housing
unequalled
Drive. Only 84,300. The AUTOMATIC
V'
Hardware,
Paris.
,
KY. -MATTRESS AND
each. Wallin Hardware.
opportunity so better act
Nelson Shroat Co.;
ARC
REGISTERED
magnum shotgun. Good
1136 WANT LAND FOR row
Paris.
FURNITURE
fast! Priced in mid 20's.
miniature Schnauzer
Realtors, Uncle Jeffs
condition.
8
mm
CRAFTSMAN Best, l'0"
crop. Call 435-4593 or
Paducah.
South
.3rd,
Phone Kopperud Realty,
Center, 759753-6749
or
puppies.
Call
Shopping
PIE SAFE, chair, very
Mausser. With curly
radial arm saw with
489-2570.
Phone 1-443-7323.
7534222.
We
are
working
after
759-1716
office,
436-5838.
1707
old floor lamp, service
maple stock and roll
stand, 3 drawers, saw
hard to provide the best
32. Apartments For Rent
hours.
. for 8 depression glass,
26. TV-Radio
over cheek piece. 6 h.p
dust collector. Carbide
possible service to you.
ARC DOBERMAN pups.
dishes. Call 753-2606.
Sears outboard motor.
and other blades. 225.00.
TWO
BEDROOM
ZENITH
TV
SALE.
Trade
lines.
Champion
blood
Call 753-6133.
Call 753-6625.
townhouse, all carpeted,
now and save All color
Purdem & Thruman
90.00. Call 753-1948, or INVEST NOW. Rental
MATERNITY CLOTHES,
range, refrigerator,
TV's
bought
Iletween,
751259i
_
!favourite &Real Estate
slacks,0tops. Sae
ov
iriag0AiLD-feet
-REfttlliNGTON-- 12 gauge- • ' etishoinfaher,
and-chrisrmas get •-*spatial;
Eleven
IS. $30. Call 753-4486
University.
Southside Court square
magnum.
, curved unplanecl cherry.
1100 3"
41. Publ:c Sales
washer, dryer hookup.
_Lear
service.
-houses- -and one apartMarry', Kentucky
Ventilated
•
Whole lot only 75101
Central- -he-at- and air. huge
RUMMAGE
SALE,
house.
Buy
now
ment
MATCHING COUCH
Remington 20 gauge
753-4451
Call 753-6625.
-Private deck. Call 753Service, 18 miles west of
new shipment received.
- AND CHAIR. French
and see a return in your
14. Want To Buy
light weight, ventilaged
7550.
Murray on Highway 94.
Bargain Barn, 13th and
money Immediately. . .
Provincial. $150. Drapes -7' SCHAEFFER ice
rib -$175. Call 753-4061 or
THE NELSON SHROAT
Call 382-2174. Open 7:30WANT TO BUY used air
Main. Saturday 9:30-4
Owner will consider
fully lined, different
Powers
box,
4
x
6
cream
NEWLY
DECORATED
CO., REALTORS has
5:30
conditioners. Call Dill
or
anytime
by
p.m.
.sizes. 23" color T.V.
financing. LORETTA
milk_ box with _sliding
apartments for girls.
buyers for a nice 3BR
Electric, 753-9104 or 753appointment.
"
753REALTORS,
JOBS
console, new picture
doors. Call 1-901-593-5274 BALDWIN PIANOS and
60.00 per month. Call
horne,in
town. Prefer 2
•
- 1551.
Friday
YARD SALE,
1492.
tube, Hoover upright
after 5. Good condition.
FOR SALE: 12 inch black
753-3685
_
.car RaTage, deli and cirgass,- uied pianos.
Annom-Saturday.
. vaculan .- cleaner. $30.and - whlee ytet4vision.
either large eat-in
-'48,000 TO 24,000 BTU air
Lonardo Piano Co.,
tiques, gIassviare, SMALL FARM-40 acres,
Call 753-6496.
BEDROOM
SALE boo WATT 4 stack
Perfect for dorm room ONE
kitchen or separate
conditioner.
Good
Post
Office,
acrOss
from
furniture,. iron beds,
some bottom land,
FURNISHED, 'air
Matthews electric hat
or second T.V. Good
dining zoom - also a 3
repair. Call 753-8216 . WARM MORNING stove
Paris,
TN.
Four
timber.
blankets,
quilts,
nice
some
condition, water in$34.99. Wallin Hardcondition. Best offer.
BR
in country with 1-3
after 5.
stoneware, lots more
. for sale. Call 753-2964.
room -house, good
cluded, $125. month.
ware,
Call 767-4114 anytime.
acres. If you have this
BACH TRUMPET with
good
miles
bargains.
Three
home,
mobile
to
sub
Need person
WE BUY used' trailers.
16. Home Furnishings
type of property and
-case. Stradivarius
on Highway 94East Box
TAPPAN MICROWAVE
tobacco barn and stock
lease. 160 South 9th after
G.E.
with
19"
color
T.V.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5.
would like to sell, please
Excellent
model.
base
99.
Tobacco
with
cook
book
and
barn.
5
p.m.
USED SIDE BY SIDE
AFC and custom picture,
443-8515.
contact,
THE NELSON
Ideal
condipon.
playing
N.W.
defrost for only $17.00
available. Located
Tappan refrigerator,
for only $17.50 per
SHROAT
CO.,
entering MHS
for
pupil
FURNISHED
SALE,
rooms
Phone
for
CARPORT
Murray.
_
per
month
_
WAG
For
of
harvest gold. Washer
month. For information
WANT l'O-BrY small 4
REALTORS
In
the
250.00.
program.
band
rent.
Girls
only,
29.
9
Saturday,
October
753utilities
Realty,
information call 753Koppemd
and dryer. King size
Call 751-0595.
door automatic car,4 or,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
p.
Call
753-4720
after
5
paid.
Call
753-2202
of
9th
or
m.
at
corner
a.
at
office
our
0595.
visit
or
1222
mattress and springs.
6 cylinder. Call 753-7573.
Center or-phone 759-1707
m.
apply 1415 Main St.
and Fairlane. Lots of
711 Main.
Call 753-5135.
SEARS BLACK and white
or
759-1716.
blue jeans.
T.V. console. Working
GOOD USED TWIN or - TWO WARM MORNING
THOMAS electric organ
APARTROOM
FIVE
heaters,
one
LP
gas
ONE G.E. portable
order. $35. Call 753-0605.
bunk beds Also chest.
CAN'T find a home you
BY OWNER
with built-in stereo.
MENT including den, YARD SALE -.corner of
autocrat LP heater. Call
washer and dryer
Call 437.4155f
_
Excellent condition.
th4
'Then
--unturntshed, quiet- 1' 7th ailici-Chestnutell a. m. eit Three bedroom brick,
436-2411 weekends and
alvicado stackable. aust - " 060. Call- 753405:
- ZENti+W---ItS -land
build
Canterbury
and
dining
living
room,
Lost
,
Saturday
and
- 3 p. m.
- neighborhood..
after 6 p. m. 753-2424
stereos at the lowest
WOULD LIKE to buy
perfect for mobile home
your own. Beautiful
room, kitchen, utility
Sunday. Lots of antique.
utilities, drapes, and
from 8-5 p. m. weekprices in West Ky. We
registered wire haired
23. Exterminating
or any small area. For /
2x120. S.
corner lot 1401
carport,
large
room,
150.00
junk.
hookup.
glassware
and
washer
days.
service, what we sell,
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
both only cost $21.00 per
of
Oxford
W.
corner
carpeted
den
22
x
16,
per month plus 100.00
this includes lake area.
753-5669.
month or $368. For inthroughout, many exDrive and Tabard
CAI F KITCHFN faucet.
single
or
YARD
SALE
Saturday,
Couple
deposit.
FREE
All work is guaranteed
753-0595.
f0
tras, shaded lot 125 x
Drive. Only 6,300.00. The
---_ STANDING TIMBER,.by
505 Blair. 8 till dark.
chrome 8" center,
persons preferred. Call
So come to Sissons
T
ermite
273, lots of shrubs, 7
Nelson Sh-roat Co., _
-- the acre-or footage/Call - $11.99. Washerless type; G1E. HEAVY DUTY
cleaner,
p.
m.
after
5
Vacuum
753-5447
-Zenith- Sales and Save.
mlles from Murray on
Inspection'
Realtors, Uncle Jeffs
498-8757.
$17.88. Single lever type,
electric clocks, toys,
Highway 94, 18 miles
washes and dryer white
299. Call 489-2643'
Pets
Suppiies
Hwy.
38.
Shopping Center, 759Certified By IPA
clothing
books,
$22.95. Wallin Hardware
pictures,
West of Murray. Open
with full controls both
after 6 p.m. Priced in
Avoid Coltly Home Rem%
1707 office,759-1716 after
GERMAN SHEPHERD- -and winter-eeats.
Paris
7;30-5:30, or -any-time by
!Or $28 Per month WAC.
Wanted
hours.
901Call
sale.
for
pups
appointment, phone IFor information call 753Bearer
year old breeding
SALE CLUB aluminum.8
Termite
Kelly's
Puryear,
Tenn.
SALE
Satur247-5336,
GARAGE
382-2174 Or 82-2743.
0595.
pgir ferjestackingwiltgrew
- piece sets, choice of
or see-at Hazel- Lumber -day 11-? 1203 Peggy Ann
Control
Pest
Pleote reply to R.S. bellord,
colors. $39.99. Wallin
27. Mobile Home Sales
Yard.
Drive.
P. 0. Boo 7345, Louisville, By.
AND
COUCH
USED
Awe.* seised eat operytert ever re
Hardware, Paris.
40207.
3
bedroom
1976
12
x
65
sale...Call
436tor.
yeart-De or Or
•
•
wand - fr'enet. Afl eteCtric.
5636: SALE BATH TUBS, 5'
100 South 13th St.
Central air. Washer and
steels whites, $59.95.
' Phone 753-3914
•
Call 435-4413.
dryer.
living
Wallin
NICE
$69,41.
EXTRA
Colors,
.
WOOD DINING room
Roncites, Slivet Fish with
3
tables
room
suite
Hardware,
Paris.
4 suite. Call 489-2266.
and Shrubs
EXTRA NICE 12 x , 60
and 3 lamps. 175.00.
Master Craft 2 bedroom,
Phone 7534609, 9 to 5.
full baths, Carpet
weekdays.
'
throughout. Washer and
er
dryer. Color TV and
FRIGIDAIRE
INVITED!
YOU
ARE
stereo, air conditioner,
refrigerator. Freezer at
24 Miscellaneous
INCOME PROPERTY
Open House - For your inspection Sat. Oct. 29,
central gas heat, unbottom. Apartment-size
SALE BATH TUB faucets'
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 30, LW p.m.420 S.8th Street has 3apartments each with bath.
derpinning and porch.
electric range. Doris
old style, $8.95. Modern
5:00 p.m. Just completed - ready for you to move
Double garage and on extra deep lot. Good inMany more extras. May
Rose, 1603 Keeneland.
V' center, $12.99.
into your new home. This beautiful brick veneer
come and well located. House is in good state of
be left on lot. Call 436Washerless type $27.95.
home just 342 miles from city-limits of Murray.
5553.
repair. Callfor appointment_
,
Follow Rt. 121 S,E. to Old Salem Road,film N. 1/2
"Wallin Hardware, Paris.
ELECTROLUX SALES
mi.For sale by
1972 BASSETT house
and service. Call Tony SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
trailer
12
x
70.
ComTHE PRICE IS RIGHT
Montgomery, 753-6760,. cents. Chain saw fileS,
pletely furnished in-day or night.
all sizes 79 cents each.
Three bedroom brick charmer on beautiful
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE' cluding washer and
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack
wooded lot near the university. Owners being
901 Sycamore Street - Phone.753-7724
dryer. Front and back
In=11111111 99 cents. Heat bulb 250
transferred and want a quick sale. Home has
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS
Fulton
E.
Young
Shoulders
Forest
porches. Call 753-5334
HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
watt, $1.19. Wallin
economic gas heating, fireplace in living room,
753-4946
753-8071
Louise Baker, 753-2409
Spcmn,
753-2587
Guy
days
Or
753-5686
nights.
Needleart Center, South
Hardware. Paris.
fenced-backyard and much more. Priced to sell
Chester Thomas
Prentice Dunn,753-5725
Paschall,
733-8961
Jack
16th
Street
in
Fox
fast. 20's.
753-8274
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
T. C. Collie 753-5122
Meadows, now has SALE eriA1N saw chains
bedroom, 2 baths,
Paternayan
Tapestry
313"or 404 pitch to fit 12"
central heat and air,
yards in stock, also
bar,$8.95. 16" bar, 59.95.
underpinning, nice front
Paternayan
3 ply
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
porch. Furnished or
have
Persian. Materials for
also
$12.9.5. We
unfurnished. Call 753counted stitch, cross
bargain in sprockets and
3418 after 5. •
stitch, crewel, and floss
bars to fit most chain
753-1222
711 Main
embrodery.
saws.'Wallin Hardware,
29. Mobile Home Rentals
dmiimmimemeism
Latch hook in 28
Paris.
BEDROM
TWO
designs, knitting and
HEY - LOOK ME OVER - New country home
NOW.
COUNTRY LOVER? You'll love this new rustic
AVAILABLE
TRAILER-12't60, water
crochet yarn. Kits and
located
near Ky. Lake. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
plenty
of
siding,
cypress
country home with
Urethane foam. All
furnished. Prefer 2 boys.
accessories for all your
designed for convenience & style. Approx. 1 acre
bought
be
Lake.
Can
Ky.
privacy
near
room
and
densities.
Cut
Call
sizes,
all
753-0957.
neecllearts.
lot. $21,000.00.
furnished or unfurnished.
to your specs. West Ky.
Equipment
Faim
19
_Cabinet,Co.;_mq Story TWO
BEI:310)0M,
144 Acres located-about 242 irides east of Cheri.",
Avenue. 753-6767.
TRAILER, 1 mile out of
1967
Farmer at Heart'? 260 acre farms bottom Sr ridge
MASSEY
Corner Church. Excellent building site; two,
city limits. Water and
year round springs & flowing creeks. Approx,
FERGUSON combine. SALE'FAUCETS, chrome
land combination 140 acres open, 115 now in crop
garbage pickup furtillabel with both creek bottom and up-land. 2
land. This farm can be bought in smaller farms
Needs repairs. Best
lavatory 4'' 'center,
nished. 1 or 2 adults.
acres tobacco base & barn. Partly fenced & some
offer will buy. Call 435of 175 acres,85 acres or 29 acres.
68.95. Washerless type,
50.00
deposit, 85.00
marketable timber:
4467.
$13.99. Wallin tt,Ardmifilitfi. Call It3-5405
November 9;1977
wa re, Paris.
after 6 p. m.
40 Acres located on Elm Grove Road. Good road
TD 18 International
FIREPLACE TIME? New 3 bedroom home on
frontage,'year round Water, partly fenced. Apdozer. New steering
approx. 9 acres located in.NW. part of county.
'130 p.m.
prox. ½ open, rest in good nativeLimber. Priced
'crutches, TeVailt
Has central heat & air plus fireplace. • •
to sell. $34,500.00.
•
hydraulic
pump
and
The Get and Service of The
cylinders, good conFollowing Great Sires
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, MORES,BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
dition. $7000. Call 898Will Be Featured:
3429.
& LAKE ACCFSS HOMES & LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY

312=1111111

V; a

r

Guy Spann Realty

FULTON YOUNG
REALTY, INC.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

In

Quality Realty Co.

A Benton Based Firm Serving An West Kentucky

FIRST
PRODUCTION SALE
of
biER CREEK FARMS

•('MR Perfect Victor 31
•CMR Perfect Victor 82
•BW.1 Victor J3-873
•CMR Superoltrend 18
•(-‘113 Masterpiece 102
•CM13 Superol 275

Regular Polled Herefords
Selling 69 Lots
6 Bulls
63 Females
(21 cows with calves)
FrPP lunch served at 11:00 a m

VV. Keith Duncan, Owner
Paul Manker,Mgr.Route 9, Marina, Kentucky
phone: 502-9C5-2..414

1966 GLEANER combine,
good condition..Call 7535852.
FOR SALE M Farmall
tractor and two row 305
corn picker. Call 7534936 after 7 p. m. also 600
Ford tractor.

Whatever Your RealEstate Needs...Call Us
THIS IS HOUSE SENSE
606 Broad Street. Neat.3 bedroom, 1 bath frame
house newly decorated and carpeted. Electric
heat. Large garage and outside st,,rne building.
Convenient to shopping. ,Won't last long at
$21,500.

FOR
SALE
14 Ft. Pe-A-

Livesto4
Trailer

Call 53-52
for-information.

BO12-tEv AlpRS
105 N. 12th Street

753-8080
THE

PROFESSIONAL

OFFICE WITH THE If,1 NDE Y TOUCH

Audro Moody 753-9036 -Marren Shropsh110334277
Borbor6invin153-4136
Reubek Moody 753-9030
Homer Miller 753-7519
8. O. Hook 753-2347 .

Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope, Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2112
After hours, please(all:
Charles Jeffery 474 2337
Darrel Morgan S*7-8114
Rtfirititey 527-9036

Jock Crittenden 435•4483
Rill Brumett 527-9921
Volney,Brien, MGR 527 9678

WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY
•

Te

41=11•

AMA
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PLANNING to buila next
spring? We have several
lots that are beautiful
building sites.-Buy your
lot now so you can get an
early start next spring.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.
337 N.Poplar-densest

QUALITY
REALTY
527-1468 d5 753.9625
DARPEEL CCPE EIRCOP

ON HIGHWAY 121 West stone house and large
shaded
lot.
WHY
RENT? About 6 miles
West, double garage
, with 2 room apartment
aboire. LARGE LOT on
- 121-West has„ 30 x- 60
block barn, - 'Mut' d The
used for some type of
business. you FINISH
and Save - three 3
bedroom houses under
construction. Buy when
finished on outside or
contractor will give
*ice_ finished. WEST
OF MURRAY -36 acres,
49 acres, 77 acres or 115
acres. Call 489-2110.

John C.
Neubauer
Realtor
List Your Property With. Us
505 Mein St.

7534101

A UNIQUE combination
of residential - and
business properties.
Ideal._home offering
Early American charm
with wood beamed
ceilings, large-stone
fireplace,
beautiful
paneling and woodwork
throughout.
Adjacent
buildings suitable for
small business such as
antiqu'e
s.ho.p,
professional offices, or
retail outlet. Located at
corner of North 5th and
Cheallitg Streets. Shown
by appointment only, so
- phone us
today at
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. We would love to
• show you this choice
property.

-Waldrop Realty
"-In Business
Since 1956"
753-5646

16 ACRES, on county
road, near Ky. Lake.
Call 436-2473.

DELUXE COUNTRY
LIVING - beautiful
country home, modern
in , every
detail
sufrounded-by trees and
beautiful landscaping.
Huge den and stone
fireplace for the warm
drowzy hours. The
roomy appliance-filled
silitelilifilffiedesigNikTU :cheer your day. Marble
vanity top and tub enclosure completes a
most elegant bath. A 3stall stable and 3 acres just right for the horse
enthusiast. Only
65;000.00. Call today for
your private showing.
BOYD MAJORS. REAL
ESTATE, 105 N: 12th, _
753-8080.

r.:NJOY THE BENEFITS
of country living in this
like
new,
nicely
decorated, 3 bedroom, 2
bath home located 4
miles from Murray.
There's a sunken living
room, formal dining
area, eat-in kitchen with
all gold appliances.
Brick outside storage
building and electric
garage door opener.
Phone Koppemd Really.
753-1222- for fulltLtne,
competent' real , estate
service.
GUY SPANN REALTY_Weg_o to extra leng-th..s_to
serve you. Your interest
and desire are • cfur
primary coneern.When buying or selling see-the
Prolessionals. Guy
Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.

THE NELSON SKROAT Co.
SEALTONS
Weis Jeffs

L

Shoppisig Center
759-1707 or 759-1716

re

PT

49 Used Cars & Trucks
DODGE SPORTS van royal. 1973. 50,000 miles.
Good condition. Call 7538962.

COUNTRY LIVING - 3
bedrooms, ,11
/
2.• bath,
family re, fireplace.
Nicely landscaped.
Rock gardens., Shrubs
-and:fliisieri Set this one
apart for the gardener.
35,000.00. Wilson Ins. &
Real Pstate,. 7533263
anytime,

1973 Dodge Polars 4-door
Sodom. White vinyl top, kora
Good tiros, good sleeved comities. Doris Rose,
1643 Roluseleed.

INVESTMENT
PROPERTY . -407 So.
2- bedroom frame.
Rents for 125.00 month.
Price 11,700.00. Don't
let this one get away.
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263 anytime.

alemeseemeesnmwiewa

FOR SALE OR TRADE
1946 Ford pickup truck.
Needs work. 125.00. 1967
Toyota Land Cruiser
engine, 250.00. Call 4365412.

,
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene Super
40. Lot* wheel base
Poviei- -steering and
1112 n fo OPEN 014 OF THE OVER- brakes, air -and--tilt
• South lith at Syest
- mere' • '
wheel. Red with black
9RAF1 K))49.1'
TELEPHONE 763.1061
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission
needs
46 Homes For Sale
48 Automotive Service
work: Call 354-6206 after
1976'PICKUP, long wheel
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
4 p. m.
bed Toyota. 10,000 miles.
SALE OIL filter, $1.49, air
brick, 114 baths, large
filter, $1.88 to fit most ' 1975 Honda CB 200 T
50 Campers
kitchen-den, 3 walk in
motorcycle. 1700 miles.
American or import
closets, wall-M--pall
ears:Wallin IlardSiare,s -BOttifeetteellent shape.
carpet,
attached
i01
t
Call 435-4413.
Paris.
garage. Economical gas
'111 41i;
central
49 Used Cars & Trucks
heat, and
Trailer
1971 FOUR WHEEL drive
electric central -air
reeze
pickup.
Anti-Freeze
s.
GT. Power - Chevrolet
ToRrNo
1971
conditioning. 35,900.00.
Excellent mechanically.
hg.
door
air,
2
steering,
170_1 Magnolia. Coll 753Cally 767-3325 after 11 p.Now 3" gal.
hardtop. Dark Green.
7906.
m.
Call S27-8273 after 4:00.
Murray Camper

Iferc

MESE=

51 Services Offered
ELECTRI
WIRIN
home and industrial, air
conditio.ning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work-, gravel hauling
. and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
Have you always wanted a
reel We- oglami, huh' or a
IIQVIS see, huh7 How about making your present house
your dream home"
Call..

Roy Harmon
7534124
CUSTOM
..LTHOLSTERY. Free
estimate. Call 753-9751.
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
- Charles Ceoksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.

51 Services Offered
TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707.
LICENSED EDECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
CUSTOM CARPET care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753.1335.

51 Services Offered
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas In
stallation
will
dO
plumbing, heating and
sewetcleardng. Call 7537203.
WILL CLEAN gutted.
Call after 5 p4o.
1416.
INSULATION BLOWN iii
by Sears- save on these
high heat and cooling..
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
WILLING TO DO yard
work, house work,
babysitting, or odd Jobs..
Call 767-2543 or 767-4846.

FOR BACrHOE and
bulldozing needs; Call'
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
- 354-8161 or 354-8138.

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears continous gutters
INSULATION SAVES
installed per your
$$$. Attics and walls
specifications.
Call
Worn. Free estimate. • Doug Taylor at -753-231f'
Call 753-3316.
.for free estimates.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and -baekhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phon}753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.

54. Free Column
TWO MACK
female kittens, nicely '
marked, 8 weeks old.
Call 753-1761.
ADULT CALICO cat and
4 month old blue male
kitten. Call 753-3994.

FOR SALE BY OWNER 8
Supply
FIREWOOD free_ -to1923-DATSUN 240 Z,great 1976 FORD EXPLOitER
roan brick home cal
'PAINTING, INTERIOR,
• pickup, 11,000 actual
someone who will 6t -Call
condition.
3350.00.
753-8072
quiet street close to
exterior.
Also
dry
storm
wall
We repair
miles. Air, automatic,
and clean up. Call 492767-3791.
753-0094
oi
schools. Dining room,
finishing. 10 years exwindows and inCB. 4,295.00 firm. Call
8348.
den, 2 full baths. Fully
perience. Call 436-2563,
753-5469 after 5.
stall gloss
FOR SALE OR TRADE
carpeted, central heat
Ralph
Worley.
FREE KITTENS white
1966
Murray Nome
Ford
van,
inand air. Lots of storage
and gray, leng . hair,
terior all done in carpet. 1967 C1FIEVELLE Malibu,
WHITECAMPER SALES
-14414;44u ..we 1k-in;..
G
TROUBLE
4
.kOutb,•
" 4..- dber, blue, 307
hOüsbi-Okeñ. Cal! .436Roof
scoop
and
Chrolne
authorized
dealer
for
. closets. Double garage,
getting - those small
, automatic. 250.00. Call
.
5502.
wheels.
Call
759-1813
both Starcraft and Fan.
patio. Call 753-0376. If no
plumbing jobs donel
345-2295.
after
4
p.
m.
Travel
trailers-andpop
answer call 753-5665.
Then call 753-6614.
up. Take advantage of
1973
MARK
IV,
silver
1968 FORD FALCON, 4
fall prices on new 78 WET BASEMENT? We
FOR SALE BY OWNER
with burgundy interior,
door, power steering,
models and be ready for
- 3 bedroom house.
make wet basements
tilt wheel, cruise conspring. Bank financing
Near University. Priced " air, low miles, good - trol,-power windows and
dry, work completely
condition. 1972- Midge available. Located 4
In tes. Cáil .713-8726
guaranteed. Call or
Dairy Queen is closing Monday
seats, AM-FM stereo
Polara, 4 door hardtop,
miles East of Murray on
after 5 p. m.
write Morgan Conand
tape.
31,000
actual
(Halloween) for the season.
power steering and
Highway 94. Call 753struction. Co.. Route-2,- night
Calr-753brares-,4
air.
Good
, 0605.
for
BY OWNER:3-beilicic:rit, 2
uz gallons, quarts and
Box409A. Pm:bleak 10'- 3021-between 8 a.m:-taid
conciition Call 759-1231
--bath, living room, den,
42001.
Phone
day
or
freezer.
0. in.
your
5
ONE OVER THE CAB
kitchen and dining
night 442-7026.
Thanks for a good year
camper. Good condition.
1973LINCOLN MARK IV.
room. Efficiency cot1972
PONTIAC,
excellent
Geneva and Johnie
One Garrett Master--YuLINGBLOOD'S
Color metallic baby
tage at rear of lot.
conditiop,
,
Power
and
detector,
Metal
Hunter
blue, 45,000 nglea. Calf:
ROOFING. Catzunercial
_
for.
: Presently rentig._
- air. $1091. 1971 GMC
like new. Call 436-243
after 5 763-.0093
a and residential. General
$125 month. Excellent
pickup, $1195. Call '
489after 4-p. m.
carpentry. 10 years
condition. ;39,500. 1803
2595.
Chemical
1971 MUSTANG Grande,
experience. Call 759-1524
4. AP 220-1 Economical to operate
College Farm Rd.
WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
and maintain. . . with an output
new tires, air conFeed Pump
after 5 p.m.
capacity of 8,400 g. a. h. with a 2"
1969
FORD
PICKUP.
TRAILERS
complete
Call
2
Bedrooms,
ditioning, automatic.
THREE
suction/discharge. Ideal for
soles and., service,
- ping &Ate° tectunereand pUcutes"
Call 753-3607..
-..
baths, fully carlietedf• Pump body, impeller, and volute
department at 1-24 and
are reinforced polyester theism.
elect. air and furnace,
1973 CHEVROLET
Route 68, Cadiz, Ky. Call
platic to resist corrosion..Fast self'
lot,
1956 WILLIS JEEP, 4
wooded
large
priming design with check valve
CLASSIC
Caprice,
A-1
522-8507.
Hamlin,
wheel
Sub.,
drive,
Excellent
Keniana
gives a 5 ft suction lift in 15 sec.
condition. One owner.
.Total head up to 94 ft. .Carbon
condition. Call 753-2571.
Ky. Call 436-2473.
ceramic shaft seals made of
See at Murray Ice Co., 51. Services Offered
QUALITY SERVICE
stainless steel and Buna-N rubber'.
753-1813.
.Powered
by a 4-cycle single cylinMOBILE
HOME
ANBEDROOM
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
Company Inc. Air conFOUR
der engine with spalsh type
CHORS, underpinning,
mileage, one owner. Tilt
modern brick house. All
dition sales and serlubrication. .High voltage magneto
1975 MAVERICK 4 door,
ignition system..Washable foam air
patio awnings and roofs
conveniences. Located
wheel, landau top, exvice. Modern sheet
cleaner .weight -32 lb.s
.140
air condition. 35,000
sealed, white or silver.
cellent buy. Call 753in country. Call 753-8333.
metal- department.
miles. Exc-ellent conCall Jack Glover, 7534331.
Larry
Wisehart,
dition. Call 345-2794.
Murray Supply Lawn & Garden
1873-after 5 or weekends.
BY OWNER 5 room
President. Phone 753200 E. Main, Murray
house, aluminum siding. 1974 CAPRICE Classic,
'9290.
_
1970 V.W.; excellent .D0 YOU NEED stumps
'Lgge yard and garden.
:black on black. 3250.00.
-removed from your yard
--condition. Call 753-0663
Immediate possession.
Call 753-6648.
,or . land cleared of
_
p.m.
--after
5
If interested- Call 753stumps? We can remove
7449 10-11:30 or after 1970 MALIBU, good
stumps up to 24"
_
1978- OLDS -98 Luxury
Condition. Best offer.
beneath ground. Leaves
sedan,
all
power,
Call 753-2467 or 753-0254.
sawdust and chips.
only
leather, electric moon
ENERGY
CONCall for free estimate,
roof,
brown
on
brown.
SERVATION home 1974 CORVETTE, new
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
nearing lkompletion. - paint, tires, side pipes, - $10,000. 1978-- Coryette
Bob Kemp,435-4343•
red,
red
leather,
auto
Located on Quail Creek
pearl red with - red in1978
T
cruise.
Bird
Murrap,14.
1804 Coldwater Rd.
Drive in Gatesborough.
terior, 350 4 speed, a tilt
silver, silver interior, all
TREES TRIMMED and
Three bedrooms, 2
telescopic wheel, AMpower. Call 767-4929.
cut. Call 753-4707.
baths, large den with
FM , tape,
any
WILL
HAUL
wood burning fireplace,
reasonable offer con1976 GRAND PRIX, low
DRIVEWAY gravel or
living room dining area.
sidered. Also 1958
mileage, on'e owner. Tilt
Kitchen with all builtdecorative rock or stock
Corvette 327-375
Wheel, landau top,
pile lime. Call 753-6763
ins. Lots of closet space
automatic, needs paint.
excellent buy. Call 753including walk-in. 2700
Roger Hudson,753-4545.
Call 354-6206.
4331.
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after
PROFESSIONAL carpet
6 p. m,
and. furniture cleaning.
Suridby.
47. Motorcycles
offers.
Servicemaster
Save! Save!
30, 1977
October
dry foam
steam
or
LAY AWAY a Yamaha
20 Mile method. Servicemaster
motorcycle now at Town
from
Free Delivery
has been cleaning the
and Country Yamaha,
1 to 5 p m
finest homes.for over 30
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.
will
Refreshments
years, and are Number 1
Rowed, reedy to er.6 Or bey•11-Ivild end sec Complete sod
size
say
served
preset
all
professional
be
bet
in
the
LAY AWAY A helmet or
reedy to essesiblo lel up to 24z14 sterideni,
cleaning business today.
needed. flop Hee rest thee COM to Costive Itaib end bey He but
any other motorcycle
for
less.
Call Servicemaster, 753-accessory. Now at Town. deemetOST011
EMT POOTlffil lUILDINGS MIMS
Costumes Are
.0259 today.
and Country Yamaha,
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.
Not Necessary.
FENCE SALES at Sears
48. Automotive Service
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
TIRE SALE: Truck load,
estimates for - your
4 ply polyester white
needs
cc all premium grade. 1232 tread depth. 7 rib
guaranteed
against
We repair ill brands ol
Other prizes will be given throughdefective
material,
workmanship and road
out the afternoon by random
hazard. A78x13" $16.06
drawings.
+ $1.74 FET; C78x13"
DUE TO
r
$18.94 + $1.94
,
HEALTH REASONS
+ $2.30 FET;
You do not have to be
F78x14" $21.15 + $2.44
Chain
This building and grounds is being offered at a
present to win - but' you
FET; G78x14 or 15"
sacrificed price - $22,000. Call us today for more
Saws
must come kw to register.
$22.38 •+ $2.60 VET;
informatioa,
H78x15" $2423.1 .$2.85
Murray
FET; 1.78x15" $26.76 +
$3.13 FET.
Hardware, Paris.
Fulton E Ybimt
Forest Shoulders
• SALE 36 MONTH car
7s34140
753-8071, '
'
Chester Thomas
_Brand. Wallin Hard-,
rhe,tilhd Strr,t
7534214
\!flrr:, R'
ware, Parts.
-

NOTICE

pint-

WAILIS DRUG '
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADINGBRANDS Of COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCT •)

225

.._

•
* •P
it.

. 111

iff9
'25

tie

3E"'1E 3031111

Still time to buy that new home and be moved in
before Christmas. Located near Murray High,
this one story ranch has been completely
redecorated. It has three bedrooms - and two
baths with economical central gas heat. Call us
today for an appointmentto see your next horde.,

John C. Neubauer

753_7531

753-0101
Realtor
-SOS Main Street
Murray
Brice Ratterree 753-5921
., Pam Rodgers 753-7116
. . Bob Rodgers 753-7116
Linda Drake 753-0492
RoyFolsorn 753-8857
Thin Gtavet'436‘2321 . ,„,,L.-

2
tie

eal
Estati
Realtor Pat Mobley

I

PURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE
INVESTOR'S VIEW OF REAL ESTATE
•The New York Stock Exchange recently conducted
a study of the small invector's view of investment
income potential: It must
have backfired, because
stocks came out a distant
second to real estate.
The study concerned itself
with the Small investor
defined as anyone who falls
in one or 7 more of the
following categories: 1) annual household income between '7,500 and '20,000: 2)
has a securities portfolio
valued at less than T10,000:

They were asked what rate
of return they thought could
be attained on a regular
basis from the five major investment areas. Real estate
investments were rated
highest, exceeding the yield
from stocks, (the secohd
ranking category) by more
than one-third, followed by
mutual funds, savings banks
- and insurance in that order.

about their real estate needs
is ouwetialty. Drop by Purdom 8. Thurman on the
court square or call Pat

3) or annual secuilties•tvenf;bie;-717:4:Crlir 753.
sections valued at less then "
11'58. We're heee18 help!
'S.000.
...
.

11 ;

There will be a prize given to
the "Best Dressed" couple.

FULTON YOUNG
REALTY?,INC.

Home

& Auto

Store

Thank You for your patronage,
.4-- and for iallowing us to introduce
our new line ofclotftes.

_
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World Community Day To Income Tax
Be Held Here On Friday Class Planned

'No Excuse' Sunday Will
Be Held, Dexter-Hardin

Area
Murray
The
Church Women United in Atlantic City. "As the nations
begin a
will be at 6:30 p. m.
Murray and Calloway County were flying apart, the women Vocational Center will
Rev. Shepard said "we
will celebrate World Com- were corning together," said 20-hour course in Income Tax
on
believe that there are really
munity Day on Friday, the first presided of the in- Reporting beginning
4:30
at
3
November
no excuses valid enough to
Thursday,
November 8 at 10:00 a.m., at
keep someone from coming to
p.m. The class will be held on.
Ow First _Christ-Ian Church.
and Thursday
church except serious illness,
Monday
Murray. Representatives of
death in the family, or other
evenings from 6:30 to 9:30 p.
various churches will be
,emergency situations. We find
-in. for 3% weeks._ /10.hert
lencters in'the program"
Martin will be the instructor.
:What Does It Mean,To Be that when most people make
presentation, centered on the
Made Whole?" with scripture excuses not to show dp at
The class is designed for
theme, "Heart-Change and for small
from John 5:7 will be the cherch, these are ip reality
individuals
Global Change."
owners. The latest
subject-of the sermon at the small problems ";oytip"
business
Walter L. Apperson will be
_these
tax laws will be cqvered. The
.morning service by the church: by a person who
the speaker. He is Chairman
_ pastor,.the Rev. Stephen C. problems to then convince
new fax forms will be
of the Board of the First
Shepard. An evening service themselves _i9id others that
discussed.
Christian Church, vicethey just a 't able to come
A one dollar registration fee
Kentucky
of
president
to chur .'
will be due at the first class
Association- of Christian
meeting. To register, persons
Thif Sunday at DexterChurches,and is the publisher
may call the Murray
,Hdrdin is a time set apart to
Vocational Center at 753-1870
- celebrate the Gospel through
between the hours of 8:00a. in.
caring for each other, through
COMMISSIONED KENTUCKY COLONELS-Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller,
and 3:30 p. m. The class is
fellowship;•-•-erid ' through
limited to '24 people.
second right, preiented Kentutky- Coronet certificates to_ left to right; John J. Livesay,
worship, Rev. Shepard said.
Rev. Ron Hampton
The pastor said "we want
Miss Maude Forrest Nance,and Mrs. John J.(Sally) livesay, all of New Concord,
_
.
7„..tereenaminational CAtuncil
people- to feel-lliat- -they- -da
Stafffilsotobrklike Brandon
which was The forerunner of
have a home here where they
.4 '
Final rites for Mrs. Mae
Church Women United. One of
can come and feel afOutland, widow of Burnette
The first actiCorthis newly
firmation-,love, and concern."
Optland, will be held Saturday
.,4,47, 4
Wer
formed Council was to
Rev. Shepard said he hoped
two p.m. at the chapel of the
inaugurate a day of peace in The Rev. J. Marland Harris
30 will be a beginning
October
J. H. churchill Funeral Home point for this church and all
• will speak at the 11:00 a. m.
1942.
with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe persons who will come and be
• The next year this ob- and 7:30 p. in. worship serofficiating. Burial will follow a part of it in their cornservance became known as vices on Sunday, October 30,
_ in thAfairra„_,Meme_ripl
World Community Day and at 'Calvary Temple Fiala.
. inittrnedt.to God.
Gardens.
was concerned with the price Pentecostal Church of God,
First United Methodist
the
were
people
New
Magazine
Club,
Concord
Calloway
Three
the
at
Friends may call
of an enduring peace. Every Hwy. 841 South.
Church.
Kentucky
as
Club.
Homemakers
commissioned
funeral home.
year since them, World
Mr. Livesay, born in Paris,
.Mrs. Livesay is presently
,.Colonels by Gov. _Julian
The _choir will _414C!`11.,P_
Mrs. Outland, age 87, died
Community . Day hat been Lighthouse" featuring Pastor
late Jefthe.
of
son
kreal intereyt at noon Carroll with County Judge
Texas,
of
stock
of
the
of
president
Prices
Magazine
Thursday at the. Murray- EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
celebrated by Church Women Harris, soloist, and "Get All
ferson Davis Livesay, and for
Calloway County Hospital. Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of Robert 0. Miller conducting Club, regent of the Captain
United on the first Friday in Excited."
of the
head
was
years
many
follows:
areas
of
Murray,
Oury
Calloway
the''
the
Chaffer
at
Wendell
ceremony
the
She is survived by two
Apperson
L
Walter
November. Each year a
stock
and
commodities
on
the
of
House
Sunday School will be at
J.N.
DAR, president
County „Court
Inc.
UnC
grandchildren, Mrs. Dwain Heublein
McDonalds Corp.
and of the Murray Ledger and specific issue is chosen to 10:00 a.m. with nursery
Ill.,
Chicago,
at
brokerage
21.
the
of
UDC,
Williams
Chapter
P
October
47z4
riday,
14 +Li
McClard and Gene Outland, - Ponderosa Systems.
emphasize corporate action provided and classes for all
- The recipients of the honor, member of the Murray later for Dupont at Chicago. Times.
Clark.
-• Murray, and six grand- Kimberly
Union Carbide
•
Since his retirement, he and - The .Rev. Ron Hampton, -for justice and peace.
honor,
Civic
Marray
ages.
greateat
Coimtry
Club,
Kentucky'sW.R. Grace
children.
yeart
this
for
theme
The
in
lived
meet
Memorial
have
Music,
Livesay
will
of
minister
Mrs.
Group
Forrest
Maude
Youth
The
Alpha
Miss
and
Music
Association,
were
Texaco
27,1
General Elec.
s unc Nance, Mrs. John J. Livesay, Garden Departments of the their farm home near New Baptist Church, will be in World Community Day,. at 6:00 p. m. Sunday.
'
5°3
:
94
GAF Corp. "
"Heart Change - Global
Murray Woman's Club, Concord. He served in the U.S. charge of the music.
Georgia Pacific
4 +'s and John J. Livesay, all of
'
28
LAKE DATA
Pfizer
Navy'auring World War H and
World Day of Change," focuses on reaching
the
on
Serving
County
Concord.
Calloway
New
+'.4
25
77'. one
Lake, 7 a.m, 354.9
Jim Walters
Kentucky
the
to
hears
1.11e.g_iirraY Prayer Committee Are out. with changed
Genealogical Society, la Efilenabet,
..••Aratine-- Miss _Nanee isim long been
0.1."
up
Disn
..known as an 'earnest worker Humane Society, New Con- Country Club. His hobbies are Corinne Henry, chairman, unfree. people throughout the
Franklin-Mint
Below dam 302.9.
The funeral for Thelbert
Maggie Woods, Lucille Potts, community, throughout the
for the good of her fellow cord Homemakers Club, and golfing and gardening.
Prices of *ticks of local interest at
Barkley Lake,- 7 a.m. 354.5.
-world
the
throughout
nation,Hilda
Wyatt is being held today at noon
and
Gertzen,
to
Mary
helping
today furnished to the Ledger & Callowayans in
Below dam 314.3 down 0.3.
world
the
and
unity
for
of
striving
by
chapel
Times by I. M Simon Co of Murray are procure
one p.m. at the
Whitnell, assisted by Terry
roads,
better
6:05. Sunrise 7:16.
as
follows.
Sunset
Max Churchill Funeral Home
Mullins, local CWU president, peace.
telephones, and better cin..
.
....
.
.
.
.
..
.
Av.
Indus.
T.
James
Rev.
and
with the
•
rural schools,
Nell Eaton, vice-pfesident
Airco
30.14 unc ditions in the
Garland officiating and Mrs.
program chairmani and
mr_erociacts....--..-----..-2474 - +14 and she has been helpful to
Am. Motors
---, • - x-34*- +1* and interested in -the young.
Otto Erwin as organist
Lillian Graves, . publicity
Ashland Oil
29% unc
Serving as pallbearers are
chairman.
AT&T.
.
59% +% people of the county, Miller
Ford Motor Co... ....... .. 421
‘ +% said. Mie-s Nance is a member
Roy arid James,. Earl Wyatt,
. The public is invited to
nen-. primes
- -45------ta Clayton and Junior Girland, - Gen. Motors
participate, Mrs. Mullins said.
6744 -kii of the United Methodist
Gen. Tire
.
2271, Lice Church of Murray, past
and Toy Lee and J. C. Barnett.
The origin of World Com-(AP)
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
regulations
administrative
19% -i-kx
Goodrich
Burial will follow in the
Day can be traced to
munity
Gulf Oil
77% unc president of the J.N. Williams Regulations proposed by state
review subcommittee, which
25934 -'3
IBM
Barnett Cemetery.
president agencies would be subject to Brinkley heads, from three the week of Pearl Harbor
past
and
UDC,
the
of
Peruiwalt
3.1 unc
Ter. Wyatt, 65 year old
when the constituting con7:2%- . -.11 of the Kentucky Division of the tighter
Quaker Oatslegislative review
members to five.
, TaPpart..-,,
unc UDC, _forrner vice-regent -Of
'resident of River
vention;of the United Count*"
under-a proposal app-retied by
could
subcommittee
The
17%
WesterrtUnIon
uric
Mich., died at Trenton, Mich.,
, member of the the Interip
of Church Women met in
Zenith Radio
l3' unc the
nn orttee,
_ reject any regulations which a
. on
Tuesday morning.
Mvetay • Woman's Club, Stattrnove
majority, felt was not in the
He is survived by one
Garden Department,
The
panel
approved
the
of
interest
best
Mohler,
Bobby
daughter, Mrs.
County Thursday a proposal by Rep. Commonwealth.
Calloway
two sons, Buns Barnett and
Genealogical., Society._
.Brinkley,
. Rejected_ regulatitge would
the Madisonville, to expand the
Society,
Walter ,Wyatt, two Sisters,
.'Holy Habits" will be the Humane
Plans and Programs as Mayor
sent to a special oversight
be
Mrs. Roy Sells and Mrs. subject of the sermon by the
committee composed of the
(continued from yesterday)
two
Hargrove,
Malvin
entire membership of the
6.
for all departments to gain the most
Set
priorities
brothers, Aubrey and Loyd
A The Sinking Spring Baptist
Assembly.
General
=
•Flt v•.airth
:
.=1411
of the funds available, orderly long-range planning.
Wyatt, six grandAildren, and ship services
on Sunday,
majority of the oversight Church will hear the pastor,
-7. Improve several areas of the street and sanitation
one great grandchild.
October 30, at the South
panel would be required to the Rev. Lawson Williamson,
departments.
United
speak at the eleven a. m. and
Pleasant
approve the regulation.
8. Devote the necessary time to make,sure Murray
His
Methodist Church.
The oversight committee seven p. m. worship services
receives all of the funds to which it is entitled from
scripture will be from II Peter
would meet once every three on Sunday, October 30.
'
state
and federal governments as part of the taxes
•
1:13-16.
consillEr' "Down Deep In My Heart"
to
out the tons-of sulfur dioxide months
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 1AP
we
already paid with a part rightfully being
have
Cross
and
directed
Rugged
Old
"The
the
The Church Choir,
After clashing over its clean that won't be admitted into the- regulations rejected by
returned to Murray.
be
will
Made
Difference"
the
by Lurene Cooper with subcommittee.
air benefits, directors of the air," he said. "The health
9. Made a determined effort to increase efficiency in
Olivene Erwin as organist and Tennessee Valley Authority impact of sulfur dioxide and of
In a key amendment to the the selections by the Adult
all departments, reduce turnover of personnel, and
Tammy Gaines as pianist, will approved plans to build a coal air pollution are the best- proposal, all state agency Choir, directed by Tommy
encourage the city employees to take pride in their
sing "He Is So Precious To washing facility at a TVA documented of all en- regulations would be subject Scott and Mrs. Scott as pianist
jobs and skills. This will be high on my personal
Miss Judy Hughes as
and
Me."
In
clause.
sunset
two-year
a
to
vironmental
The
concerns.
steam plant in Kentucky.
priority list because good, loyal, productive ern-,
S
'
Church School will be at ten
MICHELSON
The directors also approved ratio of the cost of air control essence, the regulations would organist.
of the
deacon
Gene
Jones,
ployees are essential to effective government.
a. m.
of.
adjournment
the
at
expire
to
the
is
benefits
quite
plans at a meeting Thursday
revehlS
The Mission Workshop will to relocate the tiny south- favorable."
10. To be flexible enough to change, correct or imGeneral week, will assist in the morfollowing
the
be --Conducted by Mavis-Mc- western Virginia town of
prove any plans or programs when there is a better
"I think we should be taking Assembly unless enacted into ning service. A Temperance
League speaker will be guest
Camish at six p. m. on Sunday. Clinchport. • The plans ap- this action because we know law by the legislature.
way to accomplish (ler objectives. •
Brinkley's proposal, which at the Sunday School opening
11. A change already - one promise - to keep the
proved for the town's it's right," Freeman said.
TVA awarded the coal is designed to add teeth to the assembly for the youth and
public informed about the cities thru programs and
relOCatfOri-ind the- Kentucky
power over adult departments.
actions. To welcome constructive ideas- anti-coal washing facility cost a washing contracts to a legislature
Chicago firm, Roberts and regulations adopted by the The youth choir will meet at
.
suggestions.
total of $152 million.
practice and will
TVA Chairman Aubrey Schaefer, prompting sharp administrative branch of 5:30 p.m. for
15. To accept any justified criticism but to expect a
service.
in
evening
sing
the
government was approved
Wagner and director William criticism from a rival firm.
suggested solution or improvement.
The marketing manager of over a similarly intentioned Sunday School will be at ten
Jenkins attacked the value of
Vote For
six
at
Training
a.m.
Church
the $158 million coal washing Dravo Inc_ a Pittsburgh firm preposal by Sen. Doug
H. Ed Chrisman
at
meeting
Deacons
and
p.m.,
.
R-Columbia
Moseley,
which
the
submitted
lowest of
facility in helping TVA meet
Moseley's 'proposal, which six p.m. .
Please Clip
federally-approved clean air four bids .on the contracts,
in -the 1976 General Nursery workers will be
failed
questioned
TVA's
decision.
standards at its Paradise
More
Issues To Follow
would
have Mrs. Gracie Holland, Mrs.
Paid for by Chrisman Campaign Fund
steam plant near Drakesboro, Dravo's bid was $33.4 million,, Assembly,
Stàvir.
For
Forre3t Priddy.'easurer
Ky. But S. David Freeman •Cornpared With' ihe • $40.3 abolished Brinkley'S Sub-- Barbara Lovihs, 'and Missthe utility's newest director, million bid of Roberts and committee. The job of Judy Hughes.
defended the equipment's air- Schaefer: TVA saidonly that reviewing regulations would
Dravo and the two 'Other be assigned to the standing or
filtering effectiveness.
"I think this is like shooting bidders failed to meet several • interim committee that approved the legislation which
a $150 millien bullet, at a contract specifications. ,
"Pe,
The coal washing ,facility led to the regulation.
moving target," Jenkins said.
regulation
a
example,
For
will
allow
TVA
Calloway
to
.
federal
the
of
meet
"It's an example
To The People Of Murray and
regulators getting involved in exiting limits on sulfur adopted by the Bureau for
Countr - •
a bunch of damn foolishness, dioxide - a waste product of Health Services regarding
As the November 8th General flection is only a short time
burning coal - and still use inspection of food facilities
in my mind."
r
away and as the Democrat nominee for sheriff of Calloway
with a high sulfur content would be reviewed by the
coal
"T
saying:
agreed,
Wagner
and
County, I am again asking for the support of the Murray
and
Health
legislature's
mined
near
the Paradise
would like to see documenCalloway County People for the office of sheriff:Your mossy can earn 5'4% compounded daily - from date of deposit to
tation that this $150 million we plant. The plant now emits Welfare Committee or one of
The tremendous majority that I received in the Democrat
date tit withdrawal - for an affective yield of 5.39'4
the
Primary leads me to believe that the people who know me,
are paying will produce $150 higher sulfur dioxide levels its subcommittees.
am
I
If
well.
people
several
the
serve
However,
to
best
do
will
I
my
believe that
million in benefits,-as opposed than federal clean air stanto
objected
elected your sheriff. I will be Sure that I will always do my best,so
legislators
If you hare a surplus of funds is your checking account, lot it accumulate interest instead
another method We might dards allow.
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This Sunday, October 30,
will be the second Annual
Every Member "No Excuse"
Sunday at the Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church.
Sunday School will be at ten a.
m., with worship at eleven a.
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